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Editorial……
It is heartening to note that our journal is able to sustain the enthusiasm
and covering various facets of knowledge. It is our hope that IJMER would
continue to live up to its fullest expectations savoring the thoughts of the
intellectuals associated with its functioning .Our progress is steady and we are in
a position now to receive evaluate and publish as many articles as we can. The
response from the academicians and scholars is excellent and we are proud to
acknowledge this stimulating aspect.
The writers with their rich research experience in the academic fields are
contributing excellently and making IJMER march to progress as envisaged. The
interdisciplinary topics bring in a spirit of immense participation enabling us to
understand the relations in the growing competitive world. Our endeavour will be
to keep IJMER as a perfect tool in making all its participants to work to unity
with their thoughts and action.
The Editor thanks one and all for their input towards the growth of the
Knowledge Based Society. All of us together are making continues efforts to
make our predictions true in making IJMER, a Journal of Repute

Dr.K.Victor Babu
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CURRENT SCENARIO OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN INDIA
Dr. Provashis Mondal
Assistant Professor in Education
Swami Niswambalananda Girls’ College
Hooghly
Abstract
Acquiring knowledge, experience, skill and attitude on the part of a child or an adult
depends solely on education. Education is a scientific process through which one
systematically achieves the desired traits.
It makes an individual civilized, refined, cultured and educated. For a
civilized and socialized society, there is no alternative to education. Education leads to
perfection. In every society education is considered to be the only panacea for all evils.
It is education that can help awakening the truly human virtues. Considering the role of
education in society and farming of self, one hardly wonders at paramount importance
attached to education for human development and advancement of civilization. In this
paper we have studied about the present scenario of Higher Education in India.
India’s Higher Education system is the largest in the world in terms of number
of institutions. Higher education in India has undergone rapid development in the postindependence era.
But the sad part of the story is that India, even after 72 years of its
independence, is far away from the goal of universal literacy. There are a good number
of schools in our country, but they don't have proper basic infrastructure. However on
a positive note, India is engaged in the use of higher education as a powerful tool to
build a knowledge-based information society of the 21st Century.
Keywords: Indian higher education, quantitative, qualitative, reorient, global standards.
Higher education, issues, challenges
Introduction:
India with its massive population needs a strengthened Higher Education
system. The continuing growth of the middle class in India (approximately 200 million
people) has led to increased demand for higher education and we know that this
demand cannot be met by the existing Indian Higher Education system. Although the
Indian government is planning to establish new universities and colleges in the near
future, these will not be enough to provide places for all students who seek higher
education. If we imagine India 25 years from now, we mayestimate some areas
quantitatively with a fair degree of confidence. While in some others, we would
probably be unable to reasonably put numbers to the country's likely accomplishment.
Here we can indicate what would be most desirable and point out the opportunities and
obstacles that will arise along the way. The main objective of the study is to identify
issues and challenges in the field of higher education in India.
Higher education, a powerful tool is a must to build knowledge-based society
of the 21st Century. With the growing size and diversity of the higher education sector
www.ijmer.in
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particularly in terms of courses, management and geographical coverage, it has
become necessary to develop a sound database on higher education. Existing data base
on higher education is inadequate and out-of-date. Collection and dissemination of
data on higher education suffers from incomplete coverage, inordinate time lag etc.
Due to this, Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER), which is being calculated on the basis of
available data, does not reflect the correct picture of the country’s development in
respect of Higher Education sector. Government has set a target of increasing the GER
from the present level of about 12% to 15% by the end of XI Five Year Plan and to
30% by the year 2020. Various new initiatives have been taken during XI Five Year
Plan to increase the GER
Concept of Higher Education:
"Education is an ornament in prosperity and a refuge in adversity."
-Aristotle
Indian society is characterized by numerous socio-cultural and linguistic
diversities, ideologies and opinions. As a result, higher education in India is viewed in
contrary fashion by different people. A pluralistic view in this regard emerges
naturally and according to same, all the different viewpoints should be viewed with the
same thrust and importance. However, one indispensable question that tickles our
mind is what is higher in higher education.Professors and students will definitely
acknowledgethe fact that it is not just about the higher level of educational structure in
the country and there certainly exists greater dimensions. To be blessed with a highly
paid job at the end of higher education is not the be-all and end-all of education
.Hence, it requires assertion that there appears to be, if not endless, at least a few
problems with the Indian higher education system, which require urgent attention.
Higher education includes college and university teaching-leaning.students,
through higher education, ventures into altogether new frontiers of knowledge in
different walks of life. They go deeper in search of knowledge. It is about knowing
more and more about less and less. It develops the students' ability to question and
seek truth and makes him/hercompetent to critique on contemporary Issues. Higher
education sharpness and broadens the intellectual powers of the individual within a
narrow specialization, but also gives him/her a wider perspective of the world around.
History of Higher Education in India:
The history of formal higher education system in India goes back to the first
millennium whenNalanda, Takshahila, Ujjain and Vikramshila Universities were
established. The subjects taught at these Universities were mainly art, architecture,
painting, logic, grammar, philosophy, astronomy, literature, Hinduism, Buddhism,
Arthshastra, law and medicine (Ayurveda), etc. Each university was characterized by
specialization in a specific stream, as for example,Takshshila for medicine and Ujjain
for astronomy. Among them, the Nalanda University being the largest educational
centre had all the branches of knowledge (Ponmelil, 2015).
Professor SanjoyDhanda, Director of IIT- Kharagpur(Ugra,2010) termed
Nalanda University as a model university. It was due to the reputation and popularity.
Simple reason behind this is the reputation of Nalanda University in India and other
www.ijmer.in
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countries including China for its inter-disciplinary teaching method which is very much
needed even in the present era.
In the British rule Lord Macanlay introduced an education system upon which
the present education system stands. Ancient Indian education was not given importance
in this system resulting in the gradual oblivion of the rich essence of ancient education.
It was by all means the western education in style and content. Mahatma Gandhi also
described the ancient education system as a beautiful tree.
The University Grants Commission was formally established in November
1956 under the act of Parliament in 1956, as a statutory body of the Government of
India by first Education Minister Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad to develop and modernise
India’s education system and at the same time to promote the scientific advancement.
The Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru established IIT and IIM came in 1961.
As far as higher education is concerned India has a rich and long legacy. It has
always been considered as a centre of excellence. In ancient times, the country was
known to have shouldered some of the oldest formal universities in the world. The more
striking of these ancient universities were Takshila (now in Pakistan), Nalanda (in the
modern state of Bihar) and Ujjaini (in modern Madhya Pradesh). These were famous in
the prehistoric world and caught the fancy of students from all over India, Central Asia,
China and South-east Asia. The Hindu-Buddhist University of Takshila, the oldest, was
probably established in sixth century B.C. Sad, Takshila University was besmirched and
totally destroyed by BakhtiyarKhilji. This event not only brought an end to the
university, but was also followed by a massive decline in the practise of Buddhism in
India. In 1235, Sultan Iltutmish completely annihilated Ujjaini, a major centre for
mathematics, literature, philosophy and astronomy. Therefore higher education in India
had far from been a smoothen one. On many occasions it had to face immense
hindrances for external invasions. It is relevant to note that, at exactly the same time,
half-way across the world, Oxford University was being established.
In the ensuing centuries a few centres of Islamic and Hindu learning emerged.
However, India did not give birth to another world-class university for centuries. It was
during the British colonial rule when formal university education was rejuvenated.
Modern and state-of-the-art colleges were established in Agra, Nagpur, Calcutta (now
Kolkata), Bombay (now Mumbai) and Madras (now Chennai) at the onset of the
nineteenth century. The introduction of western learning, made accessible through the
knowledge of English, was a very vital factor that allowed the emergence of India's
petite bourgeoisie. And so, this term 'aamaadmi' would go on to generate legends after
legends, when it came to history of higher education in India. In 1857, three federal
examining universities on the pattern of London University were instituted in the three
main British-governed cities of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. The prevailing colleges
were affiliated to these universities. Over the next several decades, more universities
were brought to being, and by 1947, there were 25 universities in the country.
A rapid expansion in the higher education sector is noticeable in the postIndependence era. The number of universities in the country multiplied from 25 in 1947
to 348 in 2005. Enrolment rose from 0.1 million in 1947 to 10.5 million in 2005. In
present times, the countries higher educational institutions have an enrolment of 10.5
million students and a turn-out of 2.5 million each year. Approximately, 45 per cent of
www.ijmer.in
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the students pursue the Arts discipline, 20 per cent in Sciences and 18 per cent in
Commerce. The remaining 17 per cent are enrolled into professional courses like law
and medicine.
Methodology of the Study:
Nature of Study
The study is mainly descriptive in nature. Secondary data are used for the purpose of the
study.
Sources Data-Secondary data was collected from websites, various articles and
journals.
Limitation of the study
 Lack of primary data.
 Time consuming.
 As the research mainly depends on secondary data, it may not be hundred percent
accurate.
 The study is restricted to India only.
Role of Higher Education in India:
Before making any statement on higher education in India two observations
must be kept in mind: Firstly, higher education plays a crucial role in the realization of
India's extraordinary potential and aspirations for economic and technological
advancement. Secondly, this potential and its connotations for individual advancement
call for an extraordinary demand of higher education among India's youth. These two
reflections have much relevance in crucial for a host of other countries. However,
keeping in mind both the sheer size of the country and the nature of its development
potential, they become exceptionally powerful forces for determining the social,
economic, and political dynamics of higher education in India.
Broadly speaking higher education encompasses teaching, research and
extension. There are innumerable theories and concepts pertaining to higher education.
All these theories and concepts shed light on the various roles of higher education in our
society. Higher education is the fount or feeder system in all walks of life and therefore
supplies the much-needed human resources in management, planning, design, teaching
and research. It is higher education that presents numbers possibilities concerning a
country’s development and prosperity. Scientific and technological advancement and
economic evolution of a country are as dependant on the higher education system as
they are on the working class. Whatever development of indigenous technology and
capabilities in agriculture, food security and other industrial areas, we have achieved
over the years can definitely be attributed to our world-class higher education
infrastructure. Needless to mention, higher education also provides prospects for lifelong learning, allowing people to upgrade their knowledge and skills from time to time
centred on their societal needs.
In a modern society higher education caters to various needs and therefore such
institutions have many roles in the twenty first century perspectives:
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To strive for and nourish new knowledge, to engross vigorously and
audaciously in the pursuit of verity, and to interpret timeworn knowledge and beliefs in
the light of new needs and discoveries;
To inculcate the right kind of leadership in all vocations, to recognize gifted
youth and work up their potential to the fullest by cultivating physical fitness,
developing the powers of the mind and instilling in them the right interests, attitudes,
moral and intellectual values;
To present the society-competent men and women trained in agriculture, arts,
medicine, science and technology and several other professions, who will also be refined
beings, imbibed with a sense of social objective;
To strive to elevate quality and social justice, and to reduce social and cultural
disparities through diffusion of education, and
To foster in the teachers and students and by virtue of them in the society by
and large-the attitudes and values needed for developing the 'good life' in individuals
and society.
The report of the UNESCO International Commission on Education in the 21st
century labelled "Learning: The Treasure Within", popularly tagged as the Delors
Commission, put emphasis on the four pillars of education-learning to know, learning to
do, learning to live together and learning to be. While higher education indoctrinates all
these four in individuals and the society, the report drew our attention to the following
specific functions of higher education:

To prepare students for learning and teaching

To provide highly specialized training courses according to the economic and
social demand of the learner.

To be open to all, so as to cater to the numerous aspects of lifelong education in
the widest sense; and

To promote international cooperation through internationalization of research,
technology, networking, and free movement of persons of scientific ideas.
Indian Higher Education Scenario:
The extent and range of educational structure in India is an awe-inspiring one.
From pre-school to post-doctoral level India has achieved tremendous feats. It runs the
third largest higher educational system and has the third largest pool of skilled
manpower in the world, despite the fact that only 7.2% of the youth in the 17 to 23
age-group have access to higher education. According to a World Bank report, there
are more than 7,40,000 formal schools; more than 3.6 million teachers are working on
full time basis; there are more than 175 Universities offering under-graduate and postgraduate courses and about 6000 colleges affiliated.
A comprehensive focus, therefore, on the numbers and statistical data is the
need of the hour. Over the years there has been significant groth in the education
sector, but there should have been a more concrete and flawless growth. The Govt. of
India took a major leap when it introduced Eleventh Plan which our ex-Prime Minister
Dr. Monmohan Singh termed as Educational plan and a “Second Weave” in the
department of higher education. The “strategies and schemes during the Eleventh plan
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period (2007-2012) for universities and colleges” by UGC set a target of 15 percent
enrolment rate.
This was further backed by a quantum jump in the financial allocation from
Rs. 3294 crores during the Tenth Plan to Rs. 46,449 cores in the Eleventh Plan. The
unprecedented expansion in institutional capacity is ret1ected in the establishment of
about 1464 new educational institutions --comprising 30 central universities, 8 IITs, 7
IIM, 20 NITs, and 20 IIIT's, 3 IISER, 2 Schools of Planning & Architecture, 374
model colleges and 1000 Polytechnics.Some important constituents of Indian higher
education system need to be glossed over in a little more detail here.
As the University Grants Commission records the latest official data on
students and colleges in India portrays a healthy growth in terms of institutional
capacity. Between 2004 and 2009, the number of colleges has increased by nearly
9,000 and student enrolment by 3.65 million students. .
But behind this vigorous growth in numbers, a host of paradoxes and
problems also have a healthy share in it. It thus becomes obvious that when contrasted
to other growth indicator like GDP, higher education has gravely lagged behind. Yet,
there are indications of overcapacity and disenchantment. Over past six decades, India
has traversed a long distance on the path of expanding the institutional capacity in
higher education (as in Table 3.1). In the year 1950, the country had just 25 universitylevel institutions; this figure has soared up to 417 in 2007, which nearly equals a 17fold increase. The growth of degree colleges during the period has been even largernearly 30-times. The number of colleges has skyrocketed from 700 to 25,951.
Higher Education in Abroad:
Studying abroad has been a very significant part of our pursuit of higher
education. United States(US) and united kingdom (UK) have long been preformed
destinations for study for the pool of qualified Indians. More than about 30,000 Indian
students are pursuing higher education in the UK. In the US, the number of Indian
students are about two lakh and in 2004/05 exceeded 80,000 and was twice what it was
ten years earlier, having become the largest group of foreign students in the United
States. Altogether, about three lakh Indian students study abroad, and it is likely that
especially European efforts to attract larger numbers of talented students from abroad
(as in the “Erasmus Mundus” programme) are likely to make these numbers grow
further. Such pictures clearly show a remarkable educational mobilityand this mobility
is call the more striking keeping in mind the educational and professional success of
many of these students. Many Indian graduates of US universities have gone on to
become major figures in the development of modern technology and entrepreneurs in
their own right in areas like Silicon Valley.
But this affirming story has a darken side too. A good number of such students
settle there after graduation. They often become interesting commercial partners for
Indian firms (as in the case of many Indian-led companies in Silicon Valley), but their
academic talents and experience is largely lost to the task of advancing HE and research
in India.
www.ijmer.in
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Furthermore, it is estimated that about 3 lakh Indians studying abroad are spending
roughly $5 to 10 Billion each year outside of India, and while some of this is covered by
scholarships and assistantships of their host institutions, the overall financial drain on
India’s resources is considerable, and has to be added to the intellectual drain. It is
not surprising that an important part of India’s strategy for developing its system of HE
is making at least some universities sufficiently attractive to persuade talented young
Indians to remain at home, or to return. A related, but also controversial issue is the
interest of a growing number of foreign universities, notably from the US, to set up
programmes in India to tap into the growing demand for quality higher education such
programmes may make some young and promising Indians reluctant to study abroad,
through there remains some controversy over the financial and regulatory terms under
which these programmes would be functional. A pending piece of legislation, the
“Foreign Education Providers Bill”, is designed to regulate these programmes, but an
unpleasant debate is on the rise concerning the effect of the bill on the less fortunate
members of Indian society in their pursuit of higher education.
Indian Higher Education - Road Ahead:
The higher education system in India was projected to be more inclusive and
transparent in the twelfth plan period in the presence of
an enabling regulatory
environment created by the Govt. implementation, monitoring and quality assurance
mechanisms are some crucial areas where the Govt. put effective emphasis for better out
come.
The Ernst Young LLP is a Limited Liability Partnership, registered under the
Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 in India suggests the following strategies to be
adopted:
 Merit-based Student Financing: This should ensure admissions to meritorious
students independent of financial background
 Internationalisation of Education: This would entail aligning different aspects of
education (curriculum, faculty, etc) to international standards
 Enabling a Research Environment: This would involve creating adequate means
of research funding and practical application of research
 High Quality Faculty: The need of the hour is to create a conducive environment
and provide incentives to attract and retain high quality faculty
 Improved Technology for Education Delivery: Leveraging technology for
enhancing the teaching-learning experience will ensure better outcomes

12th five year plan (2012–2017) and beyond:
The Twelfth Five Year Plan(2012-19) is crucial in its own rights. In this plan
“Higher Education” has been diagnosed from private sector perspective and many
strategies have been put forward for quality improvement in higher education .With the
objectives and proposals of the plan as the basis, the report cites that the private sector
has played an active role in the growth of the sector. Private institutions now account for
64% of the total number of institutions and 59% of enrollment in the country, as
compared to 43% and 33%, respectively, a decade ago. In this five years plan the Indian
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Govt. has exerted relevant focus on the higher education system. During the Eleventh
Plan period (2007–2012), India achieved a Gross Enrollment Ratio (GER) of 17.9%, up
from 12.3% at the beginning of the plan period.
India’s Higher Education System faces Challenges on:
1. Expansion:
India’s GER of16% was much below the world average of 27%, as well as that of other
emerging countries such as China (26%) and Brazil (36%) in 2010.
Excellence:
 Faculty Shortage: There is 40% and 35% shortage of faculty in state and central
universities, respectively.
 Accredited Institutions: 62% of universities and 90% of colleges were average or
below average in 2010, on the basis of their NAAC accreditation.
 Low Citation Impact: India’s relative citation impact is half the world average.
2. Equity:
 There is wide discrepancy in the GER of Higher Education across states and the
Gross Attendance Ratio (GAR) in urban and rural areas, and this disparity is clearly
noticed in gender and community-wise study also.
 Inter-State Disparity: 47.9% in Delhi v/s. 9% in Assam.
 Urban-Rural Divide: 30% in urban areas v/s. 11.1% in rural areas.
 Differences across Communities: 14.8% for OBCs, 11.6% for SCs, 7.7% for STs
and 9.6% for Muslims.
 Gender Disparity: 15.2% for females v/s. 19% for males.
MORE QUALITY THROUGH PH. D. (INDIA, MORE QUALITY PH.D.,2008):
Recommendations for phase two in the year 2008 empathasised on quality
enhancement through Ph.D in the Higher Education sector. The true transformation of a
nation to a knowledge and skill-based economy depends mainly on the original research
and development taking place within the country. The recommendations concerning
more quality through Ph.D may be summed up as fillows:
 Launch a national publicity campaign to attractthe best young minds for careers in
teaching at all levels and also academic research.
 Enable responsible research environments in universities like digital media, in
parallel with funds, better libraries and laboratories.
 Introduction of four year well-planned courses to enable direct entry into Ph.D.
programmes.
 Exposure to Under Graduate and Post Graduate students to cutting edge research
 Ensuring a capable administration headed by appointments of able V.C and
registrar, these appointments should be based on academic and administrative
credentials.
 Increasing efficiency and transparency in universities administration at all levels.
 Support and promotion of cross-disciplinary teaching and research programmes.
 Promoting collaboration between research and development units within industry
and universities.
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HIGHLIGHT ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF YASHPAL COMMITTEE
(YASHPAL COMMITTEE REPORT - AICTE, 2015):
Prof. Yashpal, an executire Chairman of UGC and his team presented a set of
qualitative and concrete recommendations to renovate and revitalize the higher
education in India. The committee was originally set up with an innention to review
UGC / AICTE and other likely councils. But that study proved to be of little worth.
Therefore, they opined for a broader area to be covered under their study.
Accordingly to the observation of Yashpal Committee , most institutions of
higher education harm the potential of human mind for constructing and creating new
knowledge and emphasiseddeclaration of information and rewarded capability of
storing information. The committee has suggested many recommendations. The
snapshot of the major recommendations of Prof. Yashpal Committee is given even
though some of them overlap with the major recommendations of NKC:
 Present regulating bodies should be included within a national commission for
higher education and research.
 Institutions like IIT and IIMs, must strive to be models of all-round excellence.
 Universities are not only to impart knowledge to young people but also to give them
opportunity to create their own knowledge.
 Graduates should be sufficiently exposed to interdisciplinary experience which can
sustain them according to the requirement of the job market.
 Theoretical knowledge must be accompanied by practical experience.
 To teach effectively at the university level, one needs rigorous engagement in
research.
 Strategy of syllabus redesigning to succeed, evaluation and exam pattern should be
changed and various pedagogy practices should used by teachers
 Exposure to students at UG level in various disciplines like humanities, social
sciences, athletics etc. in an integrated manner.
 Full-fledged orientation programme for newly recruited teachers, which should
focus on curriculum, communication and assessment skills.
 New kinds of course designing for professional; learning in all fields from
management to architecture and from medical to engineering.
 Setting up a state level council for speedy development of the skills necessary in the
 present phase of Indian economic development.
 UG students must get opportunities to interact with the best university faculty, as
specially the senior faculty of post graduate level.
 Start programme of management education in I.I.Ts.
 Teacher should have complete autonomy in academic matters to frame her\his
course and evaluation system.
Barriers of Education System in Improving Quality of Higher Education:
Indian higher education system’s journey has been a troublesome one. Like
any other field of human activity, higher education is also vulnerable when it comes to
the matter of quality and quantity.
Some of the barriers hampering the improvement of quality in higher education are
listed below:
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 Lack of scope of empowerment for the students who complete their study in UG and
PG programme.
 Present society demands interdisciplinary knowledge which is one of the most
missing features in the present higher education system.
 Curriculum is a stagnant concept but society is a dynamic thing. Both clash at many
junctures.
 Development of quality and visionary approach always begins with top level of
management but it is not adequately found in the head of the institute, management
of the colleges or University chair persons.
SOME OBSERVATIONS FOR IMPROVING QUALITY OF HIGHER
EDUCATION:
Going through the recommendations of NKC and the renovation Committees
of prof. Yashpal& Mr. Pitroda, some personal observations may be put forward with a
view to enhance the qualitative parameters of higher education.
The recommendations may be summed up as bellow:

Committees headed by Kothari, Pitroda and Yashpal committee are of the
opinion that autonomous bodies of education should be free from pressure of
party and power politics.

Genuine publicity campaign must be started for hiring better teachers to get rid
of the short fall and crisis of good teachers at undergraduate and postgraduate
level.

The selection procedures for new teachers must not be based on personal
interview and research paper written by them, only. A teacher’s interest and
aptitude in teaching profession and presentation skill in selection should be
given utmost performance.

Fixed-pay system for the new appointees must be stopped urgently by
replacing the pay to honor knowledge and motivate the new entrants in teaching
profession.

The role of teacher is something beyond curriculum, so they should also share
different life learning experiences with students.

Research work among teachers must be encourage as it is an appropriate mode
of developing and nurturing knowledge.

Single yard stick of mere experience of teaching for many years should be
corrected by proper feedback of peer teachers and principalsof college and
rating of teachers from several more angles should be introduced to make them
competitive.

It is very essential to train students according to the need of job market. This
can be achieved by redesigning the curriculum and syllabus in core areas.

Specialization or supper-specialization in higher education system is not the last
word. The need of the hour is interdisciplinary knowledge which was offered
earlier in ancient Gurucul system at Nalanda and Takshshila, the ancient worldrenewed campuses.
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Increasing employment ratio for trained and professional human resources is a
must. Kipping this in mind colleges and universities should take effective
initiations to develop repo with industry on regular basis.

The barrier of financial constraint for reform can be reduced by establishing
liaison with the initiative of the corporate people who have ample funds under
research and development for the upliftment of the society and country as a
whole.
Concluding Remarks:
Satisfyingly the Min istry of MHD of the Govt. of India has lunched a
challenging project of renovating and refurbishing the existing education system to
boost excellance in higher education. This ambitions project was introduced keeping in
mind the sustainable growth of our economy. This sustainable development is only
possible when the central and state governments work hand -in-hand with utmost
cooperation by treating education as the national issue. Moreover, the onus of
successful implementation of educational reforms lies with well-equipped, motivated
and dedicated teachers.such teacher’s qualities can be enhanced in a conducive and
encouraging academic enrolment. Universities and colleges with active financial
assistance from the central as well as state govt. can create this ambience. The Govt.
must ensure that no political interference should mar the enriching ambiance. The
teachers must be granted the pivotal role for implementation of such politicics.
The multitude and the magnitude of the snags that Indian higher education is
faced with, is so enormous that problems steal the focus than the matter of finding
solutions which sometimes seem despairing. At the same time, given the tremendous
potential of India's booming industry and technology and the considerable progress
made in higher education and research in recent decades, it would also be easy to reach
a state of exuberance and expect that, somehow, India will surmount these difficulties.
But neither of views appears to be the suitable and sober assessment of the situation.
The problems India faces in higher education and research are indeed very real and very
serious; they will not go away by themselves, nor are they amenable to easy and routine
solutions. Serious efforts are needed to drive the force ahead and lead it to the path of
success.
For them to be overcome seems to demand not only massive rearrangements in
both the provision and the utilization of public as well as private resources, but also
profound and durable changes in institutional cultures inside and outside higher
education. At the same time, the gains to be derived from overcoming these problems
and from forging strongly in the direction of an internationally competitive system of
higher education and research are tremendous.
When we have a closer look at Dr. Mashelkar' s vision on India becoming "the
world's number one knowledge production centre" it seems extraordinarily ambitious.
But this ambitions vision is by no means unreachable, for this vision to be achieved will
require an unprecedented effort on the part of everybody concerned, especially if it is to
be reached by as early as 2020. Improvements have been noted over the previous
decade. The Union Budget, 2011 was a classic illustration to back this statement, where,
India planed to raise its expenditure in the education sector by about a quarter to Rs
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520.6 billion (USD 11.50 billion) in the next financial year, reinforcing the country's
push to create a skilled workforce to keep up with fast-paced growth .
Problems will be there in the implementation and realization of the vision. But
Indian’s assets are quite reassuring for living up to that ahallange. Having built up a
modern system of higher education and research virtually from scratch since
independence has been a major achievement and should be a solid predictor of future
growth. The striking aspect that on outside observe notices in the current situation in
Indian higher education is the emergence of an extraordinarily lively and critical
discourse on the further direction that the Indian system of higher education should take.
This critical discourse, some of which has found its way into the present paper, is fully
cognizant of the problems the system faces, but is also a very valuable source of ideas
and proposals for change. Seemingly the NKC through a number of ways has been
trying to consolidate this very discourse into actionable proposals for Indian polity. The
decisions that are going to be taken on these and similarly bold proposals are likely to
hold the key to India's future as a centre of knowledge production.
It is education that forms the base of a vivacious democracy. In such a
democracy all enlightened citizens strive for the internal growth of the nation, its
constructive role in the world community. It is the foundation for growth in
productivity, incomes and employment opportunities, and for the development,
application and adaptation of sciences and technology to enhance the quality of life. The
benefits of the information revolution can only be realized through proper education.
Sadly, higher education today seems to be the prerogatives of a privileged few.
The private colleges changes self-high fees in the higher and technical education sectors.
Students belonging to the middle class and the lower strate of society find themselves in
a sea of problems as affording the expenses incurred by the courses often times proves
to be beyond their reach. The universities and colleges changes increasingly every year
depending upon their reputation. Weather it is tuition fees or hostel charges or even the
price of the prospectus. Such like in fees and related expenses make the pursuit of higher
education for the middle or lower classes a far-off dream. This aspect needs to be
addressed if vision is to be realized.
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Abstract
Advertising is the dominant genre in all the media. Be it press, radio, T.V, Internet
Advertising bulks larger than the news. Advertising is a paid and creative
communication.
Day in and day out we are bombarded with advertising messages. Advertisers and ad
agencies believe that customers have needs and desires which can be fulfilled through
the purchase and use of products and services. Abraham Maslow’s “Hierarchy of
needs”, they assume that the basic human needs are physiological, safety, love, esteem
and self-actualisation. Advertising works largely through appeal to emotions of envy,
fear, anxiety about one’s appearance and the lack of status. In consumer product
advertising, in particular, customers are cajoled into ‘joining the crowd’, ‘having fun’,
‘improving one’s status and appearance’, and ‘keeping up with the Joneses’.
At the same time advertising people have a responsibility not only to their clients but
also to customers. In their bid to grab attention the advertisers forget the responsibility
to the social, cultural, moral of the community. They have duty to build rather than
destroy the values of the community –unless, of course, those values degrade human
dignity (Caste system, dowry, bonded labour) in an effort to promote commercial
prosperity, Advertisers cannot afford to turn their backs on the social and cultural
environment in the community.
Advertisements possess the capacity to attract the people and influence them in their
buying behaviour. Advertisers face the necessity to reach the people effectively in a few
minutes and sometimes in seconds. More often than not in their bid to creatively
communicate the message, the advertisers forget the basic ethical norms and forget to
think the effect such advertisements will produce on the viewing public especially the
children. Hence it becomes the duty of the government to protect people from deceptive
advertisements and that is the purpose behind the regulations enforced on advertising
industry.
This present article analyses the ads which were unethical, misleading, vulgar &
suggests.
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Keywords:
LAW - the system of rules which a particular country or community recognizes as
regulating the actions of its members and which it may enforce by the imposition of
penalties.
THE CODE – The Code sets the benchmark for those ethical standards, protecting both
the rights of the individual and the public’s right to know. It is the cornerstone of the
system of self-regulation to which the industry has made a binding commitment.
ETHICS- Ethics is a major branch of Philosophy, encompassing right conduct and good
life. It is significantly broader than the common conception of analyzing right and
wrong. A central aspect of ethics is “the good life” the life worth living or life that is
simply, which is held by many philosophers to be more important through moral
conduct.
PHILOSOPHY- The rational investigation of the truths and principles of being,
knowledge, or conduct. A system of principles for guidance in practical affairs.
CODE
To regulate advertisement in India, ASCI has adopted a Code for Self-Regulation in
Advertising (ASCI Code), which applies to all involved in the commissioning, creation,
placement, or publishing of advertisements. This ASCI Code applies to advertisements
read, heard, or viewed in India even if they originate or are published abroad so long as
they are directed to consumers in India or are exposed to a significant number of
consumers in India.
Though non-statutory, the ASCI Code is recognized under various Indian laws in
addition to being adopted by advertising-industry bodies. Notably, the code provides
that it is not in competition with any law, its rules, or the machinery through which they
are enforced, thus the ASCI Code is designed only to complement legal controls under
such laws and not to usurp or replace them.
LAWS: STATUTORY REGULATION OF ADVERTISING COMPLEMENTING
The ASCI Code are Indian laws governing specific media, specific populations, and
specific goods and services. The most significant of these laws are listed here.
CODE GOVERNING MEDIA
* The Press Council Act 1978
* Cable Television Network Rules, 1994
* Code for Commercial Advertising on Doordarshan and All India Radio
* Electronic Media Monitoring Centre (EMMC)
* Norms for Journalist Conduct issued by the Press Council of India
* Code of Conduct of the News Broadcasters Association
It is essential that an agreed code be honored not only to the letter but in the full spirit. It
should not be interpreted so narrowly as to compromise its commitment to respect the
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rights of the individual, nor so broadly that it constitutes an unnecessary interference
with freedom of expression or prevents publication in the public interest.
Respect for truth is the first principle in the international journalists’ code reprinted in
Appendix 1. There are two key words here. The one that gets most attention is “truth”.
What truth might be, how we can identify it, whether it exists, and whether there might
be occasions when it is better not told, are all subjects of discussion. But every bit as
important is the word “respect”. If journalists have no respect for their journalism and
for their fellow citizens, then they will probably have little respect for their journalism
and for their fellow citizens, then they will probably have little respect for truth either.
Ethical journalism, as a former crime reporter puts it, involves respect for people’s
human rights. Without such respect, who knows what horrors might be committed, from
the thoughtless intrusion into an individual’s grief to disturbing actions on a far greater
scale? For example what happened in the central African state of Rwanda in 1994, when
journalists working on a Hutu radio station described the Tutsi population as devils,
snakes and cockroaches, inciting Hutus to go out and kill Tutsis. Names, addresses and
vehicle number plates of Tutsi people were read out on air, and listeners were even
encouraged to phone in with details of where Tutsis were hiding(Melvern,
[2000]2004:442-56). An estimated 800,000 people were massacred in the resulting
bloodshed. Almost 10 years later a number of journalists were jailed for “incitement to
genocide and crimes against humanity”(Reporters Withour Borders, 2004).
Ethical journalism is not an oxymoron. Ethical journalism is not only possible, it is
essential; not just for journalists’ sense of self-worth, but for the health and well-being
of society. It requires journalists – wherever they work – to be reflective practitioners,
engaged in constant process of reflection and learning while doing their job. And it
requires journalists to be prepared to voice their concerns within the newsroom, as
Kovach and Rosenstiel argue;
Ethics are integral to being a good journalist. An ethical journalist is one who cares:
cares about accuracy, cares about people, cares about journalism, cares enough to speak
out, and cares enough to challenge preconceptions and prejudices.
the freedom to discuss, the freedom to discuss, the ethical issues involved in their work.
And journalists need some kind of guiding principles beyond the specifics of the codes’
provisions. Some people will look to religion, philosophy or political ideology to steer
them through potential ethical conflicts.
Fundamentally, journalism is about informing and empowering the citizens of a society,
holding the powerful to account, and facilitating a public sphere of rational discussion.
THE PUBLIC INTEREST
The above Code of Conduct uses the concept of ‘the public interest’ as a yardstick to
justify publication of sensitive material. This is the definition of the public interest
drawn up by NUJ Ethics Council:
1 The public interest includes:
a) Detecting or exposing crime or a serious misdemeanour;
b) Protecting public health and safety;
c) Preventing the public from being misled by some statement or action of an
individual or organisation;
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d) Exposing misuse of public funds or other forms of corruption by public bodies;
e) Revealing potential conflicts of interest by those in positions of power and
influence;
f) Exposing corporate greed;
g) Exposing hypocritical behaviour by those holding high office.
2 There is a public interest in the freedom of expression itself.
3 In cases involving children, journalists must demonstrate an exceptional public
interest to over-ride the normally paramount interests of the child.
India: Advertising and Marketing Advertising Law
Introduction: At present in India, there is no central statutory agency or uniform
legislation regulating the advertising industry. The Indian advertising market as a whole
is regulated and controlled by a non-statutory body, the Advertising Standards Council
of India (ASCI). In the absence of uniform integrated legislation, it is necessary for
advertisers to ensure that an advertisement is in compliance with all local and national
advertisement laws.
Role of the Advertising Standards Council of India (ASCI): Self-Regulation of
Advertising
ASCI is a voluntary self-regulatory council established in 1985 to promote responsible
advertising and to enhance public confidence in advertisements.
OBJECTIVES
The council’s objectives are:
* To ensure the truthfulness and honesty of representations and claims made by
advertisements
* To ensure that advertisements are not offensive to generally accepted standards of
public decency
* To safeguard against the indiscriminate use of advertising for the promotion of
products regarded as hazardous to society or to individuals.
* To ensure that advertisements observe fairness in competition so as to inform the
consumer on choices in the marketplace while observing the canons of generally
accepted competitive behavior in business
Structure
ASCI consists of a Board of Governors and a Consumer Complaints Council. The Board
of Governors comprises four members from each of the four sections connected with the
advertising industry:
* Advertisers
* Advertising Agencies
* Media (owners of press, television, radio etc.)
* Related sectors (e.g. outdoor agencies, PR, market researchers, ad producers, business
schools)
Press council’s code of ethics
Obscenity and vulgarity to be eschewed: Newspapers shall not display advertisements
which are vulgar or which, through depiction of a woman in nude or lewd posture,
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provoke lecherous attention of males as if she herself was a commercial commodity for
sale.
DRUGS AND MAGIC REMEDIES (Objectionable Advertisements) ACT, 1954
This is an Act to control the advertisement of drugs in certain cases, to prohibit the
advertisement for certain purposes of remedies alleged to possess magic qualities and to
provide for matters connected therewith.
‘'Advertisement’" includes any notice, circular, label, wrapper, or other document, and
any announcement made orally or by any means of producing or transmitting light,
sound or smoke; (b). drug” includes—(i) a medicine for the internal or external useof
humanbeings or animals: (ii) any substance intended to be used for or in the diagnosis,
cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease in human beings or animals; (iii) any
article, other than food, intended to affect or influence in any way the structure or any
organic function of the body of human beings or animals; (iv) any article intended for
use as a component of any medicine, substance or article, referred to in subclauses (i).
(ii) and (iii).
Section 3.Prohibition of advertisement of certain drugs for treatment of certain diseases
and disorders.
Section 4.Prohibition of misleading advertisements relating to drugs.
Section 4.Prohibition of misleading advertisements relating to drugs.
Section 5.Prohibition of advertisement of magic remedies for treatment of certain
diseases and disorders.
Section 6.Prohibition of import into, and export from India of certain advertisements.
Section 7.Penalty.
Section 8. (1) Powers of entry, search, etc.
Section 9. (1) Offences by companies.
Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Rules, 1986
Women in the news are-mostly-no longer crudely labeled according to their appearance
or assumed to be housewives in the way that they tended to be just a few years ago,
because for one reason or another most journalists stopped doing it. A contributory
factor to this change was that many women journalists, and some men, spoke up and
challenged what had previously been accepted practice. It is not just practice that can be
changed: people can change too. Steven panter, for example, looks back on some of his
actions as a younger reporter with embarrassment, even shame, conceding that the
desire for a story often meant that ethical considerations were either brushed aside or
not even noticed. Having thought deeply about such stories in recent years, he has
become a more reflective practitioner. And he is not alone.
The objective of media law related to women is to make sure that the rights of the
women are preserved. Media laws protect the women’s right by preventing the media
from publishing/broadcasting anything which is against their rights as well those
affecting their privacy. But, ethically speaking, even in the absence of any law, it is the
duty of the media to protect and safeguard women’s rights.
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SALIENT FEATURES OF THE ACT
Section 3. Prohibition of advertisements containing indecent representation of
Women
No person shall publish, or cause to be published, or arrange or take part in the
publication or exhibition of. Any advertisement which contains indecent representation
of women in any form.
Section 4. Prohibition of publication or sending by post of books, pamphlets, etc.,
containing indecent representation of women
No person shall produce or cause to be produced, sell, let to hire, distribute, circulate or
send by post any book, pamphlet, paper, slide, film, writing, drawing, painting,
photograph, representation or figure which contains indecent representation of women
in any form:
Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to.—
(a) any book, pamphlet, paper, slide, film, writing, drawing, painting, photograph,
representation or figure:
(i) the publication of which is proved to be justified as being for the public good on the
ground that such book, pamphlet, paper, slide, film, writing, drawing, painting,
photography, representation or figure is in the interest of science, literature, art, or
learning, or other objects of general concern; or
(ii) Which is kept or used bona fide for religious purpose;
It applicable to all other media like Radio, TV & Print media.
(1) any representation sculptured, engraved, painted or otherwise represented on or
in—
(2) any ancient monument within the meaning of the Ancient Monument and
Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958 (24 of 1958); orany temple, or on any
car used for the conveyance of idols, or kept or used for any religious purpose;any
film in respect of which the provisions of Part II of the Cinematograph Act, 1952
(37 of 1952), will be applicable
Section 6.Penalty
Any person who contravenes the provisions of Section 3 or Section 4 shall be
punishable on first conviction with imprisonment of either descriptionfor a term which
may extend to two years, and with fine which may extend to two thousand rupees, and
in the event of a second or subsequent conviction with imprisonment for term of not less
than six months but which may" extend to five years and also with a fine not less than
ten thousand rupees but which may extend to one lakh rupees.
Section 7.Offences by companies
(1) Where an offence under this Act has been committed by a company, every person,
who, at the time the offence was committed was in-charge of. and was responsible
to, the company for the conduct of the business of the company, as well as the
company, shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be
proceeded against and punished accordingly:
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Provided that nothing contained in this sub-section shall render any such person liable to
any punishment, if he proves that the offence was committed s without his knowledge or
that he had exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of such offence.
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), where any offence under
this Act has been committed by a company and it is proved that the offence has
been committed with the consent or connivance of, or is attributable to any neglect
on the part of, any director, manager, secretary or other officer of the company,
such director, manager, secretary or other officer shall be proceeded against and
punished accordingly.
Code for Commercial Advertising in Doordarshanstates that no Advertisement shall
be permitted which in its depiction of women violates the constitutional guarantees to all
citizens such as equality of status and opportunity and dignity of the individual. In
particular, no advertisement shall be permitted which projects a derogatory image of
women. Women must not be portrayed in a manner that emphasises passive, submissive
qualities and encourages them to play a subordinate, secondary role in the family and
society. Advertiser shall ensure that the portrayal of the female form is tasteful and
aesthetic, and is within the well-established norms of good taste and decency.
However, the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) under the Advertising
Standards Council of India (ASCI) has finally decided to save the consumers from
the imprudent plight and has banned 82 such advertisements from showing off
their unreasonable abilities. Reasons cited by ad council for the ban of these ads
are that they are misleading or false and do not deliver the promised results. They
violate ASCI’s Code as the ads are not adequately/scientifically substantiated.
The products which are banned include a list of 82 major brands.
Sl. No.
Products which are banned
1
L’Oreal India
2
Amity University
3
Flipkart Internet Pvt. Ltd
4
Uber
5
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd (BSNL)
6
Honda Activa
7
Vodafone Essar Ltd.
8
Snapdeal
9
CavinKare
10
Vicco Laboratories
11
Thyrocare
12
Institute of Finance Banking and Insurance
13
Heinz India P. Ltd (Complan)
14
TV 18 Broadcast (CNBC)
15
Living Media Ltd (India Today)
Violation of Ethics & Consumer complaints
The sudden decision from the ad council comes after ASCI received 148 complaints
during June 2015. Out of the 148 various advertisements.
www.ijmer.in
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Sl. No
1
2
3
4
5

Numbers of complaints
26
22
9
7
18

Advertisements Category
Personal and Healthcare
Education
Food and Beverage
media and entertainment
Other

This comes after the recently ASCI challenged the followed ads & banned them.
Sl.
No

1

Name
of
the
Product
Advertise

Photo

Pakistani
ad for ICC
Cricket
World Cup
2019

The advertisement by
Pakistan's Jazz TV
shows a model, made
to look like the IAF
officerAbinandan with
his
trademark
moustache in a Blue
Jersey
answering
questions on camera.

TuffShoesF
ootwear

MilindSoman
and
MadhuSapre sporting
Tuff
shoes
and
otherwise being stark
naked save for a
python
entwined
across their bodies

Violating
Wildlife
Protection Act

Meat and
Livestock
Australia –
Lord
Ganesha
eating
a
lamb

“You Never
Alone”

hurting
Hindu
sentiments

Calida
underwear
brand

BipashaBasu and Dino
Morea saw the latter
pulling
off
BipashaBasu's
underwear with his
teeth

2

3

Theme

Misleading,
false, do not
deliver
promised goods,
Vague claims
Showing
disrespect
for
soldier
and
hurting national
sentiments

4
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Idea
TV
Commercia
l

5

6

Jawed
Habib’sser
vices
of
hair
and
beauty
salon

deo-spray

7

Sunny
Leone's
condom ad
during
Navratri

due to the frequent
power cuts in India,
the husbands watching
TV in their homes are
interrupted and they
then go ahead and
make love to their
wives,
causing
pregnancies and in
turn overpopulation.
According
to
the
advertisement, Idea's
3G services would
thus
keep
the
husbands
distracted
long after the power is
cut and impede this
crisis.
“Gods too visit JH
salon.”

Suggestive

a
newly
married woman
waiting
for
her
husband when she is
suddenly hit by a
whiff of perfume
fragrance and rushes
to the window to see
who it is. The bride
sees her neighbour
wearing the perfume
and then eyeing her
sexually. The ad ends
with the woman taking
her wedding ring off.
“AaNavratriRamoPara
ntuPremThi
(This
Navratri, play, but
with love),"

Suggestive

Jawed
Habib
deciding to use
Gods to sell their
services of hair
and beauty salon,
hurting
Hindu
sentiments

Suggestive
&
bad comparison

8
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9

AC Black
Apple Juice
Commercia
l

a man drinking apple
juice
at
a
bar,
checking
out
a
woman. With each sip,
her neckline goes
deeper.

Suggestive

Amul
Macho

"yehtohbada toing hai"

Controversial ad

Wild Stone
Deo
TV
Commercia
l

a traditional Bengali
woman bumping into
a man during Durga
Puja celebrations and
because of his deo she
gets turned on and is
compelled to have sex
with him.

a highly censored
version
was
aired
on
television ad was
amended

Airtel 4G

‘the fastest network
ever’ and ‘if your
network is faster, we
will pay your mobile
bills for free’

misleading ad

KalyanJew
ellers

AishwaryaRaiBachcha
n drew a lot of
criticism for being
racist and promoting
child labour. They
were
forced
to
discontinue
their
campaign after the full
page ad which ran in
The Hindu (Delhi
edition) on April 17
faced severe criticism
on social media sites.
The ad had Aishwarya
'representing
aristocracy in the
bygone era' along with

being racist and
promoting child
labour

10

11

12

13
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14

Amul'sHar
GharAmul
Ghar
–
PyarBand
han ad

an underage child with
a darker complexion
holding an umbrella
over her head.
promote gender bias

promote
bias

gender

FewiKwik

FewiKwikTodoNahiJ
odo

being
'antinational' and an
'insult' to the
Indian soldiers

AnoukMy
ntra
–
Homosexu
ality ad

'Bold is Beautiful
'criticised for taking
on the sensitive topic
of homosexuality

Controversial ad

Idea IIN

'Idea Internet Network
- IIN'

Misleading ad

Vogue
Empower

My Choice
Empower

Misleading ad

Food
Panda
upto 50%
off ad

“Upto 50% off”

15

16

17

Vogue

18

19

www.ijmer.in
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Dettol

MaaMaane
Dettol
KaDhula, 'Mother's
trust only Dettol'

Misleading ad

Vimal Pan
Masala
company

Surrogate
advertisement
tobacco.

Surrogate ad

US-based
ecommerce
giant
Amazon
said
products
listed for
sale
on
Amazon
Benadryl
DR

"Tobacco
products,
including Electronic
Nicotine
Delivery
System
(ENDS),
commonly known as
electronic cigarette/ ecigarettes, are not
allowed to be listed or
sold on Amazon.in as
per Amazon policy,"
The claim of Benadryl
DR to stop dry cough
from reoccurring is
substantiated and is
misleading
by
exaggeration remarked
the council

Controversial ad

Aashirvad
Multigrain
Atta saying

‘India’s No 1 Atta‘,
misleading
by
ambiguity as the claim
support was for the
mother
brand
Aashirvad whereas the
advertised product was
only one variant i.e.
Aashirvad Atta with
Multigrains.

Misleading ad

20

of

21

22

23

24
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Pathanjali

Baba Ramdev’s group
of
products
(Pathanjali) of
and
mustard
oil mostly
claimed
other
products in the market
to be hazardous to
public health, playing
unfair
false and misleading
ads to the public
through
their
commercials

vague claims to
promote
their
products ad &
unfair

Paddle Pop

Consumer watchdog
fines junk food giants
over
misleading
'healthy' kids food

Misleading ad

Tobacco
products

Light, Low, Mild or
Similar Descriptors

Misleading ad

Cadbury's

"too good to share"
“Kashmir is a very
sensitive issue and
thousands of jawans
[soldiers]
have
sacrificed their lives
for it,"

Hurting national
sentiments

Lux Cozy

"indecent, vulgar and
suggestive"

Controversial ad

25

26

Amazon,
Johnson &
Johnson

27

Misleading ad

28

29

30
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Bisleri TV
Commercia
l

'Pure and Safe' to 'Play
Safe'

Controversial ad

31

Conclusion: Many Advertisements are definitely infringing or violating code of ethics.
Which in the vulnerable groups like women, children & Youths are likely to fall prey to
these misleading, suggestive and showing disrespect for national sentiments. Hence we
suggest that code becomes strict in its punishment.
Hence the media should engage in crating awareness about unethical and misleading
advertisements.
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Abstract
Social advertising talks about changing behavior of the individuals and groups
to bring the positive change. Anti-tobacco advertising is a most important and
widely used category of social advertising used worldwide to fight with tobacco
consumption which is very prominent in all the age groups. Researcher wanted
to study whether anti-tobacco ads are effective in achieving the objective of
prohibition or cessation of tobacco consumption.
Purpose of research
1. To study the current status of mass media anti-tobacco campaigns.
2. To study whether there exist any relationship between the effectiveness of
Anti-tobacco Advertising and individual characteristics of Target Audience.
3. To evaluate the effect of anti-tobacco advertising on knowledge and
attitudinal change towards tobacco use
Research Methodology -Research design is descriptive, cross sectional study.
Conceptual population: - Youth, pursuing their graduation in select campuses of
selected two cities. Sample Size is 622 Sampling Technique: Encountered
Quota sampling. Research Instrument: Quantitative data was collected through
structured questionnaire which was administered by researcher. Data analysis is
done using SPSS version 23.
Major findings
Analysis shows that the anti-tobaccos ads are effective among students which
can help achieve the objective of creating awareness about the adverse effects of
tobacco consumption in any form.
Key Words: Advertising effectiveness, Anti –tobacco Ad, Social Ads, Media
usage, Individual characteristics
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Introduction
Social advertising talks about changing behavior of the individuals and groups
to bring the positive change. Anti tobacco advertising is a most important and
widely used category of social advertising used worldwide to fight with tobacco
consumption which is very prominent in all the age groups. Teenagers and
young ones are most susceptible to the addiction of tobacco in different forms.
Major issue is how to keep them away from tobacco consumption? Awareness
about side effects of tobacco consumption is one of the ways. Governments as
well as few of the NGOs are issuing variety of ads for the same purpose.
Researcher wanted to study whether anti tobacco ads are effective in achieving
the objective of prohibition or cessation of tobacco consumption.
Conceptual background
The Facets model of effectiveness
This model does a more complete job of explaining how advertising creates
consumer responses. It is useful in both setting objectives and evaluating
advertising effectiveness. The six facets come together to make up a unique
customer response to an advertising message. Basically this model explains the
effectiveness of commercial advertising. In case of social advertising we need to
modify it. In social advertising effectiveness can be measured by change in
attitude and behavior of target audience. That can be measured with help of
survey or focus group interview.
Effectiveness of the advertisement is recognition, recall, perception, learning
knowledge and awareness about tobacco consumption generated by Ad. It is
also measured in terms of change in attitude towards tobacco consumption,
changing the habits of tobacco consumption and likelihood of never consuming
tobacco. Individual Characteristic of Target audience includes smoking status,
gender, income, culture, education, lifestyle and family background.
Literature review
Literature review is done in three major areas:
Social advertising is about applying marketing and advertising principles to
promote health and social issues and bringing about positive behavior change.
The definition of Social marketing is as follows "The design, implementation
and control of programs calculated to influence the acceptability of social ideas
and involving considerations of product planning, pricing, communications and
advertising research." (Kotler and Zaltman)
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Social Advertising is an influential mean which can be used in an affirmative
way. It reaches out to all point of society and has a powerful impact on the
target addressees. World is facing social problems, like energy crisis, global
warming, pollution, HIV, smoking, chronic diseases etc. Meticulous efforts are
required to deal with such problems. Tobacco consumption is one of the major
problems in India which can be handled with the help of social advertising.
Tobacco consumption: According to World Health Organization, India has one
of the highest and increasing rates of oral cancer in the world. This high
percentage of oral cancer has been related to the high proportion of tobacco
consumption. We can spotlight attention on avoiding young people from taking
up the habit. This seems to be ineffective unless it follows strong anti-tobacco
attitude in the adult population and high magnitude of the population giving up
tobacco usage.
There are basically two ways by which problem of tobacco consumption can be
solved, prevention and cessation. Prevention is a better option as once addicted
to tobacco; it is difficult to control it. ‘Global Tobacco Epidemic Report 2017’
states that six out of ten people globally are protected by at least one best
practice tobacco control measure. The same report states that Government of
India spends INR 400000000 on tobacco control in year 2015. MPOWER
measures are taken to deal with tobacco control. Out of which one part is health
warnings and mass media.
It is observed that harsh anti-tobacco advertisements and pack warnings –that
include pictures prevent the children to begin tobacco consumption and promote
the tobacco consumers to quit the habit. Mass media campaigns can also reduce
tobacco consumption by influencing people to protect non-smokers and
convincing youths to stop using tobacco. In the world 39 countries aired at least
one anti tobacco mass media Ad
Across the Globe, Governments, NGOs, health authorities and support groups
have run mass communication campaigns which focus on individual
responsibility for behavior modification in relation to tobacco consumption.
These campaigns are proposed to modify the behavior of populations; to
encourage stop smoking and modify tobacco consumption. These campaigns
believe that if people can be provided with ‘good’ information about the risks of
continuing to engage in certain practices (unsafe sex, chewing tobacco, eating
cholesterol containing foods), then they will gradually and eventually alter their
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behavior. Yet, behavioral change has proven to be hard to pin down, or very
slow in less time.
Effectiveness of Advertising is multidimensional. It acts as a form of
communication, as a component of economic system and as a means of
financing the mass media. Advertising is used by all sorts of businesses to
motivate different kinds of people towards variety of responses. The advertising
can be judged as good or bad, whether it was liked or not by people; sometimes
we need to find out whether it is worth the amount of money spent on it. Also
we need to check the contribution advertising makes to social wellbeing and so
on. Advertising research also aims to answer these questions within the fields of
social science.
Research Methodology
Objectives
4. To study the current status of mass media anti-tobacco campaigns.
5. To study whether there exist any relationship between the effectiveness of
Anti-tobacco Advertising and individual characteristics of Target Audience.
6. To evaluate the effect of anti-tobacco advertising on knowledge and
attitudinal change towards tobacco use
The above mentioned objectives were achieved by carrying out a planned
research. Both primary and secondary data was collected for research.
Research design is descriptive as researcher focused on understanding the
existing relationship between dependent and independent variables. A data is
collected from a given sample of population elements only once hence it is cross
sectional study.
Conceptual population: - Youth, pursuing their graduation in select campuses
of selected two cities.
Sample Size is622 from which 317 are from Satara representing semi urban and
305 are students from Pune.
Sampling Technique: Encountered Quota sampling
Research Instrument: Quantitative data was collected through structured
questionnaire which was administered by researcher. Primary qualitative data is
collected through experts’ interview and focus groups. On the basis of
information collected trough focus group, structured questionnaire was
developed. Questionnaire was divided into four sections like demographic
information, media habits, unaided recall of anti tobacco ads, aided recall and
understanding of Anti tobacco ads. Reliability of questionnaire was checked
with Cronbach’s alpha. As it is more than 0.7, questionnaire was considered as
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reliable. Content validity was checked with pretesting questionnaire with 11
students. Certain problems like negative statements were resolved.
Data Analysis
Data analysis is done using SPSS version 23. Descriptive statistics is used to
understand the data and inferential statistics is used to test hypothesis.
Descriptive Statistics -Frequency distribution
Demographic data of 622 respondents was collected. Age, Gender, education,
family background, Location are the different parameters used
Demographic Data frequency distribution
Table No. 1: Age of Respondents
Place
Satara
Pune

AGE
AGE

N
317
305

Minimum
17
18

Maximum
23
23

Mean
20.64
20.32

Std.
Deviation
1.239
1.147

Table No.2 Classification of gender in sample
Male

Frequency
334

Percent
53.69

Cumulative
Percent
55.2
100.0

Female

228

46.31

Total

622

100.0

Table No.3: Education of respondent
EDUCATION
Stream
Arts

Frequency
42

Percent
6.8

Cumulative Percent
6.8

Commerce

245

39.4

46.1

Science

81

13.0

59.2

Medical

72

11.6

70.7

Law

31

5.0

75.7

Engineering

151

24.3

100.0

Total

622

100.0

Table No. 4: With whom does respondent stay
Students Stay With

Parents
Relatives
Friends
Alone

www.ijmer.in

Frequency
341
88
106
87

Percent
54.8
14.1
17.0
14.0

Cumulative Percent
54.8
69.0
86.0
100.0
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Table No. 5: Recall of specific Ad
Place
Satara

Pune

Yes

Frequency
296

Percent
93.4

Cumulative Percent
93.4

No

21

6.6

100.0

Total

317

100.0

Yes

291

95.4

95.4

No

14

4.6

100.0

Total

305

100.0

Average 94% of the respondents do remember the specific Ant tobacco Ad. It
means that the unaided recall for the Anti tobacco ad is good
Hypothesis testing
H0: Recognition of need of social campaign for dealing with smoking and
tobacco consumption is independent of smoking status.
H1: Recognition of need of social campaign for dealing with smoking and
tobacco consumption is dependent of smoking status.
Table no. 6: Independent sample test for smoking status and campaign needed
Group Statistics
SMOKINGSTATUS
CAMPAIGNNEEDED

Smokers
Non
smokers

N
141

Mean
7.55

Std.
Deviation
2.368

Std. Error Mean
.199

481

8.67

2.120

.097

Table no. 7
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test
for Equality
of Variances

CAM
PAIG
N
NEE
DED

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig.
(2tail
ed)

Mean
Differe
nce

Std.
Erro
r
Diff
eren
ce

95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lowe
Upp
r
er

F

Sig.

t

df

2.55
5

.110

-5.360

620

.00
0

-1.118

.209

1.528

.709

-5.047

210.
177

.00
0

-1.118

.222

1.555

.681

Interpretation
Here Independent sample test is used to test the hypothesis. Five categories of
smoking status are reduced to two as smokers and non smokers by giving a cut
point of 2 in factor. As the f value is 2.555 at significance level .110, researcher
www.ijmer.in
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will read t values from equal variances assumed. T value is -5360at
significance level of 0.000 which indicates null hypothesis can rejected and
alternate hypothesis can be accepted. Non Smokers feel more need of social
campaign in dealing problem of tobacco consumption or smoking cessation.
H0: Appealing of Ad’s specific features is independent of gender
H1: Appealing of Ad’s specific feature is dependent of gender
Table no 8.GENDER * STRIKES MOST Cross tabulation
STRIKES MOST
Messag
celebrit
e
y
G Male
Count
185
2
E
%within
55.4%
.6%
N
GENDER
D Female
Count
156
0
E
%
within
54.2%
0.0%
R
GENDER
Total
Count
341
2
%
within
54.8%
.3%
GENDER

Punch
line
15

Visual
s
54

Drama
78

Total
334

4.5%

16.2%

23.4%

100.0%

28

36

68

288

9.7%

12.5%

23.6%

100.0%

43

90

146

622

6.9%

14.5%

23.5%

100.0%

Table no.9
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson
ChiSquare
Likelihood
Ratio
N of Valid
Cases

Value

df

Asymptotic Significance
(2-sided)

9.331

4

.053

10.139

4

.038

622

Pearson chi square value is 9.331 at significance level of 0.53 which is higher
than 0.05. That’s why we accept the null hypothesis and reject the alternate
hypothesis. It says that appealing of Ad’s specific feature of Aided anti tobacco
ad is independent of gender. It means there is no difference in remembering of
Ad characteristics of anti tobacco ad among male and female students.
H0: Aided recall of anti tobacco ad is independent of geographic location of
student
H1: Aided recall of anti tobacco ad is dependent of geographic location of
student
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Table No.10 PLACE * MOSTRECALLED CROSSTABULATION
MOSTRECALLED

Plac
e

Satara

Pune

Total

Ad1

Ad2

Ad3

Ad4

Ad5

Ad6

Ad7

Total

10

78

12

30

71

80

36

317

3.2%

24.6%

3.8%

9.5%

22.4%

25.2%

11.4%

100.0%

10

75

6

34

47

84

49

305

3.3%

24.6%

2.0%

11.1%

15.4%

27.5%

16.1%

100.0%

20

153

18

64

118

164

85

622

3.2%

24.6%

2.9%

10.3%

19.0%

26.4%

13.7%

100.0%

Count

%
within
Place
Count

%
within
Place
Count
%
within
Place

Table no. 11
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymptotic Significance (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

9.048

6

.171

Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of Valid Cases

9.125

6

.167

.772
622

1

.380

Here the Pearson Chi Square value is 9.048 at the significance level of .171. It
indicates that we have to accept the null hypothesis and reject the alternate
hypothesis. Researcher can interpret from this that the overall most recalled ad
at two different locations are similar. Same ad is recalled most by nearly similar
percentage of students from the samples in both the cities. As well as the least
recalled ad is also similar at two locations.
H0: Anti tobacco ads does not negatively persuade the tobacco consumption
H1: Anti tobacco ads negatively persuade the tobacco consumption
Researcher has checked this with three statements:
After watching anti tobacco ad
1. Your friends will quit tobacco.
2. Your friends will stay away from tobacco.
3. You will suggest your friends to quit tobacco.
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Table no.49: One sample t test for negative persuasion of Anti tobacco ad
One-Sample Statistics
N
622
622
622

Quit tobacco
Stay away
Suggest friends

Mean
5.35
6.39
8.36

Std. Deviation
2.785
2.875
2.443

Std. Error Mean
.112
.115
.098

One-Sample Test
Test Value = 5

Quit
tobacco
Stay
away
Suggest
friends

t
3.16
8
12.0
49
34.3
52

df

Sig.
(2tailed
)

Mean
Differe
nce

95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference
Low
er
Upper

621

.002

.354

.13

.57

621

.000

1.389

1.16

1.62

621

.000

3.365

3.17

3.56

As the scale used is 0 to 10, test value can be considered as 5. It means that the
mean above 5 says that respondents are convinced and agree with the statement
where as below 5 can be considered as students are not convinced and not agree
with the statement. In above test
Variable quit tobacco has t value 3.168 at significance level of 0.002 and the
mean difference is .354 which is very less. It says that the students are having
nearly neutral feelings. They think their friends can quit tobacco by watching
these ads but the chances are comparatively less
For Variable, “Stay away”, t value is 12.049 at significance level of 0.000 and
mean difference is 1.389
For Variable, “suggest friends to quit tobacco” t value is 34.352 at significance
level of 0.000and mean difference is 3.17
The above analysis shows that the null hypothesis is rejected and alternate
hypothesis is accepted as the significance value for all three variables is less
than 0.05.
It is proved that they think their friends can quit tobacco by watching these ads
but the chances are comparatively less but at the same time students believe that
watching these anti tobacco ads their friends can stay away from the tobacco.
As well they would like to suggest their friends to quit tobacco.
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Findings
Analysis shows that the anti tobaccos ads are effective among students which
can help achieve the objective of creating awareness about the adverse effects of
tobacco consumption in any form.
In media habits it is found that students in this age group do like watching
music, sports and reality shows most. In rural area watching daily soaps (serials)
is one of the trends observed. These channels are the best carriers of anti
tobacco ads for capturing the attention of students of these age groups. It is
found that the media habits of students from rural and urban area are different.
This can be taken into considering for reaching the right audience
The results indicate that Anti tobacco ads are effective in giving knowledge and
developing expected attitude among the students. Students are able to
understand the context. They could understand the positive benefits of not
consuming tobacco.
Non tobacco consumers had positive attitude towards motivating their friends
for not consuming or quitting the habit of tobacco consumption compared to
smokers. It indicates that anti tobacco ads are more helpful in keeping students
away from tobacco products than cessation of existing addicts of tobacco.
Smokers and tobacco consumers feel less need of social campaign for the
cessation of tobacco consumption than non tobacco consumers. Research also
says that there is no influence of geographic location on the effectiveness of the
Ad.
When it comes to media, Television ads and ads shown in cinema hall are
recalled the most. Frequency of exposure on television and less clutter in
Cinema Halls are the reasons behind this. Due to focused target and
concentrated audience Cinema Hall ads are recalled more.
Different features of the ads like message, appeal, and theme are understood by
male and female students in same way. So there is no need to come up with
different ads for different gender.
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Abstract
Digital marketing encompasses all marketing efforts that use an electronic device or the
internet. A mobile application is a software program or application which is designed to
run on a mobile device. This made a shift from traditional marketing to mobile inbound
marketing. This study is confined to the Vellore City to analyze buying pattern with an
impact of Digital marketing strategy through various online shopping app. The well
structured questionnaire was distributed and collected by circulating to the online
buyers. The Sample size of 201 online shoppers was taken for the study. The SPSS
software was applied to analyze the relationship between demographic variable over the
factors influencing. The most prominent strategy adopts by each Mobile Shopping
Applications were also analyzed. This study is confined to Vellore City. The results
revealed that the online shoppers are influenced towards convenience and time saving
while purchasing through Mobile Shopping Applications. Further the Mobile Shopping
Applications most attracted strategy is Online advertisements and Social Media
Marketing. The Vellore City online buyers are aware of products available in Mobile
Shopping Applications through the Digital Marketing Strategy and makes the final
decision.
Keywords: Mobile Shopping Application; Digital Marketing; Flipkart; Amazon; and
Online Advertisements.
1. Introduction
Digital marketing encompasses all marketing efforts that use an electronic device or the
internet. Businesses leverage digital channels such as search engines, social media,
email, mobile applications and their websites to connect with current and prospective
customers.Digital marketing methods such as Search Engine Optimization (SEO),
Search Engine Marketing (SEM), content marketing, influencer marketing, content
automation, campaign marketing, data-driven marketing, e-commerce marketing, social
media marketing, social media optimization, e-mail direct marketing, display
advertising, e–books, and optical disks and games are becoming more common in our
advancing technology. In fact, digital marketing now extends to non-Internet channels
that provide digital media, such as mobile phones (SMS and MMS), call back, and onhold mobile ring tones. A mobile application is a software program or application which
is designed to run on a mobile devices,i.e, Smartphones, iPhone, Tablet or Watch.
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Applications were originally projected to give support such as Email, Calender and
contact, but the public demand for apps caused speedy growth in other areas such as
mobile games, computerization, GPS and location-based services, purchase goods and
services, order tracking, ticket booking etc. This plays the major and foremost reason
for the fast development in millions of mobile apps.This made a shift from traditional
marketing to mobile inbound marketing. Thus, this study is an attempt to analyze the
digital strategy adopted by the marketers to influence the consumers to purchase
through mobile shopping application.
1.1 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
Digital Marketing is any form of marketing that involves the use of digital device which
can be online or offline. The massive shift in consumer behaviour towards the growth of
digital marketing. App development companies can achieve their objectives by having a
good digital marketing strategy and use a right channel to market their products and
services.
1. The statement reported that there are 493 million of the population are regular
internet users in India and this is expected to reach 627 million by the end of 2019.
In that 97% of users use Mobile phones as one of the devices to access internet.
2. The number of online shoppers in India to buy goods and services in the present era
is 273.6 million of population and which will swell to 329.1 million in the year
2020. The main reason for choosing online shopping by the digital buyers is that
they feel purchasing the products through digital marketing is more convenient,
time saving, the product is at the door step, 24*7 hours of accessibility, ease
availability of products, etc..
Hence, the study is important to analyze the impact of digital marketing through Mobile
Application.
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The previous literature and studies related to digital marketing throughthe mobile
application revealed only about online shopping, online advertisement, online tracking
system and usage of Smartphone among the people. This paper is a challenge to bring
out the factors influencing the customer towards online shopping through mobile
applications, and digital marketing strategy adopted by the mobile shopping apps to
attract the consumers towards the purchasing decision.
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To find out the factors influencing the customer towards the online shopping
through mobile shopping applications.
2. To study the Digital Marketing Strategy adopted by the mobile shopping
applications.
1.4 HYPOTHESIS
 There is no significant association between the Gender over the Products, Delivery,
Economical and Customer Reviews.
 There is no significant association between age and factors influencing towards the
mobile shopping applications.
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1.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
 The study is confined only to the Vellore city with sample size of 201 that does not
represent the whole population. The sample and study area is restricted due to time
constraint.
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Patrick De Pelsmacker Et al (2018), states that the digital marketing strategies (such as
digital marketing plan, responsiveness of guest reviews and monitoring and tracking
online reviews) are influencing indirectly through the mediating effects of volume and
valence of online reviews. This research indicates that review volume drives room
occupancy and reviews valance impact. Digital marketing strategies are blunter in chain
hotels than in independent hotels and in higher star hotels than in the lower tier.
Khald S. Alatawy (2019), states that mobile application assist consumer in all aspects
of life, including searching for information, video streaming, gaming, e-banking, online
shopping etc. Furthermore, mobile users used to install mobile phones onto their
Smartphone to access mobile commercial services for online shopping. Finally the study
found that the main factors influencing consumer’s intention to use mobile application
for online shopping consist of attitude, perceived behaviour control, subjective norms
and perceived trust.
Heather AbrafiAgyapong (2017), views that online shopping is a fact that it is
observed to be in high existence in near future. Looking closely at the rapid growth there
is still a large market potential for online shopping. This study determines the factors
influencing online shopping in Finland. His conclusion can be interpreted that most
shoppers are young adults, which made them very convenient to purchase. The main
factors that lead customers to do online shopping are they feel convenience in shopping
price of the product and the quality of the products.
3. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
i) Pilot Study
A preliminary investigation was done through collection of hundred
respondents from different parts of Vellore City. At the initial stage the Cronbach’s
Alpha Method is applied to the segments in Likert’s scale. In order to identify the
existence of variance, the initial analysis revealed all the statement posses a Cronbach’s
Alpha value at .738(73.8 percent).
ii) Study Area: This study is confined to Vellore City.
iii) Sample Size: 201.
iv) Sample Technique: Simple Random Sampling Technique. The respondents were
collected from the various groups of online buyers.
v) Data Collection:Primary Data and Secondary Data. The Primary Data is collected
through the well-structured questionnaire. The Secondary Data is collected from the
News Article, Journals, Websites and Magazines.
vi) Data Analysis: The statistical tools applied through SPSS for this study are
Percentage Analysis, Factor Analysis, Cross tab, t-test and Chi-Square.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Demographic Profile of Online Shoppers
The demographic profile plays a very significant role in understanding the factors
influencing the customer towards the online shopping through mobile shopping
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application. After reviewing several literature, it is understood that demographic profile
is primarily used to analyze the purchasing behaviour such as Age, Gender, Educational
Qualification, Occupation and Monthly Income of the respondents.
4.1 Age of the Respondents
Age is the critical profile to the marketer to identify their taste, preferences, model,
colour, etc. to produce the product or services according to the needs.
Table No: 4.1
Age of the Respondents
Age Group
Frequency
Percent
Below 20 Years
11
5.5
21 to 30 years
149
74.1
31 to 40 years
29
14.4
Above 41 years
12
6.0
Total
201
100.0
Source: Primary Data
It is inferred from the above table that 74.1 % (149) of the respondents are belonging to
the age group of 21 – 30 years and 14.4% (29) of the respondents are in between the age
group of 31 – 40 years. Further, 6% (12) of the respondents are above 41 years and
5.5% (11) of the respondents are below 20 years. This indicates that the dominant age
group of 21 -30 years are purchasing the products through mobile shopping
applications.
4.2 Gender of the Respondents
Gender plays a vital role in the place of digital marketing where there is a change in
purchasing pattern according to their needs. The effectiveness of online
communications and digital marketing aimed that market segment is moving
towards digital world due to unlimited wants of the people on their own.
Table No: 4.2
Gender of the Respondents
Gender
Frequency
Percent
Male
33
16.4
Female
168
83.6
Total
201
100.0
Source: Primary Data
The above table indicates that 83.6% (168) of the respondents are Female and 16.4%
(33) are Male. The majority of the respondents are Female.
Table No: 4.2.1
Distribution of Sample by Gender and Age Group
Gender/ Age
Below
20 21 to 30
31 to 40
Above 40
Years
Male
9.1%
9.4%
44.8%
41.7%
Female
90.9%
90.6%
55.2%
58.3%
Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
Source: Primary Data
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The above table indicates that 90.9% of the respondents with the age of below 20
yearsare Female and 9.1% of the respondents with the age of below 20 years are Male.
Followed by 90.6% of the respondents belonging to the age group of 21 – 30 years are
Female and 9.4% of the respondents are belonging to the age group of 21 – 30 years are
Male.
Further, it is indicated that 55.2% of the respondents are in between the age of 31 – 40
years are Female and 44.8% of the respondents are Male.
Finally 58.3% of the respondents are above the age of 40 years are Female and 41.7% of
the respondents are Male.
This denotes that the average of the sample population is 27. The female respondents are
in between the age group of below 20 – 30 years are influenced by digital marketing to
purchase the products through mobile shopping applications.
4.3 Marital Status of the Respondents
Marital status of the respondents is an important factor which discovers the influence of
preferring digital marketing to take decision regarding the purchase of products through
mobile application.
Table No: 4.3
Marital Status of the Respondents
Marital Status
Frequency
Percent
Married
46
22.9
Unmarried
155
77.1
Total
201
100.0
Source: Primary Data
From the above table it denotes that 77.1% (155) of the respondents are unmarried and
22.9% (46) of the respondents are married. This is implied that maximum numbers of
respondents are unmarried.
4.4 Monthly income of the Respondents
The main source why the digital market grows and flows upward in the market is
because of growing income of the people. When earnings is bigger automatically the
needs and wants of the people increase. In such case people feel to prefer their product
at door step to reduce the time and their cost.
Table No: 4.4
Monthly Income of the Respondents
Income
No income
Below Rs.20,000
Rs.20,001 to Rs.30,000
Rs.30,001 to Rs.40,000
Above 40,001
Total
Source: Primary Data
www.ijmer.in
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It is evident from the above table that 58.2% (117) of the respondents are earning a
monthly income are below Rs. 20,000 and 16.4% (33) of the respondents are earning a
monthly income of between Rs. 20,001 to Rs. 30,000. Followed by 14.9% (30) of the
respondents has no income and 5.5% (11) of the respondents are between Rs. 30,001 to
Rs. 40,000. Finally, 5.0% of the respondents are earning a monthly income of above Rs.
40,001.
4.5 Occupation of the Respondents
Occupation explains the way of purchasing and usage of digital marketing in several
manners. Every professions decision making capability is different from the others point
of view. It is required for analysing the variability of purchasing pattern of various
persons.
Table No: 4.5
Occupation of the Respondents
Occupation
Frequency
Percent
Student
30
14.9
Businessmen
19
9.5
Professional
56
27.9
Others
96
47.8
Total
201
100.0
Source: Primary Data
From the above table it is found that 47.8% (96) of the respondents belongs to the other
category of occupation like Retired employees, House wife, Government/ Private
employees and so on. Followed by 27.9% (56) of the respondents is Professionals like
Doctors, Professor, Chartered Accountant and Engineers. It is followed by 14.9% (30)
and 9.5% (19) of the respondents are Students and they are running their Business. The
dominant percent of the respondents belong to other categories of Occupations.
4.6 Sources of Information
An information source is a person, thing or place from which information comes and
arises from the different perceptive. The present scenario digital marketing has
transformed the source of information to a digital platform. The customers can seek
information by means of reviews posted by the previous reviewer who have purchase
the product through online shopping zones, Ratings on the products and so on.
Table No: 4.6
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Sources
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
Google Search
56
27.9
27.9
27.9
Friends & Family
27
13.4
13.4
41.3
Product Reviews
74
36.8
36.8
78.1
Advertisement
34
16.9
16.9
95.0
Product Catalogues
10
5.0
5.0
100.0
Total
201
100.0
100.0
Sources: Primary Data
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The above table (Source of Information) shows that, Majority of the respondents (36.8
percent) purchase products in online platforms by viewing the ‘reviews’ of the
customers who have bought earlier, this finding also shows the similarity with the world
statistics, it is found that 74 percent of the people look to their social networks when
considering a purchase and it also shows, 55% of people report purchasing products
online after discovering them on social media (Selz, 2019). Product catalogue does not
have much impact on the ‘source of information’.
4.7 Payment Mode
Payment is the transaction where the customer use to settle the amount to the sellers for
purchasing the products in case of direct selling. But in this digital era, changed those
way of payment while the products are purchased through online mode. In such case the
payments are done through Debit Card, Credit Card, Net Banking, Mobile Banking,
Google Pay and so on. These are the main reason why the world has been changed
towards digital payments.
Table No: 4.7
PAYMENT MODE
Payment Mode
Credit Card
Net Banking
Debit Card
Cash on Delivery
Total
Sources: Primary Data

Frequenc
y
24
33
47
97
201

Percent
11.9
16.4
23.4
48.3
100.0

Valid
Percent
11.9
16.4
23.4
48.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
11.9
28.4
51.7
100.0

The above table (Payment Mode) shows the method of payment customer use to pay for
purchase. As per the recent information by World Pay, a leading payments company,
India's e-commerce market is on its way to be worth 104$ billion by 2021, that means, it
will become the seventh biggest in the world. With this, a few popular payment methods
stand out from the rest due to their price, security, reliability and/or easy-to-use features.
Even then, the study found that, customers prefer and satisfied with ‘Cash on Delivery’
with 48.3 percent. The next level of payment mode is by ‘Debit card’.
4.2 ANALYSIS PERTAINING TO FIRST OBJECTIVE
4.2.1 Factor Analysis
The factor analysis run with 12 variable using Principle Component Analysis initially
extracts 12 factors and the results are presented in the table 4.8
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Table No: 4.8
Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Compo
nent

Extraction Sums of Squared Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
Loadings

Total

% of
Cumulativ
Varian
e%
ce

Total

%
of Cumula
Total
Variance tive %

%
of Cumulati
Variance ve %

1

2.854

23.787

23.787

2.854

23.787

23.787

2.163

18.025

18.025

2

1.839

15.328

39.114

1.839

15.328

39.114

1.777

14.810

32.835

3

1.258

10.484

49.598

1.258

10.484

49.598

1.652

13.770

46.606

4

1.098

9.150

58.748

1.098

9.150

58.748

1.457

12.143

58.748

.891
7.421
66.170
5
.858
7.150
73.320
6
.690
5.748
79.068
7
.606
5.050
84.118
8
.587
4.894
89.011
9
.494
4.118
93.130
10
.455
3.793
96.923
11
.369
3.077
100.000
12
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Table No: 4.8.1
Factor analysis for using mobile application for online shopping
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Df
Sig.
Source: Primary Data

.681
425.556
66
.000

The factor analysis run with 12 input variable using Principle Component Analysis
initially extracts 12 factors. Each Factor has a quality score known as Eigenvalue which
represents a real underlying factor of using the mobile application for online shopping.
Based on the results of the Eigenvalue and as per the rule of thumb,
components or the factors whose Eigenvalue is one or more is selected, therefore, by
using the 12 variables, it measured 4 underlying factors. The other components have
low quality scores and are not assumed to represent the online shopping behaviour.
Each component is considered as “scree” and is shown in the line chart below.
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Table No: 4.8.3
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1
2
COMPLETE
DESCRIPTION
ONLINE ADS
GOOD DEAL
OFFER/DISCOUNTS
TRACKING FACILITIES
ONTIME DELIVERY
24*7 ACCESSIBIITY
COST EFFECTIVE
CONVENIENCE & TIME
SAVING
FREE SHIPPING
REVIEW

3

4

.763
.697
.690
.479

Factor 1: Products

.812
.636
.566

USER FRIENDLY

Factor 2: Delivery
.835
.439

Factor
3:
Economical

.418
Factor 4: .867
Customer
.435
Review

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 11 iterations.
Source: Primary Data
The results of the Rotated Component Matrix has shown that the components
are measured by the below mentioned factors.
From the above table the First Factor consists of





F5 Complete Description of products is available
F8 Online Ads influence to buy
F6 Good deals are available
F10 Offer/ Discount

Hence, the First factor is named as “Product Factor”. This factor completely provides
information about the products available in the mobile shopping applications by Good
deals during the on and off seasons, providing offers/ discounts to the membership. The
digital marketing mainly focuses on online ads.
It is found out from the above table is that the Second Factor consists of
 F11 Online tracking facility is available
 F9 On- time delivery of goods
 F4 24*7 accessibility
Thus the Second Factor is named as “Delivery Factor”. This factor deals with the
information related to the delivery aspects of the mobile shopping application. It
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provides online tracking facility after the product has been ordered, goods are delivery
at a stipulated period of time and it can be accessed at any time anywhere.
It is inferred from the above table that the “Third Factor” consists of
 F2 Convenience & Time saving
 F1 Cost effective
 F12 Free Shipping
The above Third Factor is termed as “Economical Factor”. Thus the customers
purchase the products through mobile shopping application irrespective of the place and
time. Hence it is convenient and time saving as well as cost effective for the customers
to purchase the product from their own doorsteps with free on cost of shipping.
It is interpreted from the above table that the “Fourth Factor” consists of
 F3 User Friendly
 F7 Reviews of the products
The above Fourth Factor is named as “Customer Review”. The mobile shopping
application like Amazon, Flipkart, e-bay and so on are guiding the customer in an easy
and friendly manner while placing the orders as well as making the payments. It
provides the reviews about the products by the previous reviewers. Hence it is
concluded that the customers are influenced to take purchasing decisions.
Factors Influencing the Online Shoppers to Purchase through Mobile
Shopping Apps
Table No. 4.8.4
One-Sample Test
Test Value = 0

Factors Influencing
CONVENIENCE & TIME
SAVING
COST EFFECTIVE
USER FRIENDLY
24*7 ACCESSIBIITY
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION
GOOD DEAL
REVIEW
ONLINE ADS
ONTIME DELIVERY
OFFER/DISCOUNTS
TRACKING FACILITIES
FREE SHIPPING

Mean
Difference

95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference
Lower
Upper

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

76.660

200

.000

3.970

3.87

4.07

66.566
55.903
46.238

200
200
200

.000
.000
.000

3.657
3.811
3.721

3.55
3.68
3.56

3.77
3.95
3.88

60.783

200

.000

3.731

3.61

3.85

57.449
71.178
38.929
63.570
58.917
56.054
47.027

200
200
200
200
200
200
200

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

3.587
3.965
3.164
3.771
3.632
3.632
3.224

3.46
3.86
3.00
3.65
3.51
3.50
3.09

3.71
4.08
3.32
3.89
3.75
3.76
3.36

It is inferred that the T values 76.67, 71.178, 66.57, 63.570, 60.78, 58.92,
55.90, 56.054, 57.45, 47.03, 46.24 and 38.93are statistically significant at 5per cent.
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This reveals that the online buyers agree they are influenced to purchase the products
through Mobile Shopping Apps were due to Convenience & time saving as well as after
viewing the review given by the previous purchaser. Further, it has identified, they also
agree that the online buyers are influenced by its cost effectiveness and ontime delivery
of the products by the Mobile Shopping Applications.
4.2.9 Opinion on the digital marketing adopted by the Shopping Zones
1. Amazon
Amazon is an online giant it paves way to digital advertising as well it is
projected to grow to $355B by 2020. Amazon is aggressively hiring people to grow their
business. Amazon's Advertising division has a new HQ in Manhattan as of late 2017. It
leased 360,000 square feet and hired 2,000 people for its advertising, Amazon Fashion,
and AWS teams. In January 2018 they released a long-awaited feature to generate daterange reports on its AMS platform. While Amazon's self-serve ad technology is still far
behind the feature set of the incumbents, it is continually releasing the features to catch
up and gain share.
Amazon has already captured 43% of e-commerce sales in the US and accounts for
almost 50% of all online product searches. Amazon is capitalizing on its existing
strength as a search engine and a fulfillment provider by selling advertising space to
brands who want to catch consumers at the transactional end of the purchase
lifecycle. Leaders, Marketers, and advertising professionals of consumer product brands
who currently use digital advertising to reach their target customers.
Diagram 4.9.1
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by Amazon

The above pie-chart shows the present scenario similar to the world market conditions,
it is observed that 43.28 percent of the respondents are influenced ‘social media’ and
almost with less majority of 42.29 percent is influenced by the ‘online advertisement’.
Amazon has an overall high impact and influence on the customers of the study area.
Other digital marketing like e-marketing, online memberships and offers do have
impact, but it is very less compared to the social and online advertisements. The offers
and promotions are the very least since, they form only 2.49 percent of the total impact.
Online membership is slightly higher than offers and lesser than e-marketing.
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2 Flipkart
Flipkart is World’s top 10 most visited E-commerce website in India with regards to
traffic. Multiple Payment method is available for its customers to make Payment easier.
Fastest growing e-commerce website in India. It sells 30 product per min. Flipkart
customersare informed at every step through email/text. When the order has been
confirmed, order summary & shipment detail tracker information is provided.
Diagram 4.9.2
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by Flipkart

The above diagram shows that majority of the share is occupied by the ‘online
advertisement’ (46.77 percent) followed by the second majority ‘social media’ with
30.85 percent. To increase the traffic flipkart uses Google Adwords, Remarketing,
Brand Campigns, TV Commercial strategies, Facebook strategy, Twitter Strategy,
Youtube Strategy, Pinterst Strategy, Google + Strategy, Content Marketing Strategy,
Mobile Marketing Strategy etc.
3. E- Bay
E- Bay, purely focuses and adheres to the company values, which is a communication
strategy, which is effective. For buyers, it concentrates on Trust, Value, Selection and
Convenience. It also hosts Neighbourhoods, a chat platform allowing likeminded buyers
to provide reviews on brands and products. For sellers, the communication strategy is to
Access to broad global markets, provide Efficient Marketing and Distribution practices
and to create Opportunity to increase Sales.It provides new incentive schemes and
standards and the sellers with high Detailed Seller Ratings (DSR’s) have favourably
featured on the market place by providing higher visibility on the organic search and
provides additional discounts to them.
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Diagram 4.9.3
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by e-bay

It is very clear from the above diagram that majority of the respondents has
agreed that 47.26 percent have been influenced by the ‘online advertisements’.
Followed by the second majority ‘social media’ with 17.41 percent. To increase the
traffic flipkart uses Google Adwords, Remarketing, Brand Campigns, TV Commercial
strategies, Facebook strategy, Twitter Strategy, Youtube Strategy, Pinterst Strategy,
Google + Strategy, Content Marketing Strategy, Mobile Marketing Strategy etc.
4.Snapdeal
Snapdeal offers various deals and discounts to attract and maintain its customer
base. The purchase voucher is sent to the consumer with the help of a confirmation
through the SMS and through an email. Either of this is shown, while taking the
delivery. Numerous companies advertise their products on snapdeal website, as it is an
easy medium to do so.It is in fact a low-cost advertising medium with higher results as
maximum penetration is possible. Viral marketing is one of its special advertising
policies, as it has proved beneficial repeatedly. The constant innovative ideas and deals
have resulted in a positive image and good branding for the company. Snapdeal has a
completely dissimilar page for each city where it offers the numerous deals to hits
targeted audience.
Diagram 4.9.4
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by Snapdeal
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In this study area it is found that, the respondent has noticed ‘offers and
promotions’ are very less compared to the Indian Population. Only 5.97 percent is
noticed in the study area and 1.99 percent is ‘online marketing’ which is very less of all
the kinds of influences to digital marketing.
5.Myntra
Myntra.com has gained immense brand recognition because of intensive and aggressive
marketing campaigns. It has launched ad campaigns with distinctive taglines like Ramp
it Up and Real Life Mein AisaHotaHaiKya. Its ads are shown via print, electronic and
social media platforms like newspapers, television, Twitter, Facebook and its own
website. Myntra offered personalised sports jerseys of football and cricket teams like
FIFA, IPL and Team India as part of its promotional strategy.
Diagram 4.9.5
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by Myntra

The diagram above shows that a high majority of the technique adopted by
Myntra is ‘online advertisment’ followed by the ‘e-marketing with 29.35 percent and
‘social media’ with 24.38 percent. It is accepted in the study area that, national
population is similar to the study area population of ‘Myntra’.
6. Club Factory
Club Factory’s affordable pricing is the key differentiator, the company uses its
proprietary, big data and Artificial intelligence technology to manage the supply chain
effectively, recommend relevant products to the users and compare prices from multiple
manufacturers in real- time to present the customer with the lowest price for a product.
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Diagram 4.9.6
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by Club Factory

The above diagram indicates that 46.77 percent of the respondents are attracted towards
the Club Factory by means of Online Advertisements, 25.37 percent of the respondents
are aware of the products available in the club factory through e-marketing and
17.91percent of the respondents are attracted by Social Media towards Club Factory.
The club factory digital marketing strategy is to attract the customer through online
advertisement.
7. sShopclues
ShopClues has adopted several marketing policies to create a distinctive brand name. It
has launched ad campaigns (5.47 percent) via electronic media on television and social
media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube (20.90 percent). ShopClues has a
loyalty system for its regular customers titled Clues Bucks (4.48 percent). Brand
ShopClues has been a recipient of prestigious awards and high accolades in recognition
of its works, like Best eRetailer Award and Red Herring Asia Top 100. It has
undertaken some of the best possible marketing initiatives like Diwali Flea Market,
Made in India campaign and ShopClues Factory-Outlet.
Diagram 4.9.7
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by Shopclues

It is found out from the above diagram that 45.77 percent of the respondents
are more influenced by Online Advertisement of Shopclues, 20.90 percent of the
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respondents are aware of shopclues applications by Social Media and 23.9 percent of
the respondents are attracted by E- Marketing. Thus shopclues adopts digital marketing
strategy as online advertisement.
8. Jabong
Jabong has been involved in aggressive marketing plans to create positive brand
awareness. It is highly active via several campaigns. The company uses advertisement
on television (17.91 percent). It roped in Bollywood actress Chitrangada Singh to take
part in its fitness campaign for the promotion (5.47 percent) of brand Puma. Jabong has
entered into a tie-up with ace designer RohitBahl to present an exclusive collection. It
also has a partnership for four seasons with Lakme Fashion Week and in the year 2014,
was responsible for launching India Online Fashion Week.
Diagram 4.9.8
Opinion Regarding Digital Marketing Adopted by Jabong

It is observed from the above diagram that 45.27 percent of its influence is
through ‘online advertisements’ only and followed by ‘e-marketing’ with 23.38 percent
of the respondents. Jabong major digital marketing strategy is online advertisement.
Hypothesis testing: 1
There is no significant association between Gender and factor influencing towards
mobile shopping application.
Table No: 4.9.10
Association between Gender and Factors Influencing
The following table analyse the association between the Gender over the four
predominant factor found out in the factors influencing towards the mobile shopping
application.
S.NO.

Variables

1
2
3
4

Gender and Products
Gender and Deliveries
Gender and Economical
Gender and Reviews
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Chi-Square
.000
.000
.000
.021

Significant / Not
Significant
Significant
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Significant
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It is found from the above table that Gender and Product Factor, Delivery Factor,
Economical Factor, Customer Review Factor are statistically significant at 5% level.
Thus hypothesis is “Rejected”. Hence there is an association between the Gender over
the Products, Delivery, Economical and Customer Reviews. This implies that the
customers irrespective of the gender have different level of influence towards Factors of
Products, Delivery, Economical and Customer Reviews on purchasing the products
through mobile shopping applications.
Hypothesis testing: 2
There is no significant association between Age and factor influencing towards mobile
shopping application.
Table No: 4.9.11
Association between Age and Factors Influencing
The subsequent table analyse the association between the Age over the four
predominant factor found out in the factors influencing towards the mobile shopping
application.
S.NO.

Variables

1
2
3
4

Age and Prodsuct
Age and Deliveries
Age and Economical
Age and Reviews

Pearson
Chi-Square
.000
.368
.009
.069

Significant / Not
Significant
Significant
Not Significant
Significant
Not Significant

It is inferred from the above table that Age over the Product Factor and Economical
Factors are statistically significant at 5% level. Thus the hypothesis is “Rejected”.
Therefore, there is an association between age and factors influencing towards the
mobile shopping applications. This indicates that customers from the age group of
below 20 years to above 41 years have different attitudes towards Product Factors and
Economical Factors while purchasing the products through mobile shopping
applications.
Further, Age over Delivery Factor and Customer Review Factor are statistically
insignificant at 5% level. Thus the hypothesis is “Accepted”. Hence there is no
association between the Age over the Delivery Factor and Customer Review Factors.
Thus, it implies that the different Age group has a similar perception towards the
delivery as well as customer review factors in purchasing the products through Amazon,
Flipkart, e-bay and so on.
5. Suggestions
This study recommends a few suggestions based on the analysis that helps the digital
marketers to attract the customers by producing the quality products.The concept of
Digital Marketing through Mobile shopping Applications is reached only to the
Youngsters and it has to be reached even to all the age groups of customers.
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1.

2.

The customers must be aware of digital payment mode such as using Debit
card, Credit Card, Net Banking, Mobile Banking, Google Pay, PhonePe, paytm
and so on rather than Cash on Delivery. To use these types of payment mode
the server as well as service provider must be user friendly to access it.
The marketers can extend the knowledge about Online Membership and Offers/
Promotion techniques towards the customers, which motivates them to
purchase the products through mobile shopping applications.

5.2 Conclusion
This study is an attempt to analyze the impact of digital marketing through mobile
shopping applications after viewing the Digital Marketing strategy. The results of this
study proved that the customers purchasing the products through mobile shopping
application were unmarried female with different age group. The customers in Vellore
City prefer the Digital Marketing Platform to buy the products through Mobile
Applications such as Flipkart, Amazon and so on. They are more aware of Marketing
through digital channels were Online Advertisements and Social Media Marketing. The
online buyers of the Vellore City are highly influenced towards the Convenient and time
saving when they purchase through the Flipkart, Amazon, EBay and so on. As they can
purchase irrespective of time and place they can purchase. It is the biggest advantage for
the buyers.
5.3 Scope for Further Study
This Digital Marketing Strategy can be carried in the future towards the Food
Delivering Applications.
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oSfnd lkfgR; esa ySafxd U;k;
MkW-a euh’kk xksnkjk
lg vkpk;Z laLd``r jktdh; ckaxM+ LukrdksŸkj egkfo|ky;
MhMokuk
ySafxd U;k; vFkkZr~ L=h ;k iq:’k ds chp lekurk dks U;kf;d rjhds ls LFkkfir djukA Hkkjr esa xr
dqN o’kksZ ls ;g ,d pfpZr lkekftd eqn~nk gSA U;k; dk vFkZ gS] fu’i{krk vkSj bls ykxw djus dk ,d
LFkkfir fl}kUr gSA ySafxd U;k; ,d ,slk larqyu gS tks iwjh nqfu;k esa gj xfrfof/k dks lgh rjhds ls pykus
ds fy, vko”;d gSA bldk okLrfod vFkZ gS L=h vkSj iq:’k nksuksa gh vius ijEijkxr ca/kuksa ls Lora= gksA
ySafxd U;k; vFkkZr~ fdlh ds lkFk fyax ds vk/kkj ij HksnHkko ugha djuk pkfg,A ySafxd U;k; flQZ efgyk
l”kfDrdj.k rd lhfer ugha gSA nksuksa dks vDlj ,d lkFk gh le>k tkrk gS D;ksafd vf/kdrj ySafxd
fgalk efgykvksa ij gh gksrh gS tSls & ?kjsyw fgalk] cky&fookg] cykRdkj vkfnA ukjh dh yM+kbZ u rks
Lo;e~~ ls gS vkSj u gh iq:’k ls cfYd ml ekufldrk ls gS ftlus ukjh dks u dsoy nklh cuk;k gS cfYd
nklh cus jgus dk xkSjo vkSj vykSfdd vkuUn dk n”kZu x<+k gSA vk/kqfud oSKkfud ;qx esa tc efgykvksa
l”kfDrdj.k dh vkSj dne c<+k jgh gS vkSj fodkl ds {ks= esa iq:’k lekurk dh vksj vxzlj gS ijUrq fyax
igpku dh lekthd``r izfdz;k vkt Hkh ifjokj esa ikyu&iks’k.k ds :i esa fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA lekt”kkfL=;ksa
dk ekuuk gS fd lekthdj.k dh ;g izfdz;k L=h iq:’k esa fyax ds vuqlkj vkpj.k ds fu;e fl[kkrh gS
vFkkZr~ lkekftd fyax tU; lksp lekthdj.k dh izfdz;k dk gh ifj.kke gS] lh[kus dh lgh izfdz;k ls
Hkwfedkvksa dk fuokZg gksrk gSA mnkgj.k ds :i esa yM+ds jksrs ugha gSa] yM+ds Mjrs ugha] yM+fd;ka uktqd
gksrh gS] yM+fd;ka Hkkoqd gksrh gS tSlh ekufldrk Hkj nh tkrh gSA ;fn dksbZ yM+dk ;k iq:’k jksrk gS rks
dgk tkrk gS fd *D;k yM+fd;ksa dh rjg jks jgk gS* vFkkZr~ jksus dk xq.k dsoy L=h fo”ks’k y{k.k ¼detksj
O;fDr dk izrhd ½ gSA yM+dh dks cpiu esa [ksyus ds fy, xqfM+;k] ?kj x``gLFkh ds crZu fn;s tkrs gSA ;gh
fLFkfr jax ds lEcU/k esa gS gYdk xqykch] ihyk ,oa gjk jax vf/kdka”k laLd``fr;ksa esa yM+fd;ksa ds fy, r;
jgrk gSA yM+dksa dks ;g jax ugha iguk;k tkrk AyM+fd;ksa dks dSls pyuk gS] dSls ckr djuh gS tSls
fL=;ksafpr xq.kksa dh f”k{kk nh tkrh gSA orZeku esa yM+fd;ksa esa f”k{kk ds vuqHko ds ihNs ,slh gh lksp gS fd
dkSulk yM+fd;ksa dks i<+dj ukSdjh djuh gS \ bUgha NksVh&NksVh vfHkO;fDr;ksa ls O;fDrRo ds Hksn mRiUu
fd, tkrs gaSA lkekftd fyax tU; lksp ds okgd ekrk&firk] HkkbZ&cgu] nknk&nknh] ukuh&ukuh rFkk
ifjokj ,oa iM+ksl ds O;fDr gh gksrs gSA
;g lp gS fd Hkkjr esa efgykvksa dh fLFkfr ges”kk oSlh ugha jgh gS tSlh vkt gSA oSfnd ;qx esa L=h vksSj
iq:’k ds chp lekurk Fkh vkSj L=h dks detksj ekuus tSlk dksbZ pyu ugha FkkA bl dky dks L=h efgek
vkSj iq:’k “kfDr dk Lof.kZe ;qx dgk tkrk gS] lkFk gh bl ;qx esa iq:’kksa dk O;ogkj Hkh cqf}erk vkSj mnkjrk
ls ifjiw.kZ FkkA
oSfnd lkfgR; esa ySafxd U;k;%&
oSfnd lkfgR; esa ySafxd vlekurk ugha ikbZ tkrh FkhA osnksa] esa ukjh dks cgqr vknj.kh; LFkku fn;k x;k gSA
og iq:’k lg;ksxh vkSj lgk;d gSA *tk;snLre~~^ L=h dks gh ?kj dgk x;k gSA fookg i”pkr~~ mls ifrx``g esa
x``g iRuh] x``g Lokfeuh dk vf/kdkj izkIr gksrk FkkA ¼1½ ,d vksj mls ifr] lkl&llqj vkfn dh lsok “kqJw’kk
rFkk mudh ns[k&js[k dk mrjnkf;Ro fn;k tkrk gS rks nwljh vksj mls x``g Lokfeuh ds :i esa lkl&llqj
uun vkfn dh lezkKh ¼Lokfeuh½ dgk x;k gSA
uukUnfj lezkKh Hko lezkKh “o”oka HkoA ¼2½
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L=h lg/kfeZ.kh gksrh gSA mls v/kkZafxuh dgrs gSA blfy, iRuh ds fcuk ;K viw.kZ ekuk tkrk gSA v;Kks ás’k
;ks viRuhd%A ¼3½ osnksa esa ukfj;ksa ds “kkS;Z dh cgqr ppkZ gSA rSfrjh; czãe.k esa bUnzk.kh dks lsuk dh nsork
dgk x;k gSA _Xosn esa o.kZu gS fd “k=qvksa ls ;q} djrs gq, fo”iyk dk iSj dV x;k FkkA vf”ouh dqekjksa us
mls udyh yksgs dh Vkax yxk nh rFkk og fQj ;q} esa Hkkx ys ldhA blh izdkj eqn~xykuh ¼eqn~xy dh iRuh½
ds fy, dgk x;k gS fd mlus vlqjksa ls ;q} djds xk;sa NqM+k yhA
vFkoZosn esa o.kZu gS fd L=h ifr ds lkFk lkewfgd ;Kksa vkSj ;q}ksa esa tkrh FkhA
_Xosn vkSj ;tqosZn esa L=h ds fy, ;s fo”ks’k.k fn, x, gSA buls muds “kkS;Z vkSj xkSjo ij izdk”k iM+rk gSA
blesa ukjh dks v’kk<k ¼vts;½] lgekuk ¼fotf;uh½] lglzoh;kZ ¼vR;Ur ijkdze okyh½] vliRuk ¼v”k=q½]
liRu?uh ¼”k=quk”kd½] t;Urh ¼fotsrk½]vfHkHkwojh
¼gjk nsus okyh½ vkfn dgk x;k gSA
osnksa esa ea=nz’Vk _f’k ds :i esa Hkh mudk ;ksxnku Li``g.kh; gSA 422 ea=ksa dh nz’Vk _f’kdk,a gSA buesa fo”ks’k
mYys[kuh; ;s gS & bUnzk.kh] “kph] vikyk] Äks’kk] dk{khorh] fo”ookjk]vk=s;h] moZ”kh vfnfrA
osnksa esa cky&fookg fuf’k} gSA fookg oj vkSj dU;k ds iw.kZ ;kSou dks izkIr djus ij gh gksrk FkkA vFkoZosn ds
ea= ls Loa;oj fookg dk ladsr feyrk gSA osnksa esa miu;u laLdkj ds ckn ckyd vkSj ckfydk,a osn vkSj
“kkL=ksa dk v/;;u djrs FksA ckydksads rqY; gh ckfydkvksa dk Hkh ;Kksiohr gksrk FkkA os es[kyk igurh FkhA
¼d½ iqjkdYis rq ukjh.kka ekSath cU/kufe’;rsA
¼[k½ iRU;S ozrksiu;ue~~ ¼rSfrjh; czkãe.k 3-3-3-2½
oSfnd dky esa ckfydk,a Lukrd gksdj fookg dj ysrh Fkh mUgsa l|ksn`okgk dgrs Fks vkSj dqN vktUe
czkãpkfj.kh jgrh Fkh mUgsa czãokfnuh dgk x;k gSA ;s rikse; thou fcrkrs gq, “kkL= ppkZ esa eXu jgrh
FkhA ,slh czãokfnuh ukfj;ksa esa xkxhZ] eS=s;h vkfn mYys[kuh; gSA
rSfrjh; ,oa “kriFk ckzã.k esa Li’V mYys[k gS fd ;K ds le; L=h dk ozrksiu;u gqvk djrk Fkk
rFkk ifr ds lkFk&lkFk bls Hkh ;Knh{kk nh tkrh FkhA _Xosn esa L=h lg/kfeZ.kh gksrh gSA _Xosn esa L=h dk
xkSjo crkrs gq, mls czã dgk x;k gSA ÞL=h fg czã cHkwfoFkA¼4½ bl dk vfHkizk; ;g gS fd og Kku esa
mRd``’V gksrh gS og ckydksa ds f”k{k.k ds vfrfjDr
;K esa Hkh czã dk LFkku xzg.k dj ldrh gS vkSj fofHkUu laLdkj djk ldrh gSA ;K izd`frd vk;ksZ us
;K fd;k esa fL=;ksa dks cjkcjh dk LFkku fn;k gSA x``ákfXu vFkok LekrkZfXu esa jkf= dk gkse iRuh dks gh
djuk iM+rk FkkA x``álw=kuqlkj rks og bPNk gksus ij izkrgksZe Hkh dj ldrh FkhA oSfnd lkfgR; ls rks ;g
Hkh irk pyrk gS fd ml dky esa ekrk&firk ijes”oj ls bl ckr dh izkFkZuk fd;k djrs Fks fd mudh yM+dh
ifMrk o czãokfnuh cus vkSj blds fy, os fry pkoy dks ,d= mckydj mudk gkse fd;k djrs FksA
;kKoYD; dh iRuh eS=s;h fookfgrk gksus ij Hkh fdruh Js’B vk/;kfRed ;ksX;rk ls ;qDr czãokfnuh Fkh] ;g
ckr mlds o ;kKoYD; ds chp gq, o``gnkj.;d mifu’kn ds laokn ls Li’V gSA jktk tud dh lHkk esa tks
vusd czãoknh yksx Fks] muesa okd~~iVq fonq’kh xkxhZ dks egRoiw.kZ LFkku izkIr Fkk rFkk mlh us ;kKoYD;
czãDsRrk gS ;k ugha bldh dM++h ijh{kk yh Fkh A;g ckr Hkh c``gnkj.;d mifu’kn~~ ds rRlEcU/kh laokn ls
izdV gksrh gSA iratfy ds egkHkk’; esa nks “kCn *mik/;kf;uh “kCn* f”k{kk nsus okys vkpk;Z dh iRuh ds fy,
iz;qDr fd;k tkrk Fkk rFkk *mik/;k;k* “kCn Lo;a v/;kiu djkus okyh L=h ds fy, mi;ksx esa yk;k tkrk
FkkA blls ;g Li’V gS fd oSfnd dky dh fL=;ka e/;;qxhu fL=;ksa ds leku f”k{k.k ls oafpr ugh jgrh Fkh
vfirq os bruh ikajxr gksrh Fkh fd v/;kiu dk dk;Z Hkh lEiUu dj ldrh FkhA vr% ;g dgk tk ldrk
gS fd osndky esa fL=;ksa dk miu;u gqvk djrk Fkk rFkk fo|k eafnjksa esa mudk lc izdkj dk izos”k FkkA
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oSfnd dky esa fookg laLFkk iw.kZ ifj.kr :i esa fo|eku Fkh rFkk _Xosn dky esa mldk Lo:i oSlk gh Fkk
tSlk bfrgkl Hkkjrh; laLd``fr ds Lo.kZ;qx esa izkIr gksrk FkkA oSfnd dky esa ifr&iRuh lEcU/k ,d laLdkj
ekuk tkrk FkkA oSfndksa dks fookg dh vko”;drk /keZ iwtk ,oa jfr ds fy, FkhA larfr os vo”; pkgrs Fks]
fdUrq ,slh tks vlkekU; drZO; lEiUu o nsoRo ds ekxZ dk vuqlj.k djus okyh gks ¼nsokuk ,fr ikFk%½A
osnksa esa L=h dk iwjk thou “kkjhfjd] HkkoukRed vkSj euksoSKkfud :i ls ifjokj dks laiksf’kr djus vkSj
cuk;s j[kus esa O;rhr gksrk FkkA “kwj o czãokfnuh fL=;ksa ds vfrfjDr HkfDrerh fL=;ka Hkh oSfnd dky esa
fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA vikyk bldk mnkgj.k gSA og nsosUnz dh cM+h HkDr FkhA vr% ge ;g dg ldrs gS fd
oSfnd lkfgR; esa ySafxd vlekuRk ugha ikbZ tkrh FkhA
oSfnd lkfgR; esa efgykvksa dks iq:’kksa ds leku vf/kdkj izkIr FksA efgykvksa dks iq:’kksa ds leku f”k{kk
izkfIr dk vf/kdkj FkkA cky&fookg] lrh&izFkk] ngst&izFkk dk
vHkko FkkA efgykvksa ds lkFk ?kjsyw fgalk ugha gksrh FkhA dU;k&Hkwz.k gR;k dk vHkko FkkA inkZ&izFkk dk
vHkko FkkA oSfnd dky esa iq= izkfIr ds lkFk&lkFk iq=h izkfIr dh Hkh dkeuk dh tkrh FkhA efgykvksa dks
osnksa ds v/;;u dk vf/kdkj izkIr FkkA os ;K ,oa ;q} esa Hkkx ys ldrh FkhA *x`g.kh x`geqP;rs vFkkZr~ x`g.kh
dks gh ?kj le>k tkrk FkkA iRuh dks gh x``g dh lezkKh le>k tkrk FkkA oSfnd lkfgR; esa ukjh dh
fLFkfr vR;Ur xkSjokLin of.kZr gqbZ gSA osn dh ukjh nsoh gS fonq"kh gS] izdk'k ls ifjiw.kZ gS] ohjkxauk gS] ohjks
dh tuuh gS] vkn'kZ ekrk gS] drZO;fu"B /keZiRuh gS] ln~x`g.kh gS] lezkKh gS] larku dh izFke f'kf{kdk gS]
v/;kfidk cudj dU;kvksa dks lnkpkj vkSj Kku&foKku dh f'k{kk nsus okyh gS minsf'kdk cudj lcdks
lUekxZ crkus okyh gS e;kZnkvksa dk ikyu djus okyh gS] tx esa lR; vkSj izse dk izdk'k QSykus okyh
gSA og
/kuqfoZ|k esa fu".kkr gksdj jk"Vªª j{kk esa Hkkx ysrh gSA osnksa esa ukjh iwT; gS]
Lrqfr;ksX; gS] je.kh; gS vkg~~oku&;ksX; gS] lq'khy gS] cgqJqr gS] ;Kkse;h gSA
vkt lekt esa dU;k&Hkwz.k gR;k dk egkiki izpfyr gks x;k gS ftldk eq[; dkj.k ukjh tkfr dk
lekt esa mfpr lEeku u gksuk] /ku vkfn ds :i esa ngst tSlh dqjhfr;ksa dk gksuk] lekt esa cykRdkj
tSlh ?kVukvksa dk c<++uk] pfj= nks’k vkfn gS ftlls ukjh tkfr dh j{kk dj ikuk dfBu gks x;k gSA ,sls esa
lekt esa iq= dh dkeuk vf/kd cyokrh gks mBh gS ,oa dU;k dks cks> le>k tkus yxk gSA oSfnd lkfgR;
esa dkeuk dh xbZ fd esjs iq= “k=qgUrk gks vkSj iq=h Hkh rstLouh gksA osn cky & fookg dk leFkZu ugha
djrs gSA vFkoZosn ds vuqlkj iq=h dks xq.kksa ls lq”kksfHkr djuk ,d firk ds fy, lPpk ngst nsus ds leku
gSA osn orZeku le; esa izpfyr ngst izFkk ds fo:} gksA ukjh tkfr dh efgek dk bruk lqUnj xq.kxku
fdlh Hkh lkfgR; esa ugha feyrk ftruk osnkas esa feyrk gSA
orZeku&dky esa ySafxx U;k;%&
iz[;kr bfrgkldkj jksfeyk Fkkij us Þyqfdax cSad bu fgLVªªh Þ esa fy[kk gS fd ÞHkkjrh; miegk}hi esa
lkaLd`frd ekgkSy] ikfjokfjd lajpuk lkekftd Lrj] tkfr] lEifr dk vf/kdkj vkSj vkpkj&fopkj dks
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ysdj efgykvksa dh fLFkfr esa O;kid ifjorZu ns[ks x,A efgykvksa dh fLFkfr esa igys cM+k vUrj euq )kjk
LFkkfir fd;s x, cU/kuksa ds ckn vk;k vkSj mudh fLFkfr e/;;qx esa [kjkc gksrh pyh xbZ] fo”ks"kdj fldUnj
vkSj gw.k ds “kklu ls blesa vkSj fxjkoV vkbZA
efgykvksa dks f”k{kk nsus esa deh vkbZ D;ksafd mUgsa lqj{kk ds uke ij ckgj tkus dh btktr ugha
feyrh FkhA reke lkekftd cqjkbZ;ka tSls lrh] cky&fookg] dU;k&Hkwz.k
gR;k vkfn QSyus yxhA fczfV”k jkt ds iSj QSykus ds lkFk e/;;qx dk mn; gqvk ftldh otg ls
efgykvksa ds vf/kdkjksa ij vkSj vkÄkr yxkA gkaykfd mUuhloha lnh ds lkekftd lq/kkj vkUnksyu vkSj
vxyh lnh ds jk"Vªh; vkanksyu ls bl fLFkfr dks cnyus ds dbZ iz;kl gq,] blds QyLo#i lrh izFkk dk
vr] fo/kok iqufoZokg tSlh dqizFkkvksa dk var gqvk vkSj dbZ
,sls dkuwu cus ftuls efgykvksa dks cjkcjh dk ntkZ feyk] ysfdu bu lcds ckotwn efgykvksa dks cjkcjh
feyus dh fn”kk esa tks uqdlku gksuk Fkk og gks pqdk FkkA bl ÄVukvksa dks ns[k tk, rks Li"V gksrk Gs fd
efgykvksa dks d"V gksus fn;k x;k FkkA D;k
,slk blfy, Fkk fd iq#"kksa dks ,glkl gks x;k Fkk fd efgykvksa dh “kfDr rqyuk esa dgha ugha Bgjrs FksA
blesa dksbZ “kd ugha gS efgyk,a “kfDr”kkyh gksrh gS vkSj lekt esa vke rkSj ij bls ekuk Hkh tkrk gSA
efgykvksa ds oL=ksa dks ysdj [ksy ds eSnku ij fVIi.kh dh tkrh gSA vHkh Hkh Hkkjr ds dkuwu ds vuqlkj
,d iq#"kksa O;Ld gks tkus ij Lora= eku fy;k tkrk gS] ysfdu ,d efgyk dks vius eu dk dke djus dh
LorU=rk rHkh feyrh gS tc mldh “kknh gks tkrh gSA efgyk,a lHkh rjg ds dke dj jgh gS] ysfdu
dkuwu ds fglkc ls ,d yM+dh vHkh Hkh vius firk dh ftEesnkjh ekuh tkrh gSA iq#"kksa dks cpiu ls ;g
crk;k tkrk gS fd lekt esa xSj&cjkcjh ,d lkekU; ckr gSA ,sls cgqr de iq#"k gS tks ,slk ugha lksprs
ckdh dk O;ogkj efgykvksa ds izfr cjkcjh dk ugha gksrk gSA ;fn ySafxd cjkcjh dk y{; izkIr djuk gS] rks
iq#"kksa dks bl vksj laosnu”khy cuk;s tkus dh t#jr gSA ;g nksuksa dh ftEesnkjh gSA nqfu;k dks pykus ds
fy, efgykvksa vkSj iq#"kksa nksuksa dh t#jr gSA
Hkkjr dh yxHkx vk/kh efgykvksa dk dksbZ cSad ;k cpr [kkrk ugha gS] ftls os [kqn fu;f=ar djrh gS
vkSj 60 izfr”kr efgykvksa ds uke ij dksbZ ewY;oku ifjlaifr ugha gS gSjr ugha gS fd ns”k dh th Mh ih esa
efgykvksa dh fgLlsnkjh dsoy 17 izfr”kr gS tcfd mudk fo”o vkSlr 37 izfr”kr gSA blds vfrfjDr
efgyk,a “kkjhfjd #i ls vf/kd vlqjf{kr gSA Hkkjr esa efgyk,a ds f[kykQ vijk/k dh nj 53-9 izfr”kr gSA
jkt/kkuh fnYyh esa 92 izfr”kr efgykvksa dk dguk gS fd mUgsa lkoZtfud LFkkuksa ij ;kSu ;k “kkjhfjd fgalk
dk lkeuk fd;k gSA
Hkkjr esa ySafxd lekurk dk vkfFkZd lkekftd ykHk gks ldrk gSA efgyk,a viuh 90 izfr”kr vk;
dks vius ifjokjksa ij [kpZ djrh gS vkSj vkfFkZd #i ls mUgsa l”kä djus ls ekax c<+rh gS] cPps LoPN vkSj
lqf”kf{kr gksrs gSA vkSj ekuo fodkl dk Lrj Åapk gksrk gSA Hkkjr ljdkj dh eqnzk ;kstuk lw{e vkSj yÄq
mÄeksa dks lg;ksx iznku djrh gS vkSj tu&/ku
;kstuk ds rgr fd, tkus okys izR;{k ykHk gLrkarj.kksa ls efgyk,a l”kä gksrh gSaA eqnzk
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;kstuk ds rgr dqy m/kkjdrkZvksa esa 78 izfr”kr efgyk m|eh gSA
ySafxd U;k; dh vo/kkj.kk vk/kqfud gS vkSj gekjk lafo/kku blds fy, izfrc) gSA efgyk vkSj iq#"k lekt ds
ewyk/kkj gS vkSj lekurk ,d lqUnj vkSj lqjf{kr lekt dh oks uhao gS ftl ij fodkl #ih bekjr cukbZ tk
ldrh gSA ySafxd lekurk ds chp esa HksnHkko dh lksp le> cukbZ xbZ ,d [kkbZ gS] ftlls lekurk rd tkus
dk lQj cgqr eqf”dy Hkjk gqvk cu tkrk gSA
gekjk ns”k esa fyax vk/kkfjr HksnHkko cgqr O;kid Lrj ij dke dj jgk gSA tUe ls ysdj e`R;q rd] f”k{kk ls
ysdj jkstxkj rd] gj {ks= esa ySafxd HksnHkko lkQ&lkQ utj vkrk gSA bl HksnHkko dks dk;e j[kus esa
lkekftd vkSj jktuhfrd igyw cgqr cM+h Hkwfedk fuHkkrs gSA lwpuk ,oa rduhdh {ks= ls ysdj eauksjtu ds
{ks= rd gj txg efgykvksa dks ikfjJfed ls tqM+s HksnHkko dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gSA HksnHkko ,d rjQ rks
osru esa gks jgk gS ogha nwljh rjQ efgykvksa ds dke dks de vkadus esa Hkh bldh vge Hkwfedk gSA fyax ds
vk/kkj ij gksus okys HksnHkko vlaxfBr vkSj laxfBr nksuksa gh {ks=ksa esa ekStwn gSA
xkao gks ;k “kgj dke ls ysdj O;ogkj rd lekt dk HksnHkko iw.kZ joS;k gj nwljh txg ns[kk tk ldrk gSA
vxj ge [ksyksa dh ckr djs rks ogka Hkh HksnHkko dqaMyh ekjdj cSBk gSA [ksyksa esa feyus okyh bZukeh jkf”k iq#"k
f[kykfM+;ksa dh ctk; efgyk f[kykfM+;ksa dks de feyrh gSA pkgs dq”rh gks ;k fdzdsV gj [ksy esa HksnHkko dk
lehdj.k dke djrk gSA blds lkFk gh iq#"kksa ds [ksyksa dk izlkj.k Hkh efgykvksa ds [ksyksa ls T;knk gSA
ySafxd lekurk dh jkg esa vojks/kd %&
¼1½ fir`lRrkRed lekt %&
fir`lRrkRed lekt gh ySafxd lekurk esa lcls cM+k vojks/kd gSA vkt Hkh Hkkjrh; lekt viuh lfn;ksa
iqjkuh vo/kkj.kk dks viuk jgk gS] ftlds pyrs vkt lekt dh ekufldrk dsoy bl ckr rd lhfer gks
pqdh gS fd gekjk let fir`lRrkRed gks vFkkZr~ iq#"kksa dh iz/kkurkA ;fn ySafxd lekurk ds Lrj dks mBkuk
gS rks ;g vR;Ur vko”;d gS fd lekt dh bl ekufldrk esa ifjorZu yk;k tk, rFkk lekt dks
ekr`&lRrkRed Hkh cuk;k tk,A
¼2½ lkekftd ijEijk ,oa dqjhfr;ka %&
vkt Hkh lekt ds vf/kdrj fgLlksa esa iqjkuh ijEijkvksa dks tks lfn;ksa ls pyh vk jgh gS ,oa dqjhfr;ksa dks tks
izk;% va/kfo”okl ,oa oge ij vk/kkfjr gksrh gS] Lohd`fr nh tk jgh gSA
ySafxd lekurk ds eq[; dkjd%&
¼1½ ”kS{kf.kd Lrj %& ,d fodflr jk"Vª dk lcls vax ogka dh lk{kj turk gksrh gSA ;fn lekt esa
ySafxd lekurk dks cuk, j[kuk gS rks lcls egRoiw.kZ dne ds #i esa gesa L=h rFkk iq#"k ds “kS{kf.kd Lrj
dks leku djuk gksxkA L=h&f”k{kk ij vf/kd tksj nsuk gksxk rkfd og Hkh iq#"k dh cjkcjh dj ldsA bl
{ks= esa ljdkj )kjk Hkh vusdksa dne mBk, tk jgs gSaA mnkgj.kkFkZ *csVh cpkvksa] csVh i<+kvksa* ljdkj dk ,d
lQy dk;Zdze gSaA
¼2½ jkstxkj ds leku volj %& ;g t:jh gS fd jkstxkj ds volj fyax ds vk/kkj ij fu/kkZfjr u gks]
vfirq bUgsa dk;Z&dkS”ky ds vk/kkj ij fu/kkZfjr fd;k tkuk pkfg,A ,slk djus ls efgykvksa dk u dsoy
thou&Lrj Åaapk gksxk cfYd lkFk gh lkFk jk’Vª fuekZ.k esa iq:’kksa ds leku gh viuh Hkwfedk fuHkk ldsxh
QyLo:i ySafxd lekurk Lor% gh lekt esa dke;kch ls ikao tek ysxhA
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ge ;g dg ldrs gaS fd ySafxd lekurk dk vFkZ ;g ugha gS fd lekt dk izR;sd O;fDr ,d fyax dk
gks vfirq ySafxd lekurk dk lh/kk lk vFkZ lekt esa efgyk rFkk iq:’k ds leku vf/kdkj] nkf;Ro rFkk
jkstxkj ds voljksa ds ifjis{; esa gSA ftl izdkj rjktw esa nksuksa rjQ cjkcj Hkkj j[kus ij og larqfyr
gksrk gS Bhd mlh rjg fdlh Hkh lekt o jk’Vªª esa larqyu cukus ds fy, ogkaW iq:’kksa rFkk fL=;ksa ds e/;
ySafxd lekurk LFkkfir dh tkuh pkfg,A vkt vk/kqfudrk dh thou&”kSyh dks viukus ds ckotwn Hkkjrh;
lekt ySafxd lekurk ds ekeys esa vR;f/kd fiNM+k gqvk gSA lgh ek;uksa esa ns[kk tk, rks ySafxd lekurk
dk u gksuk gh lekt esa vlarqyu vkSj vijk/k dks tUe nsrk gSA
;g cgqr t:jh gS fd gj {ks= esa pkgs og f”k{kk gks] jktuhfr gks] jkstxkj gks] volj ;k vf/kdkj gks]
ySafxd lekurk dks /;ku esa j[kk tkuk pkfg,A ftl rjg ,d flDds ds nksuksa igyqvksa] L=h rFkk iq:’k ds
e/; Hkh ySafxd lekurk gksuh pkfg,A ljdkj }kjk ySafxd lekurk ds Lrj dks ÅaWpk mBkus gsrq dbZ ;kstuk,a
ykXkw dh tk jgh gSa fdarq fQj Hkh Hkkjr bl ekeys esa fiNM+k gqvk gSA vc vko”;drk gS lekt ds cqfu;knh
+<kaps dks iq:’kksa dks cpiu ls ;g crk;k tkrk gS fd lekt esa xSj cjkcjh ,d lkekU; ckr gSA ,sls cgqr
de iq:’k gS tks ,slk ugha lksprs ckdh dk O;ogkj efgykvksa ds lkFk cjkcjh dk ugha gksrk gSA ;fn ySafxd
lekurk dk y{; izkIr djuk gS rks iq:’kksa dks bl vkSj laosnu”khy cuk;s tkus dh vko”;drk gSA cnydj
nfd;kuwlh lksp dks [kRe djus dh vkt ge fo”o &Lrj ij lrr~~ fodkl esa ySafxd HksnHkko dks nwj djus
dh ckr dj jgs gS ogha nwljh rjQ ySafxd HksnHkko dh tM+s lkekftd vkSj jktuhfrd dkj.kksa ls etcwrh
idM+ jgh gSA ,sls esa gesa lkspuk gksxk fd dSls ge ySafxd lekurk dh eafty rd igqapdj fo”o esa lrr~~
fodkl dk liuk iwjk dj ik,axs\
;k fQj ,d ckj fQj ySafxd vlekurk gekjs fy, ,d cM+h pqukSrh lkfcr gksxhA ,d “kkafriw.kZ vkSj lqUnj
fo”o dh dYiuk fcuk ySafxd lekurk ds ugha dh tk ldrhA
fu’d’kZr% ge dg ldrs gS fd oSfnd lkfgR; esa ySafxd vlekurk ugha ikbZ tkrh FkhA efgykvksa dks iq:’kksa ds
leku gh f”k{kk izkfIr dk vf/kdkj FkkA efgykvksa dks osnksa ds v/;;u dk vf/kdkj izkIr FkkA os ;K ,oa ;q} esa
Hkkx ys ldrh FkhaA os lHkk rFkk lfefr dh cSBdksa esa Hkkx ys ldrh FkhaA oSfnd dky esa iq= izkfIr ds
lkFk&lkFk iq=h izkfIr dh Hkh dkeuk dh tkrh FkhA osnksa esa ukjh dh fLFkfr vR;Ur xkSjokLin of.kZr gqbZ gSaA
lUnHkZ
¼1½x`gku~ xPN x`giRuh ;Fkkl%A _Xosn 10-85-25
¼2½ _Xosn 10-85-46
¼3½ rSfrjh; czkã.k 2-2-26
¼4½ _Xosn 8-33-19 lUnHkZxzUFklwph%&
¼1½ oSfnd jk’Vª n”kZu [k.M %2 osnksa dk vUrjax ys[kd egkegksik/;k; cky”kkL=h
gjnkl
lq:fp lkfgR; ubZ fnYyh
¼2½ oSfnd lkfgR; ,oa laLd`fr & MkW- dfiy nso “kkL=] fo”ofo|ky; izdk”ku] okjk.klh
¼3½ Hkkjr esa efgyk ekuokf/kdkj & MkW- foIyo izdk”kd & jkgqy ifCyf”kax gkml] 365@6 “kkL=h
uxj] esjB ¼;wih½
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Abstract
Self-regulated learning is personal initiative taken by the learner to acquire
knowledge and skill.It varies from student to student and as per the stage of
learning.This study was conducted on secondary school students studying in IX
and X grade of Bathinda district of Punjab to study and find out the difference
in self-regulated learning among them. 600 secondary school students were
selected for the study. Self-regulated learning scale (SRLS-GMMD) was used
for data collection. Descriptive statistics and t-test was employed to analyse the
data. The results of the study revealed that there is no significant difference
among secondary school students studying in IX and X grade and boys and girls
secondary school students studying in IX and X grade do not differ on selfregulated learning. This study will be helpful for parents, teachers as well as
students to know the difference and importance of self-regulated learning and to
apply psychological methods to enhance self-regulated leaning among students.
Keywords: Self-Regulated Learning, Secondary School Students.
Introduction
Self-regulated learning is a powerful theory that makes learner more
independent in learning and promote his ability to implement the knowledge
and skills in real life situations.
Self-Regulated learners take active part in
their learning by controlling the environment and learning strategies. SelfRegulated Learning is conceptualized in three ways. Firstly,
SelfRegulated Learning refers to the student’s ability to use meta-cognitive
strategies (cognitive modification). Secondly, Self-Regulated Learning refers to
the capability of students to use both meta-cognitive and cognitive strategies.
Thirdly, it indicates the value of involving motivation and the cognitive & metacognitive components of learning (Marcou&Philippo, 2005). This is planned
efforts of student to handle and control complex activities that involve three
primary components, namely use of cognitive strategies, meta-cognitive
processing and motivational beliefs (Kauffman, 2004).
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Self-regulated learning has been considered as an important factor of
academic motivation and academic performance. Student independently plan,
monitor and evaluate his/her learning activities to improve his/her performance
and achievement in the class. This is a pivot element of learning process
(Zimmerman, 2008; Jarvela&Jarvenola, 2011). It provide aids to students in
developing better habits of learning and to fortify their skills of learning
(Wolter, 2011), applying of learning strategies to improve scholastic
performance (Harris, Friedlander, Sadler, Frizzelle& Graham,2005), observing
their results or outcomes (Harris et al, 2005) and analysing their scholastic
progress (De Bruin, Thiede& Camp, 2011).
Review of related literature
Williams (2008) explored a research to determine connections among
components of self-regulated learning: self-efficacy, goal orientation, learning
strategies; and the predictive effect of these, and grade level and sex, on
academic achievement among high school students with learning disabilities.
The study was conducted on 135 high school students with learning disabilities
studying in ninth grade, enrolled in two suburban high schools in southern
California. Motivated Strategies Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) and three goal
orientation scales were used to collect response. The finding of study was that
high school students with learning disabilities incorporated feelings of selfefficacy, used variety of complex learning strategies, and had a focus on
learning for mastery, as well performance in comparison to their normal
counterparts. The results of the study further depicted that self-regulated
strategies did not affect the academic achievement of high school students.
Ongowo and Hungi (2014) studied the influence of ethnicity, gender
and grade level on the motivational beliefs and self-regulation in Biology. The
study was conducted on 317 students. Motivated Strategies for Learning
Questionnaire (MSLQ) was used to measure motivational beliefs and selfregulation. Resultsof the study revealed that ethnicity had significant affect on
motivational beliefs and self-regulated learning. It was also concluded that
significant difference was found due to locale in self-efficacy in Biology
learning. Male and female students did not differ in motivational beliefs and
self-regulation in Biology learning. Boys were found to be more selfefficacious having low test anxiety than girls. Girls had higher intrinsic value,
cognitive strategy and self-regulation than boys. Students of 12 grade and 11
grade were found significantly different on self-regulated learning and
motivational beliefs.
Safranavard, Miri&Salehiniya (2018) found relationship between selfregulation and educational performance in students. A sample of 200 female
students was selected. Self-regulation questionnaire and educational
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performance scale were used for collection of responses. Pearson correlation
coefficient was employed. The results of the study concluded that selfregulation had significant correlation with educational performance among
students.
Need of the study
Self-regulated learning is personal initiative of the learner to plan,
monitor and evaluate the learning outcomes. It helps him to improve the
performance, modification in learning environment, selection of best strategy
for learning and achieving the desired target. Self-regulated learning has relation
with academic achievement, motivation and learning environment. Selfregulated learning helps students in deciding learning patterns and to achieve
goals. It is necessary to access the self-regulated learning of secondary school
students studying in IX and X grade, so that they can be provided with the
guidance to enhance their learning and to direct their learning in desired
directions. Thus, the present study was conducted to access the self-regulated
learning among secondary school students studying in IX and X grade.
Operational definitions of the terms used:
Self-Regulated Learning: Self-regulated learning is planning,
monitoring and evaluation of thoughts and actions by the learner himself.
In the present study, self-regulated learning is to be measured by the scores
obtained on self-regulated learning scale.
Secondary School Students: The students (male and female) who are studying
in ninth and tenth grade in government secondary schools under Department of
Education, affiliated to P.S.E.B., Mohali (Punjab).
Objectives:
 To study self-regulated learning among secondary school students studying
in IX and X grade.
 To find out the difference among secondary school students studying in IX
and X grade on self-regulated learning.
 To find out the difference between boys of secondary school students
studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning.
 To find out the difference between girls of secondary school students
studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning.
Hypotheses:
 There is no significant difference among secondary school students studying
in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning.
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There is no significant difference between boys of secondary school
students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning.
There is no significant difference between girls of secondary school students
studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning.

Methodology:
Descriptive survey method was employed for the present study.600
secondary school students were selected for the study through simple random
technique. Equal number of students was selected from all the six educational
blocks. The sample was equally balanced between IX and X graders. The
responses were collected through Self-regulated learning scale (SRLS-GMMD).
Descriptive (mean, standard deviation and percentile) and inferential (t-test)
statistics were employed to analyse the collected data. Figures were drawn
wherever required.
Analysis and Interpretation
The collected data was properly scored as per the instructions given in
the manual. The collected data was properly organized, classified and tabulated
to achieve the objectives of the study.
The first objective of the study was ‘To study self-regulated learning
among secondary school students studying in IX and X grade’. To obtain this
objective, scores obtained by the secondary school students on self-regulated
learning scale were calculated and tabulated separately for grade IX and X. The
secondary school students were classified into five group i.e. very low, low,
average, high and very high on the basis of percentile scores.
The secondary school students who scored up to P20 were kept in group
with very low level of self-regulated learning. The secondary school students
who obtained more than P20 and up to P40 were placed in group with low level of
self-regulated learning. The secondary school students who attained more than
P40 and up to P60 were kept in group with average level of self-regulated
learning. The secondary school students who got more than P60 and up to P80
were placed in group with high level of self-regulated learning. The secondary
school students who obtained more than P80 were classified in group with very
high level of self-regulated learning.
The value of P20 of secondary school students studying in IX grade
(N=300) on self-regulated learning was 178. The secondary school students
studying in IX grade who obtained scores up to 178 were kept in group with
very low level of self-regulated learning. The value of P40 of secondary school
students studying in IX grade was 188. The secondary school students studying
in IX grade who scored between179-188were placed in group with low level of
self-regulated learning. The value of P60 of secondary school students studying
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in IX grade were 197.The secondary school students studying in IX grade who
got between 189-197 were kept in group with average level of self-regulated
learning. The value of P80 of secondary school students studying in IX grade
were 208.The secondary school students studying in IX grade who attained
between 198-208 were placed in group with high level of self-regulated
learning. The value of P100 of secondary school students studying in IX grade
were 231.The secondary school students studying in IX grade who got more
than 208were kept in group with very high level of self-regulated learning. The
number and percentage of secondary school students studying in IX grade are
presented in Table-1 and in Figure-1.
Table-1: Showing number and percentage of secondary school students
studying in IX and X grade at different levels on self-regulated learning
Level
Percentile
Secondary
School Secondary
School
Students Studying IX Students Studying X
Grade
Grade
Score
Numb %a Score
Numb %ag
er
ge
er
e
Very
Upto P20
Upto
68
23
Upto
62
20
Low
178
180
Low
>P20 &upto 179-188 55
18
18160
20
P40
188
Averag >P40&upto
189-197 58
19
18966
22
e
P60
199
High
>P60&upto
198-208 60
20
20056
19
P80
210
Very
>P80
209 and 59
20
211
56
19
High
above
and
above
Very High
20%
Very Low
23%
High
20%

Average
19%

Low
18%

Figure-1: Showing secondary school students studying in IX grade in
different categories on Self-Regulated Learning
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It is depicted in Table-1 and Figure-1 that 23% secondary school
students studying in IX grade have very low level, 18% have low, 19% have
average, 20% have high and 20% have very high level of self-regulated
learning.
The value of P20 of secondary school students studyingin X grade
(N=300) on self-regulated learning was 180. The secondary school students
studying in X grade who obtained scores up to 180 were kept in group with very
low level of self-regulated learning. The value of P40 of secondary school
students studying in X grade was 188. The secondary school students studying
in X grade who scored between180-188were placed in group with low level of
self-regulated learning. The value of P60 of secondary school students studying
in X grade was 199. The secondary school students studying in X grade who got
between 189-199 were kept in group with average level of self-regulated
learning. The value of P80 of secondary school students studying in X grade was
210.The secondary school students studying in X grade who attained between
200-210 were placed in group with high level of self-regulated learning. The
value of P100 of secondary school students studying in X grade was 231.The
secondary school students studying in X grade who got more than 211 were
kept in group with very high level of self-regulated learning. The number and
percentage of secondary school students studying in X grade are presented in
Table-1and in Figure-2.

Very High
19%

Very Low
20%

High
19%

Low
20%
Average
22%

Figure-1.2: Showing secondary school students studying in X grade in
different categories on Self-Regulated Learning
It is depicted in Table-1 and Figure-2 that 20% secondary school
students studying in X grade have very low level, 20% have low, 22% have
average, 19% have high and 19% have very high level of self-regulated
learning.
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The second objective of the study ‘To find out the difference among
secondary school students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated
learning’ and hypothesis framed to achieve this objective was ‘There is no
significant difference among secondary school students studying in IX and X
grade on self-regulated learning’.
To test this hypothesis t-test was employed and the results are presented
in Table-2 and mean scores are shown in Figure-3.
Table-2: Showing result of t-test for difference between secondary school
students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning
Grade N
Mean
SD
SEM
SED
t
Significance
IX
300
190.92 20.64 1.191
Not
1.63
1.27
X
300
193.00 19.35 1.117
Significant
193.5
193

193
192.5
192
191.5
191

Mean
190.92

190.5
190
189.5
IX

X

Figure-1.3: Showing mean scores of secondary school students studying in
IX and X grade on self-regulated learning
The mean scores of secondary school students studying in IX and X
grade were 190.92 and 193.00 respectively and are presented in Table- 2 and
Figure-3. The mean difference is in favour of X graders. The t-value came out
to be 1.27, which is not significant. This depicts that secondary school students
studying in IX and X grade do not differ on self-regulated learning.
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Therefore, the hypothesis ‘There is no significant difference among
secondary school students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated
learning’ is accepted.
The probable reason of the result may be that both graders are equally
aware about the importance of self-regulated learning and have more regulated
environment for learning.
The results of the study are not similar with the conclusions drawn in
the study of Ongowo and Hungi (2014)who had concluded significant
difference between 11 graders and 12 graders on self-regulated learning.
The third objective of the study ‘To find out the difference among boys
of secondary school students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated
learning’ and hypothesis framed to achieve this objective was ‘There is no
significant difference among boys of secondary school students studying in IX
and X grade on self-regulated learning’.
To achieve the objective and to test the hypothesis, descriptive statistics
and t-test was employed. The results of t-test are shown in Table-3 and mean
scores are shown in Figure-4.
Table- 3: Showing result of t-test for difference between boys of secondary
school studentsstudying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning
Grade N
Mean
SD
SEM
SED
t
Significance
IX
150
188.16 19.900 1.62
Not
2.23
1.65
X
150
191.84 18.777 1.53
Significant
193
191.84

192
191
190
189

Mean
188.16

188
187
186
IX

X

Figure-4: Showing mean scores of boys of secondary school students
studying in IX and X graders on self-regulated learning
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Table-3 shows that the mean scores of boys of secondary school
students studying in IX and X grade were 188.16 and 191.84 respectively and
also presented in Figure-4. The mean difference is in favour boys of secondary
school students studying in X grade. The calculated t-value is 1.65, which is not
significant. This describes that the boys of secondary school students studying
in IX and X grade do not differ on self-regulated learning.
Thus, the hypothesis ‘There is no significant difference among boys of
secondary school students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated
learning’ is accepted.
The probable reason of the result may be that boys studying in both
classes are conscious about their learning and regulate their learning. They have
knowledge about the implications of self-regulated learning for academic
performance.
The investigator could not find any study whose results were similar or
in contrast with the results of the present study.
The fourth objective of the study ‘To find out the difference among
girls of secondary school students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated
learning’ and hypothesis framed to achieve this objective was ‘There is no
significant difference among girls of secondary school students studying in IX
and X grade on self-regulated learning’.
To achieve the objective and to test the hypothesis, t-test was employed.
The results of t-test are shown in Table-4 and mean scores are shown in Figure5.
Table-4: Showing result of t-test for difference between girls of secondary
school studentsstudying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning
Grade
IX
X

N
150
150

www.ijmer.in
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193.69
194.17

SD
21.062
20.562

SEM
1.71
1.67

SED

t

2.4

0.2

Significance
Not
Significant
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194.3
194.17

194.2
194.1
194
193.9

Mean

193.8
193.7

193.69

193.6
193.5
193.4
IX (Girls)

X (Girls)

Figure-5: Showing mean scores of girls of secondary school students
studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated learning
Table-4 shows that mean scores of girls of secondary school students
studying in IX and X grade were 193.69 and 194.17 respectively and also
presented in Figure-5. The mean difference is in favour girls studying in X
grade. The calculated t-value is 0.2, which is not significant. This describes
thatgirls of secondary school students studying in IX and X grade do not differ
in self-regulated learning.
Thus, the hypothesis ‘There is no significant difference among girls of
secondary school students studying in IX and X grade on self-regulated
learning’ is accepted.
The probable reason of the result may be that girls are brought up in an
environment to take responsibilities and to control their behaviour. The other
reason may be that they are more conscious about their learning and academic
performance.
The researcher was unable to find any study whose results are in favour
or against the results of present study.
Conclusions:
From the above discussion, following conclusions can be drawn:
1. 23% secondary school students studying in IX grade have very low
level, 18% have low, 19% have average, 20% have high and 20% have
very high level of self-regulated learning.
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2. 20% secondary school students studying in X grade have very low
level, 20% have low, 22% have average, 19% have high and 19% have
very high level of self-regulated learning.
3. The secondary school students studying in IX and X grades do not
differ on self-regulated learning.
4. The boys of secondary school students studying in IX and X grades
have no difference on self-regulated learning.
5. The girls of secondary school students studying in IX and X grades
have no difference on self-regulated learning.
Educational Implications:
Educational activities should be planned by the administrators to
enhance the self-regulated learning.The teacher should encourage the selflearning among students through various curricular and co-curricular
activities.The teacher should make the students aware about the self-regulated
learning and its importance in learning.The students should use various selfregulated learning skills to enhance their learning.
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Abstract
The basic role of education system is to make changes with accepting changes
and avoiding waning value in society for ripening responsible Mankind. ‘IOT’
is one of glimmer that produces several change and improvement with several
challenges for society. It gives globalize platform education system with some
challenges. With the motivation of, ripening responsible mankind, by making
appropriate change in education system, because ‘Today’s student is tomorrows
society.’ An objective of this study is to understand the impact of ‘IoT’ in
Education System’s with available literature.
Key Words: Education System, SWOC analysis of education system, IoT, IOT
application
Introduction
Education system’s basic aim is channelized a responsible Mankind. The basic
ability of education system is to make changes by accepting appropriate changes
in society. In this Globalize environment, ‘IOT’ is one of glimmer that brings
several changes and improvement with several challenges for society.
Students are most significant stakeholder of education system.and most precious
segment society. This segment is a blending of ambition, appreciation, and
motion. In such phase, may minor mistake or wrong appreciation bring a lot of
problem that may introduce several problems in society.
Furthermore, our traditional education systems having Human to Human (H2H)
approach, But when we migrate traditional education system into Modern aspect
‘IoT’, We must adopt Technology–to-Human (T2H) approach. In this
migration, there is need to understand the present obstacle because every coin
have two side.
The aim of this paper is to understand realistic values of the use of ‘IoT’ in
education system. In section I, role of ‘Education system’, in section II need of
study. In section III, Introduce the IoT in education system In section IV SWOC
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analysis use of IoT in education system. In section IV, Conclusion and feature
scope Appreciation.
Section –I
In this high speed globalize era, world is traversed to river way- High way - Iway. This traversing brings lot of revolutionary changes in society and
introduces lot of new portal for learning. Basically, Education systems are most
influenced from these revolutionary changes. Our education systems are
structural plan oriented one directional framework. There is need to education
system accepting changes to make pioneering profile of student. Minor mistake
leads to lot possibility of unsolvable problem in such environment.
Furthermore, it would be more accurate when we consider two controvert
instance, let’s take an example of ‘Seriya’s’ problem due to only misguided but
committed student [7]. At the same time when we see the Finland’s progress we
found it is only come to exist due to well channelled and skilled student [7].
Generally, Literacy or awareness avoids the chance of misguiding. But when
we concentrate, the published survey [1] shows that near about 55% female and
44% male only take higher education

Figure 1: High school dropout rates presented by child trend [1],
Furthermore this survey explore, lot of students register in colleges and
universities across the world but, very few students are complete the academics
course successfully and remaining are either fail or are drop out the complete it.
In this situation, it may be possible our half of society downfall their
educational career. Furthermore, it will be very critical and crucial to balance
such society for peace and progress.
Today’s student’s profile is as profile of tomorrow’s leader profile that would
lead a better world than we are living in today [2]. With this inspiration to
rectify and understand realistic values of the education system in the
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consideration reduce drop out student ratio for make learner society, this study
is carried out.
Section –II
Aim of education system is to educate student for progress, nationalism and
social development. Fundamental task for educational policy maker is to design
and develop such policy that produces the right and accessible platform for
student as per ‘No Child Left Behind’ Act of 2002. But, numerous studies have
explored nation wise figures of student’s dropout ratio in education system.
That abstracts there is need to study causes behind it.
In this consideration, study conducted by Andrea K. P. Moore (2017) “factors
that cause students to leave before graduation” explore numerous issues both in
positively or negatively influence on ‘student profile’[3].
These issues address similarly in précises factor like Support, Restriction,
Commitment, self-appreciation, Promotion, Demotion, Awareness, and
Accessibility. These factors produce its impact differently on urban and ruler
student profile. It makes vertical divider (Rural and Urban) in ‘student profile’.
It is very critical and crucial to balance this factor influence over student profile
but it is essential to make our student profile on right path for progressive
direction.
So, there is need to design and develop or adopt such policy threw that policy
maker provide solution for drop out ratio and try to attempt a solution for
enhance quality and quantity of students and education. In this consideration,
there is need to education system make changes by accepting modern
technologies such as ‘IoT’ to deliver an interactive and effective learning
experience in society.
Section –III
Internet of things (IoT) is most beneficial technology of modernize the
education system. It can assist to student gather information and to do research
or add to the knowledge of various subjects. It plays a very vital role in
education with various aspects like (Student – Teacher and Peer Interaction with
multimedia, keeping you updated with Latest Information, Cost effective and
affordable quality education, etc.)[4].
With ‘IoT’ Educational policy maker able to finish the existence of vertical
divider of (Rural and Urban) in ‘student profile’ by easily implement connection
each and every student with resources like Smart phone with Data packet [8].
(The Hindu business line info- tech’ report on Published on March 06, 2019,
“97% percent of users access Internet through mobiles).
Moreover, with ‘IoT’ education systems’ are easily implements Smart
automated student tracking, Personalized learning, IoT enabled smart
boards and new generation textbooks, AI-powered research, Aiding
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special-need students, Enhanced security of learning spaces, Smart /
connected classrooms, Task-based learning,…etc. [5,6,7]
Moreover, there are lot of publication available today, that specifies importance
of ‘IoT’ in education system with few loopholes.
In this consideration, BW Online Bureau survey report published 18 September,
2019 “only 50% of student in India use Internet for self-studies”[9]. This survey
report raises question among the remaining 50% student.
Apart from that hear we consider K. J., Praveen G. explore very worrisome
point that our students have addiction of internet [10].
In second instance
Dr. Alpana Vaidya,Vinayak Pathak and Ajay Vaidya
explore in (2016) ‘The students are using mobile phones for playing games,
sending messages, calling even when the class is in progress’ [11]
Internet is well-known of its good and bad utilization. Here one thing is most
important that, it is going to utilize by that segments of society, who is traversed
on learning path. The main purpose of our education system is accepts proper
innovative ideas and tool by avoiding improper value.
Minor mistake in its utilization can hamper the student profile. Furthermore,
though ‘IoT’ specifies itself as self -learning education tool but it is totally
depends on users own view and there are lot of possibility that some time our
view may be wrong. So, there is need to understand the impact of ‘IoT’ in
Education System’s with available literature.
In the next section of this study, tries to explore strength, weakness, threats and
opportunity of utilization of ‘IoT’ in education system.
Section –IV
The purpose of SWOC Analysis of use of IoT in education system’ is to
understand its realistic values and define those aspects with descriptive impact
consideration Advantages or Dis-advantages for ‘Student profile’ in education
system.
Table 1 : SWOC Analysis of ‘IoT’ utilization by Student in education
system
Strength
Weakness
New innovations and resources can Everyone can express their own
now be shared easily
views. But lots of misleading
information too available in the
internet
Opportunity
Challenge
Education got globalized. Students Internet addiction is now one of
can take any course in any college the modern world problems
through E-learning
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Nothing in the world is too good or too bad. The concept ‘smartphone with
cheap data’ is produce very beneficial impression initially, but now it beginning
to shows a bit confusing. Because people have carelessness in the consideration
of uses ‘Io T’.
So, there is need to understand its impact on ‘student profile’ with both angle.
Every technology have its own aspect’s and influence. If once can utilize
technology in proper way than it will prove itself as a progressive tools else it
produces constrain environment.
Section –V
Observation and discussion
Fundamental purpose of educational system is provide very capable and
vigorous Student (Student) profile. This study provides summarise overview of
utilization of ‘IoT’’ in education system. This study addresses its needs and
bothering constrain. It highlights utilization of ‘IoT’ in education system is
double edged weapon in immature hand.. So, teacher plays vital role to produce
good or bad angle of utilization of ‘ IoT’ in education system.
Conclusion and further work
In the concluding, this study accepts fusion of positive and negative impact of
utilization of ‘IoT’ in education system. Internet on things ‘IoT’ is definitely
beneficial. It brought the world closer and made our lives easier. It’s up to us to
receive well and to leave bad. It is fusion of ‘Information, Technology and
Management’. But every coin has two sides. The above consideration explore
use of ‘IoT’ in education system is double edged weapon in immature hand.
Base on that, it have arrived that Education system must adopt the policy of
‘IoT’ utilization’ to enhance student (Student ) Profile on the basis of making
teaching and learning steps efficient by eliminating inefficiencies for tries to
reduce confusion and increase appreciation level by adding most responsible
role committed educator .” This study appreciate that it is very initial effort in
this direction. There is need complete exclusive effort that will explore each and
every aspect and its influence clearly.
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Abstract
Primary education is the first stage of formal education. The main objective of
quality primary education is to inculcate basic knowledge about reading, writing
and arithmetic among the children. It is expected that after the successful
completion of the primary level of education, a pupil should be able to read,
write, and solve simple arithmetic problem. Education has been a problem in
our country and lack of it has been blamed for all sorts of evil for hundreds of
years. Even Rabindranath Tagore wrote lengthy articles about how Indian
education system needs to change. Education is the general sense form of
learning in which the knowledge, skills, values, beliefs and habits of a group of
people are transferred from one generation to the next through story telling or
research. The SarvaShikshaAbhiyan is to provide useful and relevant elementary
education for all children in the 6 to 14 age group. There is also another goal to
bridge social, regional and gender gaps, with the active participation of the
community in the management of schools. There are a few centers of
educational excellence, for each of those there are thousands of mediocre and
terrible schools, college’s universities that do not meet even minimum
standards. The government of India with an objective to provide universal
education to all of its citizens has enacted the right of children to free and
compulsory education act 2009 to provide free and compulsory education to all
the children in the group of 6 to 14 years in the country. The Telangana
government introduced scheme kg to pg free and compulsory education. There
are 43,861 schools functioning under various management during 2014-15 in
the state and imparting quality education to pupil total students enrolled are
61.53 lakhs consisting 31.51 lakhs boys and 30.02 lakhs girls.
Keywords: Primary Education, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, KG to PG free
education
Introduction
The traditions of learning and education in India are as old as the history of
civilization. These traditions have been rich, diverse and sustained over
centuries. Information about ancient Indian culture and education is available
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only through ancient literature i.e. Vedas, Shastras and the Epics. The education
process had an important place in the social life. The whole human life was
marked by religious rituals and ceremonies and education was also not an
exception to it. The education during Vedic period was on purely religious
basis. It was not universal and only rich and upper class had access to education.
The ruling class had their own arrangements for education of the princes and
they had nothing to do with the education ofthe general public. The Kings
financed and helped the Ashrams (Gurukulas) where the princes were educated.
In such Gurukulas or Ashrams some time common men were also educated with
the princes but the number was always small and they were exceptional cases
deserving high merits. In some individual cases people used to send their
children to Sanyasis, Gurus or Acharyas, living in jungles or remote areas. Such
Ashrams and Acharyas were financed by the local population.
Primary education is the foundation on which the development of every citizen
and the nation as a whole built on. In recent past, India has made a huge
progress in terms of increasing primary education enrolment, retention, regular
attendance rate and expanding literacy to approximately two third of the
population. India’s improved education system is often cited as one of the main
contributors to the economic development of India. At the same time, the
quality of elementary education in India had also been a major concern. Free
and compulsory education to all children up to the age fourteen is constitutional
commitment in India. The parliament of India has recently passed Right to
Education Act through which education has become fundamental right of all
children of age group 6-14 years. The country is yet to achieve the elusive goal
of universalization of Elementary Education (UEE), which means 100 percent
enrolment and retention of children with schooling facilities in all habitations. It
is to fill this gap that the government has launched the SarvaShikshaAbhiyan in
2001, one of the largest such programs in the world. It is the education that it
would accelerate economic growth, that it would improve the levels of living of
the people and that it would encourage modern attitudes. Education is also
recognized as a basic input for empowerment to individual and overall
development of the society. Almost all third world nations believe that it is the
rapid expansion of educational opportunities that holds the basic key for
national development. Despite its importance, education continues to be a
neglected area at the policy level .after many years of planning and promises
total literacy in India remains to be a distant dream. The literacy rate for the
country as a whole in 2001 worked out to 65.38 percent for the population aged
seven years and above. The corresponding figures for males and females are
75.85 and 54.16 percent respectively. Kerala with a literacy rate of 90.92 per
cent holds the first rank while Bihar with a literacy rate 47.53 percent ranks last
in the country. In 2001 the overall literacy rate in Telangana stood at 61 percent.
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Primary education in India: Progress and challenges
Primary school enrollment in India has been a success story, largely due to
various programs and drives to increase enrolment even in remote areas. With
enrollment reaching at least 96 percent since 2009, and girls making up 56
percent of new students between 2007 and 2013, it is clear that many problems
of access to schooling have been addressed. Improvements to infrastructure
have been a priority to achieve this and India now has 1.4 million schools and
7.7 million teachers so that 98 percent of habitations have a primary school
(class I-V) within one kilometer and 92 percent have an upper primary school
(class VI-VIII) within a three-kilometer walking distance. Despite these
improvements, keeping children in school through graduation is still an issue
and dropout rates continue to be high. Nationally 29 percent of children drop
out before completing five years of primary school, and 43 percent before
finishing upper primary school. High school completion is only 42 percent. This
lands India among the top five nations for out-of-school children of primary
school age, with 1.4 million 6 to 11 year olds not attending school. In many
ways schools are not equipped to handle the full population – there is a teacher
shortage of 689,000 teachers in primary schools, only 53 percent of schools
have functional girls’ toilets and 74 percent have access to drinking water.
Additionally, the quality of learning is a major issue and reports show that
children are not achieving class-appropriate learning levels. According to
Pratham’s Annual Status of Education 2013 report, close to 78 percent of
children in Standard III and about 50 percent of children in Standard V cannot
yet read Standard II texts. Arithmetic is also a cause for concern as only 26
percent students in Standard V can do a division problem. Without immediate
and urgent help, these children cannot effectively progress in the education
system, and so improving the quality of learning in schools is the next big
challenge for both the state and central governments. Improving learning will
require attention to many things, including increasing teacher accountability.
Education Profile of the State
A total number of 40,841 schools are functioning in the State, of which 26158
are run by State Government, 3,184 are Welfare/Residential schools, 691 are
Aided schools, 10,553 are in the Private sector, 206 are Madarsas and the
remaining 49 schools are run by Central Government in the State.
Education is a basic need of every citizen, which facilitates to achieve the goal
of “Education for All”. Over the years, efforts have been made at the State and
national level to move closer to achieve this goal. As per Article 45 of the
Constitution of India, Universalisation of Elementary Education is a Directive
Principle of State Policy that underlines the need to provide free and
compulsory education for all children up to the age of 14 years. As per Article
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21A and 93rd Constitutional Amendment 2009, education has become a
fundamental right. This article spells out the responsibility of the State for
providing free and compulsory education to all children from the age of 6 to 14
years. To make effective and meaningful implementation of above obligation,
“Rashtriya Madhyamik Siksha Abhiyaan” Programme (RMSA) has been
introduced by the Government of India. This scheme aims to strengthen school
education in terms of access, enrolment, retention and quality. The Government
is committed to achieve total literacy and to ensure quality education in the
State, for which several schemes have been initiated such as, establishment of
new social welfare residential schools, model schools, strengthening of
infrastructure and implementation of mid-day meals programme, etc.
Literacy Rates in Telangana State
According to the Population Census, 2011 the literacy rate of Telangana is
66.54% however considerable variations are observed in literacy rates among
different groups like rural and urban, within districts, age groups, social groups
and male and female. The literacy gap between rural (57 per cent) and urban (81
per cent) areas is 24 percentage points and the literacy gap between male (75
per cent) and female (58 per cent) population is 17 percentage points. The
literacy rates for the age groups of 7-14 years and 15-24 years in the State are
higher than the national average. In the remaining age groups, the national
averages are higher than that of State averages.
Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) has approved an
Integrated Scheme for School Education (ISSE), extending from Pre-School to
Class-XII for the period from 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2020. This Centrally
Sponsored Scheme will subsume the three Centrally Sponsored Schemes of
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamika Shiksha Abhiyan
(RMSA) and Teacher Education (TE). Consequently, the name Sarva Shiksha
Abhiyan has been changed as Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan. The common
objective of all the schemes oriented to enhance access through the inclusion of
disadvantaged groups and weaker sections, and to improve the equity and
quality of education for all.
Infrastructure facilities
In Warangal District of Telangana State These basic facilities include permanent
building, black- board, drinking water, toilets, library, playground and
electricity. As high as eighty per cent of the primary schools have pucca
buildings but nearly half of the schools have single rooms and about 31 percent
of the schools are single teacher schools. It is also evident that the percentage of
schools without important infrastructure facilities increased over a period of
time. However there are schools without important infrastructure facilities.
About 30 percent of schools do not have drinking water by 2005 later increased
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up to 72 per cent by 2015, nearly 74 percent of schools do not have separate
toilets for girls and 58 percent of schools are not having toilets. Only 57 percent
of schools have facility and more than forty percent of schools do not have
playground facility. Unless these basic facilities are improved in all primary
schools we cannot expect teachers to succeed in accomplishing even the more
modest aims of primary education. In a highly completive world all schools
must have good infrastructure facilities. Otherwise they cannot attract more
students and the objective of universalization of elementary education cannot be
achieved.
Institutions in Telangana State
Anada Nilayams: Nearly 33 Ananda Nilayams have been established for
orphans and families engaged in unclean occupations
College Hostels:At present 183 college hostels in the state with11,391students
forpostmatricscholarshipsforSCandBCclasses,fullreimbursementoftuition fee.
Residential Educational Institutions Society: TSWREI Sruns 134 schools for
studentsofclasses5thto12thwithEnglishmedium.Thereare71,493students
enrolledand88institutionsspecifiedonlyforgirls.Total134schoolshasbeen
established by government.
Ashram Schools And Hostels: Tribal welfare department is maintaining 283
ashram schools which have 85,843 ST students 212 hostels in which 40,763
youth are staying.
Skill Development Centres: For improving quality of technical education 27
skilldevelopmentcentreshavebeensetupinpolytechnicsatacostof30lakhfor
eachSDCoffershandsontrainingtoenhancetheemployabilityofstudents.
Gurukulam In Telangana
Gurukulam runs 150 institutions with strength of 38,511 student’s .Nearly
88.67%ofthestudentsoftribalwelfareresidentialschoolspassedinSSCpublic
examheldin2014.
Residential Schools In Telangana: In Telangana there are total 19 BC residential schools for which boys has 12 and girls has 7 schools totally with a
strengthof7,584students.Alloftheseresidentialschoolshaveanquotasof74%
toBC,15%SC,6%ST2%economicallybackwardclassesand3%fororphans.
Higher Education In Telangana
As majority of higher education institutions are located in Hyderabad,
Rangareddy and Warangal districts the access of these college are providing
degree for job oriented
Status of Higher Education System in Telanagana
Junior Colleges: There are 2,493 junior colleges functioning during the year
2014-15 and number of enrolled are 3,42,754 consisting of girls 1,73,666 and
boys 1,69,088.
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Degree Colleges: At Present 195 Degree Colleges functioning: in the state with
an enrollment of 1,41,250 students consisting of 71,618 men and 69632
womenEngineeringcollegesareprimarilyestablishedtoproduceengineersandtechni
- cians.Thereareabout354engineeringcollegesinthestatewithatotalintakeof 96,648
students and polytechnic colleges numbering 250 with strength of
61,799students.
Welfare Hostels: There are 780 hostels with a strength of 61,526 students for
SC,203hostelswithastrengthof43,361studentsand283ashramsschoolswitha
strength of 84,558 students for ST's and 737 hostels with a strength of 58,428
students for BC'S.
Profile of Warangal District
Warangal District lies between 170 19’ to 180 360 North attitudes and 780 40’
to 800 43’ East longitudes. The North east boarder of the district touches
Madhya Pradesh. The district area (12, 846 Km) occupies 4.67 percent of total
state and the coverage of population (32.41 Lakhs) is 4.23% of total Andhra
Pradesh. Warangal city is the Head Quarter of Warangal District. Warangal
district contributes a total of twelve seats in the lower house of the state.
Legislature and two seats (Warangal and Mahabubabad) in lower house of
Indian Parliament. The district is constituted of five revenue divisions with 51
Mandals and 1098 villages.
The number of schools in Warangal District having different facilities, number
of classrooms in Warangal District is provided in it may noted that 2256
primary schools, 755 up schools are provided with own building. 1866 primary
and 2864 upper primary have pucca class rooms, 2105 primary and 745 Upper
Primary Schools provided girls toilets. Drinking water which was basic
necessity. It was 1876 Primary Schools and 865 Upper Primary Schools
provided, the access of ramps was provided in 296 Primary Schools and 330
Upper Primary Schools, the number of schools having boundary walls are
provided to 140 primary schools and 380 Upper Primary Schools also Kitchen
sheds are provided to 595 Primary Schools and 354 Upper Primary Schools.
However, it is the matter of satisfaction that basic facilities are available in most
of the elementary schools. Even there is problems in primary level 85 Upper
Primary Schools have no building and 4 primary school, 6 Upper Primary
Schools school building is in dilapidated condition.
Caste Wise Distribution
Student enrolment by caste in terms of percentage to total enrolment an increase
of (9-10%) from 2015-16 to 2018-19. But percentage of general category
students of the Warangal District to total enrolment shows a declining trend of
(9-10%) from 2015-16 to 2018-19. The percentage of general category student’s
enrolment goes on decreasing over the year. The reasons of this trend are that
parents of general category students opt private or aided schools for better
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learning. The percentage of SC enrolment has always 25% above from the year
2015-16 to 2018-19. Similarly enrolment of ST also shows (28%) increasing
trend. The percentage of OBC goes on increasing over the year 2015-16 (24%)
to 2017-18 (36%) it should an improvement status of SC, ST and OBC Castes in
society. The large share of SC, ST, OBC population in the government
elementary schools may because of decreasing strength of general population
who strength of general population who trend to send their children in private
schools.
Conclusion
All the positive steps taken till now are welcome. However, implementation of
the initiatives is a key to success. These are some points that the nation will
have to consider upon. And the path ahead isn’t that easy. Walls, windows,
doors and teachers will not make a school, till we have hungry children wanting
to be in the fields and factories, to earn their meals. The Vision and Mission of
Education for all will have to inculcate and imbibe in one and all, leaders and
followers that for every child born poor and needy, there will have to be a welldrawn plan, to ensure that s/he doesn’t remain so – for if we fail in providing the
basic needs of food and shelter to a child, she/he will never see the light of the
day, through education – at least. A healthy mind comes in a healthy body. The
nation should strive towards total health of children, education will follow.
Education for the masses is a massive task. It would need a single minded focus
of the State, to implement this programme in a country, which is the 7th largest
in the world in terms of size and the 2nd most populated of all. Reform in
education is a cultural, political, financial and administrative challenge. The
children of today are to be the citizens of tomorrow. We as a citizen of today
will able to provide a slate to every child and a pen to write his/her own
future.And we will achieve this at least in the coming decade.
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Abstract
The present study explores the algal diversity of Polo Forest, Dharoi Dam site,
Tarnaga Hill site of North Gujarat Region. The Algal samples were collected
from various fields, river stream, dam site, and Pond attached, Floating and
lodged on aquatic plants. Total 16 species ofmicro algae representing 9 genera,
6 families and 8 orders were identified from three sites.Among the identified
four Species belonging to Conjugatophyceae, three under Euglenophyceae, four
each under Bacillariophyceae, two under Cyanophyceae, two belonging to
Ulvophyceae and one belong Chlorophyceae.The findings provide an important
piece of information on microalgal diversity.
Keywords: Biodiversity, Fresh Water Algal, Sabarkantha & Mehsana.
Introduction
Algae are the varied group of the organisms, which ranges from the
sizes form the Single cells to the giant thallus. The morphological diversity of
algae from the filamentous to large size kelp which covers a very huge area of
the Indian cost as well as other parts of the world. The algae are the most
photosynthetic and aquatic habitat species, they live in the presence of oxygen
(Andreas etal.2012). They have lack the thallus body related to the higher
plants. All algae are photosynthetic natures. The cyanobacteria are prokaryotes
and also called blue-green algae. The algal body of cyanobacteria have the
microscopic size and clearly visualize on a microscope.Some microalgae are
single-cell organisms and round shaped. They occur in the coccoid form, and
they have lived together to make a colony. The Algae represent a large group of
organisms, they are representing many taxonomic divisions. Algae have been
estimated huge diversity including 30000 to more than 1 million species
(Michael D.,Guiry 2012).Algae contribution 50% of the photosynthesis process
on this planet and they are supporting to the biosphere.(Jack A. Gilbert,Josh D.
Neufeld,2014)
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The algae are extremely important for the open sea environment and it
contributes most of the organic carbon available to pelagic food chains
(SamarpitaBasu ,Katherine R. M. 2018,). Many macro-algae are obtain
Commercial products for a very long time. These products include Agar,
Carrageenan, Alginate, Diatomaceous earth, etc.These algae are an important
source of vitamins, minerals, proteins, polyunsaturated fatty acids, antioxidants,
etc. (Mark L.Wellset.al.2017). Microalgae are produced Edible oils, they are
suitable for children, pregnant women, vegetarians, and patients with fish
allergies. Various micro-algal species content high protein and is one of the
main reasons to consider them as an unconventional source of proteins, and they
are capable of synthesizing all amino acids. Moreover, most algae are examined
average and equal quality, sometimes plant proteins are even superior in
comparison to conventional. (Dajana J. Kovac. et al.,2013).
Already many microalgae are used as single cell protein. Spirulina is
the most dominating species among the microalgae there are used as single cell
protein. Microalgae can play as an important role and they are a potentially
great source of natural compounds, which could be used as functional
ingredients (Indira Priyadarshani, BiswajitRath,2012). These algae are one of
the potential sources of foods and feed and they are provided by Nature with the
potential to feed an ever growing and affluent population. They also possess
many unique and interesting biochemical properties and that play an important
role in many aspects of daily lives from nutrition through to energy production
(Stephen Bleakley, Maria Hayes,2017).
As compared to higher plants, algal biomass becomes more helpful as a
nourishment purpose in feeding materials. This perspective is needful in
bringing improvement of animal health. Due to that, it is usable as a raw
material in the feed market. One other advantage is Productivity .That can be
enhanced by increasing photosynthetic efficiency and may be grown in
Nearable areas.
Material and Methods
Study area
In the present study, different sites of Polo Forest, Dharoi Dam and
Taranga Hill were selected. These sites are located near by Sabarkantha &
Mehsana district of Gujarat, India. Geographical coordinates for Polo forest is
23.999251° N 73.279203° E.It is a well-known tourist spot with an area of 400
sq.km. Whereas Sites location for Dharoi Dam &Taranga hill located at
24.00444° N 72.85361° E&23.965361° N 72.754616° E, respectively. Taranga
hill mostly covered with brushwood and forest that is on the east to a plateau.
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Sample collection and its Analysis
All the samples were collected from various fields, river stream, dam site, and
Pond attached, Floating and lodged on aquatic plants. All samples were
collected at an air temperature of 28-34°C.The Samples were collected lna
plastic water jug. The sample was immediately fixed with 5%
formalin(JaapBloemet al.,1986).It was brought to the laboratory in ice bucket at
lower temperature to preserve its pristine state for further study.Species
identification of microalgae was done by putting a drop of water on a clean oil
free glass slide with a small amount of separated algal biomass. The Micro algal
cultures were microscopically examined Under Olympus Light
Microscope(5x,10x,45x,100x, Magnification). Its microphotographs were taken
by image analyzer. Microalgae identification was through with the help of
reference materials and monographs. Web resources or various algal database
were conjointly used for identification.

Fig.1-Location of TarnagaFig.2-Location of Dharoi Dam Site

Fig.3-Location of Polo Forest
Results
In the present study, there are sixteen algae identified from selected
study areas. The Micro algae representing nine genera, six families and eight
orders were identified from Polo Forest, Dharoi Dam site, Taranga Hill site.Out
of the sixteen Species Four Species are belonging to Conjugatophyceae, Three
under Euglenophyceae, Four each under Bacillariophyceae and Two under
Cyanophyceae, Two Belonging to Ulvophyceae, one belong Chlorophyceae.
Details of the selected site, as well as detail classification information tabulated
in table No.1.Identification did by taking help of some useful reference as listed
in the reference list.
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The algal Diversity study should more prominent algal taxa
Bacillariophyceae and Conjugatophyceaeas compared to other groups of algae,
whereas less prominent Chlorophyceae algal taxa out of selected three
sites.Algal diversities are natural occurrences, and may occur with stability
depending on weather and water conditions of the particular habitat.In the
current world, the algae are themost promising resource for human beneficiary
in various ways and its potential application for benefit of human beings as well
as for other organisms. It is helpful in various areas such as cosmeceuticals,
Pharmaceuticals, food industry, dairy as well as agricultural practices. Due to
needful potentiality, it is necessary to conserve algal diversity of local habitat
and to do more systematic work on it which is possible only after understanding
the value of ecology and habitats of various algal forms. These findings will be
of great use to scientific works in future to explore more and more about fresh
water algae on other habitat of the area as well as micro-algal diversity.
Table 1:- List of Algae Identify in Polo Forest, Dharoi Dam site and
Tarnaga site
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Image of Algal Species
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Discussion
In Recent Study it is concluded that 16 algal Species belonging to 9
generaare recorded from Polo Forest, Dharoi Dam site, Tarnaga Hill siteand
they come under Chlorophyceae, Bacillariophyceae, Cyanophyceae,
Euglenophyceae,Conjugatophyceae and Ulvophyceae. Present information on
www.ijmer.in
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species diversity of Micro Algae would be helpful as a baseline data for further
study on Algal diversity of Fresh Water from North Gujarat region.
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1857 dh Øk¡fr esa fcgkj dh efgyk,¡
MkW- lq’kek dqekjh
iwoZ “kks/kkFkhZ;
bfrgkl foHkkx iVuk fo-foHkkjrh; jk’Vªh; vkanksyu dk izkjafHkd fcanq okLro esa 1857 bZ- ds fonzksg dks ekuk tkrk gS
D;ksafd ;fg ls gekjh Lora=rk dh yM+kbZ dk bfrgkl vkjaHk gksrk gSA lu~ 1857 ls 1947
rd ds bfrgkl esa Hkkjr ds Lora=rk ds fy, efgykvksa us viuk egRoiw.kZ R;kx] cfynku
vkSj ohjrk dk ifjp; fn;k tks gekjs bfrgkl dk xkSjoiw.kZ v/;k; gSa gkyk¡fd blesa
efgykvksa ds fy, Hkkx ysus dk volj de Fkk D;ksafd Hkkjr dh rkRdkyhu lkekftd
/kkfeZd ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa fL=;k¡ ckgjh dk;ksZa esa [kqydj Hkkx ugha ys ldrh Fkh] ;g izfrca/k
fuEuoxZ dh fL=;ksa ij ykxw ugha FkkA vo,o fuEu ,oa e/;eoxZ dh efgykvksa us Lora=rk
laxzke esa egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkbZA ,slh Hkkjrh; ohjkaxukvksa esa >k¡lh dh jkuh y{ehckbZ]
>ydkjh ckbZ vthtu ckbZ] cStk ckbZ] vofUr ckbZ tSlh lSdM+ksa efgykvksa dh xkFkk,¡ cM+h gh
jkspd gSa ftUgksaus viuh tku dh ckth yxkdj 1857 dh Øk¡fr esa ekr`Hkfe ds fy, viuk
loZLo U;ksNkoj dj MkykA1 oSls gh ohj efgykvksa esa fcgkj dh csxe gkth] /kjeu chch]
djeuchch rFkk urZdh xqykch dk uke cM+s gh xoZ ls fy;k tkrk gSa
fcgkj esa Hkh fxuh pquh efgykvksa us 1857 ds vkUnksyu esa c<+&p<+dj Hkkx fy;kA Hkkstiqj]
lklkjke] txnh”kiqj] ihjks] chchxat] vkSj vkjk dh vusd efgykvksa us xqIr :i ls 1857 ds
vkUnksyu ds nkSjku dq¡ojflag dh lsuk dks dkQh enn dh Fkha] mUgha esa ls ,d Fkh] lklkjke
dh gkth csxeA2 gkth csxe eqfLye leqnk; dh tehankj ?kjkus dh efgyk Fkh ftudh
vkfFkZd fLFkfr dkQh lqn`<+ FkhA budh “kknh lkj.k ftyk ds Nijk esa “kgj;kj [kk¡ ls gqbZ
FkhA dqN gh fnuksa ds ckn muds “kkSgj dk bUrdky gks x;kA mlds ckn gkth csxe vius
ek;ds okil ykSV vk;hA ek;ds vkrs gh pUn fnuksa ckn flj ls firk dk lk;k Hkh mB
x;kA Hkkb;ksa ds NksVs gksus ds dkj.k firk ds 52 xk¡oksa dh tkxhjnkjh mUgsa gh lEHkkyuh
iM+hA vaxzstksa dh utj muds mij fVd x;hA mudh tkxhjnkjh dks tc mUgksaus gM+iuk
pkgk rks gkth csxe us muds f[kykQ vUrr% cxkor dh foxqy Qawd fn;kA
lklkjke esa turk dk fonzksg “kq: gqvkA vaxzstksa us fonzksfg;ksa dks dqpyuk “kq: fd;kA ml
le; dq¡oj flag vius ny&cy ds lkFk lklkjke igq¡psA gkth csxe us mUgsa cM+s lEeku ds
lkFk egy esa fcBk;k vkSj mUgsa vktknh dh yM+kbZ esa /ku ls lg;ksx nsus dk opu fn;k]
csxe us muds gkFkksa esa jk[kh ck¡/khA mlh le; eq[kfcjksa us dq¡oj flag ds lklkjke esa gksus
dh lqpuk eftLVªsV dks ns nhA vaxzsth lsuk us gkthcsxe ds egy ij geyk dj fn;kA ,slh
fLFkfr esa gkthcsxe cqdkZ igudj gkFkksa esa ryokj ysdj vaxzsth lsuk ls yM+h vkSj lklkjke
dh turk ls vihy dh fd os Hkh bl yM+kbZ esa Hkkx ysaA turk us vaxzsth lsuk dks [knsM+
fn;kA
iqu% 17 oha jsthesaV us dqaoj flag vkSj gkthcsxe ij geyk fd;k] Hkh’k.k yM+kbZ gqbZA d¡qoj
flag vkSj mudh lgpjh /kjeu chch dks lqjf{kr lhrkdqaM igkM+h ij igq¡pk;k x;kA taxy
ds jkLrs mUgsa fetkZiqj tkus esa enn dhA tc vaxzstksa dks irk pyk fd dqaoj flag ;gk¡ ls
cp fudys rks vkØks”k esa vkdj mUgksaus gkth csxe ds egy dks ck:n ls mM+k fn;kA cs?kj
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gksus ds dkj.k csxe lklkjke ls [kqekZckn pyh xbZ vkSj ogha ls vktknh dh yM+kbZ esa
;ksxnku nsrh jghA3
1857 dh vktknh dh yM+kbZ esa Hkkx ysus okyh fcgkj dh nqljh efgyk Fkh & /kjeu chch4 ;s
Hkh eqfLye leqnk; dh e/;eoxhZ; lEiUu efgyk FkhA /kjeu chch ds ckjs esa dgk tkrk gS
fd mlus txnh”kiqj thrus esa dqaoj flag dh enn dh FkhA lkFk gh og dqaoj flag ds lkFk
muds ekpZ esa Hkh “kkfey gqbZ FkhA og dqaoj flag ds lkFk jhok rFkk vU; LFkkuksa rd xbZ
FkhA mudh e`R;q ekpZ ds nkSjku gh ck¡nk esa chekjh ds dkj.k gks xbZA
/kjeu chch ds e`R;q ds i”pkr dqaoj flag us mudh ;kn esa vkjk] txnh”kiqj vkSj chchaxt
esa efLtnsa cuok;hA5 blds vfrfjDr vkjk ds cxy esa ,d cktkj dk ukedj.k Hkh
^chchxat^ fd;k FkkA txnh”kiqj ds cxy esa ,d vkSj cktkj dqaoj flag us nqfYgu xat ds
uke ls clk;k tks /kjeu chch ds izfr gh lefiZr FkkA
/kjeu chch6 dh ,d cgu Hkh Fkh djeu chch] og Hkh eqfLye leqnk; ds vkfFkZd :i ls
lq[kh&lEiUu FkhA og dqaoj flag dh gj rjg ls enn djrh FkhA muds uke ij gh ^djeu
Vksyk* uke dk ,d eqgYyk vkjk esa clk gSA ;g eqgYyk rok;Q dh dksBh ds Bhd lkeus
lM+d dh nqljh rjQ gSA
dqaoj flag dh enn djus esa ,d vU; efgyk Fkh urZdh xqykchA xqykch eqfLye oxZ dh
vkfFkZd n`f’V ls lEiUu e/;eoxhZ; efgyk FkhA7 ,d ckj dqaojflag dks vaxzsatksa ls yM+rs
oDr cpkus esa mls xksyh yx xbZ vkSj og “kghn gks xbZA “kghn xqykch ds Le`fr esa dqaoj
flag us vkjk esa ,d efLtn cuok;k FkkA8
oSls rks efgykvksa ds fy, bl fonzksg esa Hkkx ysus dk de volj FkkA fQj Hkh fonzksg dk
usr`Ro djus okyksa esa >k¡lh dh jkuh y{ehckbZ dk uke cM+s xkSjo ls fy;k tkrk gSA blh
Øe esa fcgkj dh efgykvksa esa gkth csxe] /kjeu chch] djeu chch rFkk urZdh xqykch ds
cfynku vfoLej.kh; gSaA
lanHkZ & lwph
1- fcgkj jkT; vfHkys[kkxkj funs”kky;] iVuk }kjk lEikfnr iqLrd fcgkj ds fodkl esa
efgykvksa dh Hkwfedk iVuk 2012] i`- 127
2- lat; dqekj ¼lEikfnr½; 1857 tuØk¡fr ds fcgkjh uk;d] fcgkj jkT; vfHkys[kkxkj
funs”kky;] iVuk] 2008 i`- 71 & 73
3- ogh; i`- 74
4- fcgkj jkT; vfHkys[kkxkj; iwoksZ)r] i`- 128
5- ogh; ] i` 129
6- f=ikBh] czts”kifr; fcgkj ds xqeuke lsukuh] lat; dqekj 1857 ds tuØk¡fr esa fcgkj ds
uk;d] iVuk 2008] i`- 78
7- ogh; i`- 81
8- nkl] izeksnkuUn; fcgkj dk bfrgkl ,oa laLd`fr] iVuk 2008 ] i`- 20 A
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Abstract
Psychological stress threatening the people’s health. It is significant to
detect stress timely for proactive care. With the popularity of social media,
people are used to share their daily activities and interact with friends on social
media platforms, making it feasible to leverage online social network data for
stress detection. In this paper, we find that users stress state is closely related to
that of his/her friend’s status and conversation in social media, and we employ a
large-scale dataset from real-world social platforms to systematically study the
correlation of users’ stress states and social interactions. We first define a set of
stress-related textual, visual, and social attributes from various aspects, and then
propose a novel hybrid model - a factor graph model combined with
Convolution Neural Network to leverage tweet content and social interaction
information for stress detection. Experimental results show that the proposed
model can improve the detection performance by 6-9 percent in F1-score. The
objective of this paper is to detect the users stress level and make the user
comfortable by suggesting them good contents based on their current mood and
to effectively use the messaging services like SMS, email, Push Notifications,
online suggestions, recommended links and contents.
Keywords: Social Media Network, Stress, Online Suggestions, Recommended
Links.
Introduction
More than six in ten Canadians report that they are experiencing a
‘great deal of stress’ on the job. The annual cost in Canada of work time lost to
stress is calculated at $12-billion, in US - $300 billion spent annually on stress
related issues, 40% of job turnover is due to stress and Absenteeism due to
stress has increased by over 300% since 1995. Many studies on social media
based emotion analysis are at the tweet level, using text-based linguistic features
and classic classification approaches. A system called Mood Lens to perform
emotion analysis on the Chinese micro-blog platform Weibo, classifying the
emotion categories into four types, i.e., angry, disgusting, joyful, and sad.
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An existing system studied the emotion propagation problem in social
networks, and found that anger has a stronger correlation among different users
than joy, indicating that negative emotions could spread more quickly and
broadly in the network. As stress is mostly considered as a negative emotion,
this conclusion can help us in combining the social influence of users for stress
detection. By further analyzing the social interaction data, we also discover
several interesting phenomena, i.e., the number of social structures of sparse
connections of stressed users is around 14 percent higher than that of nonstressed users, indicating that the social structure of stressed users’ friends tend
to be less connected and less complicated than that of non-stressed users.Based
on the user activity on mobile applications especially on online social media
sites like Facebook, Instagram and read their status and likes to understand the
current mood of the user. If the user likes sad post then the developed system
suggest the user with contents that gives hope to them. If the user is happy then
the system suggest them with contents like songs and videos that lights up his
enjoyment another level.
Background
Many studies on social media-based emotion analysis are at the tweet
level, using text-based linguistic features and classic classification approaches.
Traditional psychological stress detection is mainly based on face-to face
interviews, self-report questionnaires or wearable sensors. However, traditional
methods are actually reactive, which are usually labor-consuming, time-costing
and hysteretic. These works mainly leverage the textual contents in social
networks. In reality, data in social networks is usually composed of sequential
and inter-connected items from diverse sources and modalities, making it
actually cross-media data.
Materials and Methods:
Inspired by psychological theories, we first define a set of attributes for
stress detection from tweet-level and user-level aspects respectively:
1) Tweet-level attributes from content of user’s single tweet, and
2) User-level attributes from user’s weekly tweets.
The tweet-level attributes are mainly composed of linguistic, visual, and
social attention (i.e., being liked, retweeted, or commented) attributes extracted
from a single-tweet’s text, image, and attention list. The user-level attributes
however are composed of:
(a) Posting behavior attributes as summarized from a user’s weekly tweet
postings.
(b) Social interaction attributes extracted from a user’s social interactions with
friends.
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In particular, the social interaction attributes can further be broken into:
1. Social interaction content attributes extracted from the content of users’
social interactions with friends;
2. Social interaction structure attributes extracted from the structures of
users’ social interactions with friends.
The model shows the complete user profile that can be maintained. The Tweets
which is posted by all the users can be viewed through this model.
The tweets are segregated into two categories such as positive and negative,
only the category of negative tweets (i.e. sad, depressed, angry) is shown which
based on mood and the positive tweets (i.e., happy, surprised) is shown which
based on mood.
The user can share their tweets into their accounts which are categorized based
on the mood with the datasets. In this model the user can search their own
friends from the list of the database maintained and they can send friend request
to those friends. This shows how many of friends accepted the request and
rejected the request based on their send friend requestand also it shows the
detailed information about the requested friend’s details.
Results and Discussion:
Experimental results shows that by exploiting the users’ social
interaction attributes, the proposed model can improve the detection
performance (F1-score) by 6-9% over that of the state-of-art methods. This
indicates that the proposed attributes can serve as good cues in tackling the data
ambiguity problem. Moreover, the proposed model can also efficiently combine
tweet content and social interaction to enhance the stress detection performance.
Beyond user’s tweeting contents, we analyze the correlation of users’
stress states and their social interactions on the networks, and address the
problem from the standpoints of: (1) social interaction content, by investigating
the content differences between stressed and non-stressed users’ social
interactions; and (2) social interaction structure, by investigating the structure
differences in terms of structural diversity, social influence, and strong/weak tie.
We build several stressed-twitter-posting datasets by different groundtruth labeling methods from several popular social media platforms and
thoroughly evaluate our proposed method on multiple aspects.We carry out indepth studies on a real-world large scale dataset and gain insights on
correlations between social interactions and stress, as well as social structures of
stress. The below figure (A) shows the view category of post surprise, angry,
happy and the stress level of particular user posts.
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Fig. (A): Detecting Stress in Online social networks.
Conclusion
This Paper can help the users to detect the stress and makes them
comfortable. This model can suggest hyperlinks to watch it and set your mind
free and it can also use with other social media applications. We can see their
posts and we can calculate their stress level and we can suggest some peaceful
place to visit. These links can send to the user’s mobile number. Some practices
may reduce the stress i.e., Identify sources in our life and accept responsibility,
alter the situation, accept the things that we can’t change, positive thinking, deep
breathing, exercise and healthy diet.Time spending with family and friends and
listing music, singing songs, reading books, prayer, yoga, meditation etc. will
reduce the stress. Though some user-level emotion detection studies have been
done, the role that social relationships play in one’s psychological stress states,
and how we can incorporate such information into stress detection have not
been examined yet.
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Abstract
Heavy metal pollution in aquatic environment poses a serious problem to
aquatic flora and fauna, and also severe health hazards in humans.
Phytoremediation is an emerging green technology that uses green plants to
remediate heavy metal contaminated sites. This technology involves efficient
use of plants to remove many heavy metals (Cu, Cd, Hg, Pb, Cr, Ni etc.) and
organic pollutants from air, soil and water. Many plant species have been
identified to have potential for air, soil and water remediation. Mainly four plant
based technology used to remediate contaminated sites, these are -1.
Phytofiltarion or Rhizofiltration 2.Phytostabilization 3.Phytovolatilization
4.Phytoextraction. Phytoremediation is the best option for cleaning up
environment as it is the ecologically sustainable and environmentally viable
technology. The use of plants to reduce contaminant levels in air, soil and water
is a cost effective method of reducing the risk to human and ecosystem health
posed by contaminated sites. It is also expected that recent advances in
biotechnology will play a promising role in the development of new
hyperaccumulator plants. The objective of this review is to provide a brief
knowledge on phytoremediation and its different types of techniques. Many
hyper accumulator plants are also discussed in this review paper.
Keywords: Environmental pollution, Heavy metals, Hyperaccumulation,
Phytoremediation
Introduction
Water, air and soil are the fundamental foundation of our agricultural resources,
food security, global economy and environmental quality. Rapid growth in
population and massive industrialization in recent years has resulted in pollution
of the biosphere with toxic metals. A wide range of inorganic and organic
compounds cause contamination, these include heavy metals, combustible and
hazardous wastes (Ghosh and singh, 2005). Although many metals are essential,
all metals are toxic at higher concentration, because they cause oxidative stress
by formation of free radicals. Another reason why heavy metals may be toxic is
that they can replace essential metals in pigments or enzymes disrupting their
function (Ghosh). They cannot be destroyed biologically but are only
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transformed from one oxidation state or organic complex to another (Garbisu
and Alkorta, 2001; Gisbert et al., 2003). Therefore, heavy metal pollution poses
a great potential threat to the environment and human health. Heavy metal
pollution is also a multi metal problem in many areas. Due to non-degradation
in nature heavy metals pollution became primary concern than other
environmental pollution. Heavy metals that are hazardous are Pb, Hg, Cd, As,
Cu, Zn, and Cr. In order to maintain quality of water, air, and soil and keep
them free from contamination, continuous efforts have been made to develop
technologies that are easy to use, sustainable and economically feasible.
Recently a new plant based technology has been used to clean the environment
named as phytoremediation has gained increasing attention since last decade, as
an emerging cheaper technology. Many studies have been conducted in this
field in the last two decades. Numerous plant species have been identified and
tested for their traits in the uptake and accumulation of different heavy metals.
Mechanisms of metal uptake at whole plant and cellular levels have been
investigated. They were reviewed and reported in this paper. The objectives of
this paper are to discuss the potential of phytoremediation technique on treating
heavy metal contaminated side, to provide a brief view about heavy metals
uptake mechanisms by plant, to give some description about the performance of
several types of plants to uptake heavy metals and to describe about the fate of
heavy metals in plant tissue.
Sources of Heavy Metals in the Environment:
Heavy metal pollution is a global issue, although severity and levels of
pollutions differs from place to place. At least 20 metals are classified as toxic
with half of them emitted into environment in concentration that pose great risk
to human health. Heavy metals can enter into the environment from both natural
and anthropogenic sources. The natural processes that contribute towards heavy
metals releases are volcanic activity, weathering processes of minerals and
erosion. Whereas the anthropogenic activities concerning with heavy metals are
mining processes, electroplating, smelting use of fertilizers and pesticides
especially phosphate and also the use of biosolids in agriculture, discharge from
industries, dumping of sludge, and deposition of heavy metals through
atmospheric processes [. Sabiha-Javied S et al.,2009; Fulekar, M. et al.,2009;
Wuana RA, Okieimen FE 2011]. Table 1 gives anthropogenic sources of
selected heavy metals in the environment.
The release of these heavy metals in biologically available forms may damage
or cause physiological and genetic changes in various life such as plants, aquatic
benthic fauna, insects, fish, birds and mammals. Heavy metals and metalloids
have the tendency to cause harmful toxicological effects even if enter in very
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small amount [. Memon AR, Schröder P 2009;Arora M et al., 2008; Kara, Y
2005]. They have the capacity to cause oxidative stress as they produce free
radicals [Mudipalli A, 2008], increased production of very reactive oxygen
species refer to as oxidative stress which can increase the antioxidants in the
inside the cell and results in damage or death of the cell [Krystofova O et al,
2009; Das K, Das S, Dhundasi S 2008]. The most harmful heavy metals of all
are Cd, Hg, As,Zn, Cr, Pb, Sn and Cu because they are more toxic [Ghosh S
2010; Wright RT 2007].
Table 1: Anthropogenic sources of specific heavy metals in the environment
Metals
Sources
References
Aerial emission from combustion of Wuana RA, Okieimen
Pb
leaded petrol, battery manufacture, FE 2011; Thangavel P,
herbicides and Insecticides
Subbhuraam C 2004
Pesticides and wood preservatives
Thangavel
P,
As
Subbhuraam C 2004
Tanneries, steel industries, fly ash
Khan MA, Ahmad I,
Cr
Rahman IU 2007
Industrial
effluents,
kitchen Tariq M, Ali M, Shah Z
Ni
appliances, surgical
2006
instruments, steel alloys, automobile
batteries
Release from Au–Ag mining and coal Wuana RA, Okieimen
Hg
combustion, medical waste
FE 2011. Memon AR,
Schröder P 2009
Paints and pigments, plastic stabilizers, Pulford I, Watson C
Cd
electroplating,
incineration
of 2003. Salem HM, et al.,
cadmium-containing
2000
plastics,phosphate fertilizers
Pesticides, fertilizers
Khan MA, Ahmad I,
Cu
Rahman IU 2007
Phytoremediation Technology and its Mechanism:
Different approaches have been used or developed to mitigate/reclaim the heavy
metal polluted soils and waters including the landfill/damping sites. These may
be broadly classified into physicochemical and biological approaches.
The physicochemical approach includes excavation and burial of the soil at a
hazardous waste site, fixation/inactivation (chemical processing of the soil to
immobilize the metals), leaching by using acid solutions or proprietary
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leachants to desorb and leach the metals from soil followed by the return of
clean soil residue to the site (Salt et al., 1995), precipitation or flocculation
followed by sedimentation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis and microfiltration
(Raskin et al., 1996). The physicochemical approaches are generally costly and
have side effects (Raskin et al., 1997; McGrath et al., 2001).
Biological approaches of remediation include: (1) use of microorganisms to
detoxify the metals by valence transformation, extracellular chemical
precipitation, or volatilization [some microorganism can enzymatically reduce a
variety of metals in metabolic processes that are not related to metal
assimilation], and (2) use of special type of plants to decontaminate soil or
water by inactivating metals in the rhizosphere or translocating them in the
aerial parts. This approach is called phytoremediation, which is considered as a
new and highly promising technology for the reclamation of polluted sites and
cheaper than physicochemical approaches (Garbisu and Alkorta, 2001; McGrath
et al., 2001; Raskin et al., 1997).
Phytoremediation is a word formed from the Greek prefix “Phyto” means plant
and suffix “remedium” meaning to clean (or) restore (Cunningham et.al.,1996)
The term actually refers to advise collection of plant based technologies that use
either naturally occurring (or) genetically engineered plants for cleaning
contaminated environments (Flathman and lanza, 1998). Phytoremediation is a
broad term that has been used since 1991 to describe the use of plants toreduce
the volume, mobility, or toxicity of contaminants in soil, groundwater, or other
contaminated media (USEPA, 2000).The mechanisms and efficiency of
phytoremediation depend on the type of contaminant, bioavailability and soil
properties (Cunningham and Ow, 1996). There are several ways by which plants
clean up or remediate contaminated sites. The uptake of contaminants in plants
occurs primarily through the root system, in which the principal mechanisms for
preventing toxicity are found. The root system provides an enormous surface
area that absorbs and accumulates water and nutrients essential for growth along
with other non-essential contaminants (Raskin and Ensley, 2000).
Plants have evolved highly specific and very efficient mechanisms to obtain
essential micronutrients from the environment, even when present at low ppm
levels. Plant roots, aided by plant-produced chelating agents and plant induced
pH changes and redox reactions, are able to solubilize and take up
micronutrients from very low levels in the soil, even from nearly insoluble
precipitates. Plants have also evolved highly specific mechanisms to translocate
and store micronutrients. These same mechanisms are also involved in the
uptake, translocation, and storage of toxic elements, whose chemical properties
simulate those of essential elements. Thus, micronutrient uptake mechanisms
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are of great interest to phytoremediation [37]. The range of known transport
tmechanisms or specialized proteins embedded in the plant cell plasma
membrane involved in ion uptake and translocation include (1) proton
pumps(__-ATPases that consume energy and generate electrochemical
gradients), (2) co- and antitransporters (proteins that use the electrochemical
gradients generated by __-ATPases to drive the active uptake of ions), and (3)
channels (proteins that facilitate the transport of ions into the cell). Each
transport mechanism is likely to take up a range of ions. A basic problem is the
interaction of ionic species during uptake of various heavy metal contaminants.
After uptake by roots, translocation into shoots is desirable because the harvest
of root biomass is generally not feasible. Little is known regarding the forms in
which metal ions are transported from the roots to the shoots.
Figure 1 depicts the uptake mechanisms of both organics and inorganics
contaminants through phytoremediation technology. For organics, it involves
phytostabilization, rhizodegradation, rhizofiltration, phytodegradation, and
phytovolatilization. These mechanisms related to organic contaminant property
are not able to be absorbed into the plant tissue. For inorganics, mechanisms
which can be involved are phytostabilization, rhizofiltration, phytoaccumulation
and phytovolatilization.
Schwitzguebel [2000] has explained different technological subsets of
phytoremediation :
• Phytoextraction (Phytoaccumulation): Removal of pollutants using the
plants having the ability to accumulate pollutants from the soil and store them in
their shoots so that they can be harvested.
• Phytotransformation: It is the phenomenon in which the complex organic
molecules are converted into the simpler one by degrading them and the simpler
one can then be incorporated in the tissues of plants.
• Phytostimulation: This process includes the stimulation of enzymes present
in the rhizosphere which can lead to the bioremediation using microbes or
fungal degradation by releasing exudates.
• Phytovolatilization: In this the plants take up the pollutants and then they can
volatile from the surface of the leaves.
• Phytodegradation: In this technique, there is the use of enzymes for the
breakdown of harmful organic pollutants like herbicides or trichloroethylene.
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This can happen both inside or outside the plants as the plants can also secrete
the enzymes outside.
• Phytorhizofiltration: It is the inhibition of organic pollutants from mixing
into the water streams or groundwater using roots for filtration purpose as they
can absorb or adsorb the pollutants.
• Phytostabilization: This technique involves the prevention of mobility of
organic pollutants into the soil thus reducing its bioavailability and stops them
from entering into the food chain.

Figure 1. Various mechanisms involved in the phytoremediation of heavy
metals [ Dixit R. et al.,2015]
Factors Affecting the Uptake Mechanism
The most important factor affecting the rate of metal removal in
phytoremediation is plant selectionto be used as accumulator. [ Lasat M M
2000] has described some considerations for the selection of remediatingplants:
The plant biomass, the metal removal rate depends on the plant biomass
harvested and metalconcentration in harvested biomass.
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Ecosystem protection, native species are preferred to exotic plants, which can
be invasive andendanger the harmony of the ecosystem. To avoid propagation
of weedy species, crops are ingeneral preferred, although some crops may be
too palatable and pose a risk to grazing animals.
Physical characteristics of soil contamination, for the remediation of surfacecontaminated soils,shallowrooted species would be appropriate to use, whereas
deep-rooted plants would be thechoice for more profound contamination.
Plants Heavy Metal uptake and Responses:
Each different plant has also different responses to different heavy metals
exposure. Several plants are sensitive while other plants have a high tolerance to
several heavy metals. As a consequence of plant-metal interaction, several
plants accumulate heavy metals from soil and have growth and development
decreases. However, some plants have a high tolerance and can keep the growth
and development as well under heavy metals stress.
To identify plant populations with the ability to accumulate heavy metals, 300
accessions of 30 plant species were tested by Ebbs et al.(1997) in hydroponics
for 4 weeks, having moderate levels of Cd, Cu and Zn. The results indicate that
many Brasssica spp. such as B. juncea L., B. juncea L. Czern, B. napus L. and
B. rapa L. exhibited moderately enhanced Zn and Cd accumulation. They were
also found to be most effective in removing Zn from the contaminated soils. To
date, more than 400 plant species have been identified as metal
hyperaccumulators, representing less than 0.2% of all angiosperms (Brooks,
1998; Baker et al., 2000). The plant species that have been identified for
remediation of soil include either high biomass plants such as willow (Landberg
and Greger, 1996) or those that have low biomass but high hyperaccumulating
characteristics such as Thlaspi and Arabidopsis species.
Table 2
The number of plant species that are reported to have hyperaccumulation traits
(metal concentration >1000 mg/kg dry weight) (Reeves, 2003)
Metals
Number of species
04
As
01
Cd
34
Co
34
Cu
14
Pb
>320
Ni
20
Se
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Plants have three basic strategies for growth on metal contaminated soil
[Raskin, I, et al. 1994];
Metal excluders
They prevent metal from entering their aerial parts or maintain low and
constant metal concentration over a broad range of metal concentration in
soil, they mainly restrict metal in their roots. The plant may alter its
membrane permeability, changemetal binding capacity of cell walls or
exude more chelating substances .
Metal indicators
Species which actively accumulate metal in their aerial tissues and generally
reflectmetal level in the soil. They tolerate the existing concentration level of
metals byproducing intracellular metal binding compounds (chelators), or alter
metalcompartmentalisation pattern by storing metals in non-sensitive parts.
Metal accumulator plant species
.Hyperaccumulators are plants that can absorb high levels of contaminants
concentratedeither in their roots, shoots and/or leaves [Raskin I. et al 1994,
Cunningham et al. 1996, Baker A.J.M. et al. 1994]. Baker and Brooks have
definedmetal hyperaccumulator as plants that contain more than or up to 0.1%
i.e. more than(1000 mg/g) of copper, cadmium, chromium, lead, nickel cobalt or
1% (>10,000 mg/g )of zinc or manganese in the dry matter. For cadmium and
other rare metals, it is >0.01% by dry weight [Baker et al. 1989]. Researchers
have identified hyperaccumulator species bycollecting plants from the areas
where soil contains greater than usual amount of metalsas in case of polluted
areas or geographically rich in a particular element [Gleba D. et al.
1999].Approximately 400 hyperaccumulator species from 22 families have been
identified.
Advantage
Conclusion:
Phytoremediation is a fast developing field, since last ten years lot of field
application were initiated all over the world, it includes Phytoremediation of
Organic, Inorganic and Radionuclides. This sustainable and inexpensive process
is fast emerging as a viable alternative to conventional remediation methods,
and will be most suitable for a developing country like India. Most of the
studies have been done in developed countries and knowledge of suitable plants
is particularly limited in India. So far, the processes by which of
phytoremediation systems accumulate and degrade contaminants are still poorly
understood. Further effects for increasing the scope and efficiency of
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phytoremediation, and for developing phytoremediation systems for sites
contaminated with multi-contaminants are urgently necessary.
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izknsf”kd fu;kstu vkSj {ks=h; vkfFkZd fodkl dh ladYiuk%
MkW0ohuk mik?;k;
vfl0izks0&vFkZ”kkL= foHkkx
djker gqlSu efgyk ih0th0dkyst y[kum]¼m0iz0½

Abstract:
vkfFkZd fodkl fu;kstu dh ladYiuk dk Js; vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa dks gSA mUgkasus fodkl ds vFkZ dks vkfFkZd o`f) ls
tksM+k] tks ckn esa jk’Vªh; vk;] izfrO;fDr vk;] rFkk fodkl ds lwpd ds :i esa ekuk tkus yxkA vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa
dk dguk gS fd ^^tc jk’Vªh; vk; c<+sxh rks vU; izxfr Lor% gh bldh vuqxkeh gks tk;sxh**A o`f) ,oa
fodkl nksukas ,d nwljs ds i;kZ;okph gSA vkfFkZd fu;kstu esa fodkl dk lkekU; vFkZ] ikfjLFkSfrdh; n`f’Vdks.k
ls mi;qDr] nh?Zkdky rd v{kq..k jgus okyk fodkl gSA vFkkZr blesa fodkl fuokZg ;ksX; ekuk x;k gS] tks
orZeku ihf<+;ksa dh vko”;drk iw.kZ djrs gq, Hkfo’; ds fy, Hkh cuk jgsA
Keywords: vkfFkZd fodkl vkSj fu;kstu A
Introduction:
fodkl eq[;r;k ekuoh; iz;klkas dk ldkjkRed ifj.kke gSA fodkl ds fy, oLrqr% vfHko`f)] mUufr]
vk/kqfudhdj.k] izxfr rFkk :ikUrj.k “kCn Hkh iz;qDr fd;s tkrs gS] fdUrq budh vo/kkj.kk cM+h tfVy gSA
nwljs “kCnkas esa vkfFkZd fodkl cgqeq[kh izo`fRr dk |ksrd gS] ftlesa dsoy ekSfnzd vk; esa o`f) lfEefyr ugh
gksrh ]ofYd lkekftd vknrksa ]f”k{kk ]tuLokLF; vf/kd vkjke vkSj okLro esa mu leLr lkekftd ,oa
vkfFkZd ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa o`f) lfEefyr gksrh gS] tks ,d iw.kZ ,oa lq[kh thou dk fuekZ.k djrh gSA izkjfEHkd
voLFkk esa fodkl dk vFkZ vkfFkZd fodkl FkkA vFkZ”kkL=h lS)kfUrd :i esa uhfr fu/kkZj.k dk dke djrk gSA
bl fopkj /kkjk ds yksxksa us bl fodkl dks vkfFkZd o`f) vkSj jk’Vªh; ldy mRikn dh laKk iznku dh gSA
vkfFkZd fodkl vius lHkh {ks=ksa esa fodkl dk ewy rRo ekuk tkrk FkkA okLro esa fodkl dh
ladYiuk&vkfFkZd o`f}] vkfFkZd lekurk vkSj Lo;a vkfFkZd fodkl dh fopkj/kkjk esa lfUufgr gSAlekt”kkfL=;ksa
dk dFku Bhd blds foijhr gSA bu yksxksa us Lohdkj fd;k gS fd vkfFkZd fodkl dh xfr lkekftd fodkl
dh vuqifLFkfr esa dsoy vo:) gh ugh] cfYd og O;FkZ gks tkrh gSA og lkekftd ifjorZu dk ,d vax gSA
mUgksaus laLFkkfud vkSj lajpukRed ifjoRkZu dks vkfFkZd o`f) dk izfrfuf/k ekuk gSA
vkfFkZd fo’kerk dks de djus ds fy, lHkh ns”kksa esa iz;kl fd, tk jgs gSA Hkkjr esa Hkh {ks=h;
fo’kerkvksa dks nwj djus ds fy, larqfyr fodkl ij fo”ks’k cy fn;k tk jgk gSA xqUukj feMZys us viuh
iqLrd *,f”k;u Mªkek^ esa fy[kk gS fd **Hkkjro’kZ tSls cM+s rFkk /kuh tula[;k okys ns”k ds fy, ;g vko”;d
gS fd vf/kdka”k yksx vc d`f’k dk;ksZ ls gVdj vU; m|ksxkas esa yxs**A1 blls Li’V gksrk gS fd Hkkjro’kZ ds
fy, vkS|ksxhdj.k dh egRrk c<+h gSA mUgksaus vkxs fy[kk gS fd **LorU=rk dh egRrk rHkh c<+sxh] tc
vf/kdka”k lkeku ftudh vko”;drk gS lekt ds vUnj gh fufeZr gksxkA ;g cM+s m|ksxksa ds fodkl ls lEHko
gks ldsxk**A
lekt ds lHkh oxksZ] fo”ks’k :i ls vuqlwfpr tkfr@tutkfr] fiNM+s oxZ] vYila[;d oxZ] Jfedksa]
fodykaxks ,oa efgykvksa ds fodkl ds fy, dk;ZØekas dks rhoz xfr iznku djus dk ladYi fy;k x;k gSA ubZ
dk;Z laLd`fr fodflr djuk izns”k dh izkFkfedrkvksa esa ls ,d gSA le;c)rk] ikjnf”kZrk] lqn`<+ fMysojh
flLVe ,oa dBksj foRrh; vuq”kklu bl dk;Z rFkk laLd`fr ds vfHkUu vax gSA lHkh lq[kh gks! dh dkeuk ls
LQwfrZ fodkl dh izfØ;k gh izns”k ,oa ns”k esa vkfFkZd fodkl] lq[k ,oa izxfr dh ifjdYiuk dks lkdkj dj
ldrh gSA ns”k vkSj izns”k dk vkfFkZd fodkl jpukRed izo`fRr fodflr djus ls gks ldrh gSA lcls izeq[k
t:jr f”k{kk dk lkoZHkkSfedhdj.k ftruk tYnh gks lds] mruk tYnh fd;k tkuk pkfg,A vf”kf{kr turk ds
lkFk fdlh Hkh jkT; ;k ns”k dk thou&Lrj Å¡pk ugh mBk;k tk ldrk gSA ns”k vkSj izns”k dks fodflr
djus ds fy, nqjkpkj vkSj Hkz’Vkpkj dks feVkuk Hkh vko”;d gSA blesa ;qokvksa dks igy djuh gksxhA vktknh
ds iwoZ tks la?k’kZ dh Hkkouk Fkh] mls R;kx vkSj cfynku dh Hkkouk ls izsfjr gksdj lHkh ukxfjdksa dks mBdj
vkxs vkuk gksxk] rHkh jk’Vª dk fodkl leqfpr :i ls laHko gksxkA ;|fi ns”k us Lora=rk ds ckn tks
miyfC/k;ka fodkl ds laca/k esa izkIr dh gS]muesa vk;o`f)] [kk|kUu mRiknu esa vkRe fuHkZjrk] vk;q izR;k”kk esa
o`f) d`f’k foLrkj] m|ksx rFkk O;kikj ,oa vk;kr&fu;kZr esa mYys[kuh; lQyrk vkfn egRoiw.kZ gSA fQj Hkh
vk; vkSj /ku dk ladsUnz.k] oLrqvksa ds ewY;ksa esa o`f)] csjkstxkjh vkt Hkh vius vfLrRo esa T;ksa dk R;ksa cuh gqbZ
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gSA Lora=rk ds i”pkr~ Hkh ns”k dk ogqr cM+k fgLlk vkt Hkh cqfu;knh lqfo/kkvksa ¼LoPN ty] LokLF; lsok,a]
lM+d] fo|qr½ ls oafpr gSA ia0 tokgj yky usg: ds c`gr vkS|ksfxd fodkl ds lkFk&lkFk y?kq ,oa dqVhj
m|ksxksa dh LFkkiuk ds fy,] fodkl ds ekWMy esa cqfu;knh ifjorZu djuk vko”;d gSA ns”k esa fefJr
vFkZ&O;oLFkk dks ykxw djuk ijeko”;d gSA ftlls Hkkjrh; lafo/kku }kjk Lohd`r lektoknh O;oLFkk dY;k.k
dkjh ljdkjas] lEizfr viuk;h tkus okyh Hkwe.Myhdj.k] futhdj.k ,oa mnkjhdj.k dh izfØ;kvksa ds e/;
lek;kstu LFkkfir djrs gq;s ns”k dk lokZaxh.k fodkl fd;k tk;] ftlls gekjk ns”k fodflr ns”kksa dh Js.kh
esa j[kk tk ldsA2
vkfFkZd fodkl fu;kstu dh ladYiuk dk Js; vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa dks gSA mUgkasus fodkl ds vFkZ dks
vkfFkZd o`f) ls tksM+k] tks ckn esa jk’Vªh; vk;] izfrO;fDr vk;] rFkk fodkl ds lwpd ds :i esa ekuk tkus
yxkA vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa dk dguk gS fd ^^tc jk’Vªh; vk; c<+sxh rks vU; izxfr Lor% gh bldh vuqxkeh gks
tk;sxh**A o`f) ,oa fodkl nksukas ,d nwljs ds i;kZ;okph gS] vaxzsth esa nksuksa “kCn ,d nwljs ds114Ik;kZ;okph ds
:i esa iz;qDr fd;s tkrs gaSA fQj Hkh nksukas ¼o`f)] fodkl½ “kCnksa esa i;kZIr vUrj ik;k tkrk gSA vkfFkZd o`f)]
mRiknu ;k vU; lwpdksa esa la[;kRed o`f) dh |ksrd gksrh gS] tcfd vkfFkZd fodkl( vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa ds fy,
fodkl] vFkZ&O;oLFkk esa /kukRed ifjorZu ls tqM+k gSA vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa ds fy, fodkl dk vFkZ] ldy jk’Vªh;
mRikn esa o`f)] izfrO;fDr vk; esa o`f)] Ø;&”kfDr esa o`f) rFkk thou Lrj esa xq.kkRed o`f) ls gSA
vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa dk ftruk ncko vkSj /;ku vkfFkZd o``f) ij gS] mruk lkekftd dY;k.k rFkk fodkl dh izfØ;k
ds mRrjnk;h fl)kUrksa ij ugh gksrk gSsA3 vFkZ”kkL=h tc fodkl dh ckrsa djrs gSa] rks os fodkl ds lHkh
dkjdksa dks lkFk ysdj pyrs gaS] pkgs og dkjd lkekftd gks] ;k jktuSfrd rFkk euksoSKkfudA4 buds fy,
fodkl dk vFkZ {ks= ds lexz fodkl ls gksrk gSA budk n`f’Vdks.k rqyukRed n`f’V ls ;FkkFkZ ijd gksrk gS]
vkSj ;g fodkl ds fy, {ks=h; vk;keksa ij vf/kd tksj nsrs gSaA vFkZ”kkL=h ;g Hkh crkrs gSa fd D;ksa dqN {ks=
vf/kd fodflr gksrk gS\ vkSj D;ksa dksbZ v)Zfodflr gS\ fodflr {ks=ksa ds e/; D;ksa v)Z fodflr rFkk
v)Zfodflr {ks=kas ds e/; NksV&NksVs fodflr {ks= gSaA {ks= dk fodkl fdl rjg ls fd;k tk;] budk
ladqpu ,oa izlj.k fdl rjg ls vU; {ks=kas ls gksrk gSA fodkl ds bl izfØ;k esa dkSu okgd gS] vkSj dkSu
ck/kd gSA ;g dqN iz”u ,sls gaS] tks eq[; :i ls vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa ls tqM+s gq, gSaA blds fy, t:jh gS fd fodkl
ls lacaf/kr ,sls vuqHkokas ,oa lS)kfUrd v/;;uksa dh ftlesa izknsf”kd fo’kerkvksa vkSj LFkkuh; izfr:iksa dks Li’V
:i ls foosfpr fd;k x;k gksA ;|fi Hkwxksy esa {ks=h; fo’kerk v/;;u dk eq[; foUnq gksrk gSA blesa fofo/krk
dk rkRi;Z fdlh {ks= esa fo|eku lalk/kuksa dh miyC/krk esa ik;h tkus okyh fofHkUurk ls gksrk gSA tcfd
fo’kerk ds vUrxZr ekuoh;] laLFkkxr] lkekftd] jktuhfrd] vkfFkZd ,oa izkfof/ksd rF;ksa esa O;kIr fofHkUurkvksa
dks lfEefyr djrs gaSA {ks=h; fo’kerk esa dHkh&dHkh lalk/kuksa dh miyC/krk dk izHkko ns[kk tk ldrk gSA
ijUrq ;g vko”;d ugh gS fd ;g izHkko loZ= n`f’Vxr gksA
lekurk ,oa fo’kerk nksuksa gh lUnHkZ vkfn dky ls lekt ls lacaf/kr jgs gSaA ekuo us fujUrj
lekt esa lekurk ykus ds fy, fo’kerk dks lekIr djus dk iz;kl fd;k gSA lekt dk lektoknh :i blh
dYiuk ij vk/kkfjr gSA okLro esa ,sls lekt dh LFkkiuk vlEHko rks ugh vfirq dfBu vo”; gSA D;ksafd
lkekftd lajpuk dk fuekZ.k fofHkUu mPp ,oa fuEu ifjfLFkfr;ksa ls gksrk gSA ;g ifjfLFkfr;ka mu fofHkUu
O;fDr;ksa ls lac) gksrh gS] tks mlls lacaf/kr ;ksX;rk ls iw.kZ gksrs gS] Qyr% lekt esa fo’kerk tUe Yksrh gSA
vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa dk fopkj gS fd] *vkfFkZd fodkl dh dqN voLFkk,a gksrh gS] tks ,d nwljs ds ckn Øe ls
vkrh gSA blh dks os vkfFkZd fodkl dh izfØ;k dgrs gSa] ysfdu vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa esa bl laca/k esa ,d jk; ugh gS
fd fodkl dh voLFkk,a dkSu&dkSu lh gSSa ;k fodkl izfØ;k dk <+ax D;k gS \ dqN vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa dk fopkj gS
fd fodkl dh rhu voLFkk,a gksrh gaS A
1&oLrq fofue; voLFkk]
2&ekSfnzd voLFkk] o
3&lk[k voLFkk A
dqN vFkZ”kkL=h vkfFkZd fodkl dh voLFkkvksa dk o.kZu tula[;k ds is”ksoj foHkktu ds vk/kkj ij
djrs gS vkSj mudk dguk gS fd vkfFkZd fodkl ds lkFk&lkFk d`f’k ij fuHkZj jgus okyh tula[;k dk
izfr”kr ?kVrk tkrk gS vkSj vkS|ksfxd tula[;k dk izfr”kr Øe”k% c<+rk tkrk gSA vr% mudh n``f’V esa d`f’k
vkfFkZd fiNM+siu dk |ksrd gS( tcfd m|ksx vkfFkZd fodkl dk lwpd gSAlkekU;r% vkfFkZd o`f) o vkfFkZd
fodkl esa dksbZ vUrj ugh ekuk tkrk gS vkSj nksuksa “kCnksa dks ,d nwljs ds i;kZ;okph “kCn ds :i esa iz;ksx
djrs gaSA ysfdu “kqEihVj egksn;5] Jherh mlZyk fgDl6 vkfn fo}ku blesa vUrj ekurs gSaA izks0 “kqEihVj
egksn; us viuh iqLrd *n F;ksjh vkQ bdksukWfed MsoyiesaV esa crk;k gS fd **vkfFkZd o`f) ls vFkZ ijEijkxr]
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Lopkfyr ,oa fu;fer fodkl ls gS] tcfd vkfFkZd fodkl ls vFkZ fu;ksftr ,oa uohu rduhdksa ds vk/kkj ij
gksus okys fodkl ls gS^^A blh izdkj Jherh mlZyk fgDl us crk;k fd o`f) “kCn dk iz;ksx vkfFkZd n`f’V ls
fodflr jk’Vªksa ds laca/k esa fd;k tkrk gS] tgka ij lk/ku Kkr ,oa fodflr gSA tcfd *fodkl^ “kCn dk
iz;ksx vfodflr ns”kksa ds laca/k esa gksuk pkfg, tgka ij vc rd iz;ksx u fd;s x;s lk/kuksa dk mi;ksx ,oa
fodkl djus dh lEHkkouk gksA MkW0 czkbV flag7us Hkh viuh iqLrd *bdksukfed MsoyiesaV* esa fy[kk gS fd o`f)
“kCn dk mi;ksx fodflr ns”kksa ds fy, fd;k tk ldrk gSA izks0 d.Mj8 ctZj us viuh iqLrd *bdksukfed
MsoyiesaV* esa vkfFkZd o`f) o vkfFkZd fodkl ij vPNk fooj.k izLrqr fd;k gSA mudh n`f’V esa o`f) ,oa
fodkl nksukas “kCnksa dks ,d nwljs ds i;kZ;okph “kCnksa ds :i esa iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gS vkSj ;g iz;ksx izk;%
loZekU; gSA ysfdu( pawfd ;g nks “kCn gS] vr% blesa vUrj [kkstuk pkfg,A bl vk/kkj ij vkfFkZd o`f) ls
vFkZ dsoy mRiknu ls gS] tcfd vkfFkZd fodkl ls vFkZ vf/kd mRiknu] uohu rduhd ,oa laLFkkxr lq/kkjkas
ds leUo; ls gSA
,d ns”k dh lkekftd laLFkk,a ml ns”k ds vkfFkZd fodkl dks cgqr izHkkfor djrh gSSA ;fn
lkekftd laLFkk,a vuqdwy gksrh gS rks ml ns”k ds vkfFkZd fodkl dks izksRlkgu feyrk gSA blds foijhr] ;fn
lkekftd laLFkk,a ijEijkoknh o izfrdwy gksrh gS rks vkfFkZd fodkl /kheh xfr lss gksrk gSA bZ0 ,l0 cksxkMZl9
ds vuqlkj]*,d lkekftd laLFkk leqnk; dh lajpuk gS] tks eq[; :i ls lqO;ofLFkr rjhdksa }kjk ekuoh;
vko”;drkvksa dh iwfrZ ds fy, laxfBr dh tkrh gSA* bl ifjHkk’kk ls ;g Li’V gks tkrk gS fd ekuoh;
vko”;drkvksa dh iwfrZ ds fy, leqnk; }kjk viuk;as x;s Lohd`r lk/kuksa] rjhdksa] dk;Z&fof/k;ksa o iz.kkfy;ksa dks
lkekftd laLFkk dk uke nsrs gaSA
dqN fo}ku lkekftd laLFkkvksa ls vFkZ lkekftd okrkoj.k ls yxkrs gSaA mudh n`f’V esa lekt ds
O;fDr;ksa ds ekSfyd] /kkfeZd] uSfrd ,oa lkaLd`frd fo”okl gh lkekftd laLFkk,a gSa] tks O;fDr;ksa ds
jgu&lgu] thou&;kiu] dk;Z &iz.kkyh vkfn ij izHkko Mkyrh gSA lkekftd laLFkk,a ,oa vkfFkZd fodkl ,d
nwljs ls lacaf/kr gaSA ;gh dkj.k gS fd ,d esa ifjorZu( nwljs ij Lor% gh izHkko Mky nsrk gSA tc rst xfr ls
vkfFkZd fodkl gksrk gS rks lkekftd laLFkkvksa esa Hkh ifjorZu gks tkrk gSA bldks ,d mnkgj.k ls Li’V dj
ldrs gaSA ;fn fdlh xkao esa fctyh o V~;wcsy yxk fn;s tkrs gaS] rks ml xkao dh vFkZ&O;oLFkk esa ifjorZu vk
tkrk gSA d`f’k rduhdh esa lq/kkj gks tkrk gS( Qly jpuk cny tkrh gSA izfr gsDVs;j mRiknu c<+ tkrk gSA
blls ml xkao ds fdlkuksa dh vk; esa o`f) gks tkrh gS] ftlds ifj.kke Lo:i lkekftd ijEijkvksa o dk;Z
fof/k;ksa esa ifjorZu vk tkrk gSA uohu fopkjksa o laLFkkvksa dk fodkl gksrk gSA blls fodkl vkSj rst xfr ls
gksrk gSA
ysfdu dHkh&dHkh lkekftd LkaLFkk,a vkfFkZd fodkl esa :dkoV iSnk djrh gSaA vr% igys lkekftd
laLFkkvksa esa ifjorZu djuk vko”;d gks tkrk gSA izks0 jksLVkso us fy[kk gS fd *vkfFkZd fodkl dks xfr”khy
cuk;s j[kus ds fy, ns”k dh lkekftd o jktuhfrd ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa mfpr ifjorZu] lkekftd laLFkkvksa esa
vko”;d lq/kkj ,oa turk esa n`f’Vdks.k esa leqfpr ifjorZu gksuk vko”;d gSA* iawth fuos”k o mRiknu rduhd
dk mfpr Qy rc rd izkIr ugha fd;k tk ldrk gS tc rd fd lkekftd laLFkkvksa esa vko”;d ifjorZu u
dj fy;s tka;A bl izdkj ;g dgk tk ldrk gS fd lkekftd ifjorZu vkfFkZd fodkl dk lk/ku o lk?;
nksuksa gh gSA ,d ns”k dk vkfFkZd fodkl ml ns”k ds jgus okyksa ij fuHkZj gSA ;fn ml ns”k ds jgus okys] /keZ
iz/kku o HkkX;oknh gS rks os vkfFkZd fodkl ds fy, mnklhu jgsaxs o mudk n`f’Vdks.k oSKkfud ugh gksxk! vr%
,slk ns”k uohu vkfo’dkjkas o uohu mRiknu fof/k;ksa dk ykHk ugha mBk ldsxk vkSj bl izdkj og ns”k fiNM+k
gh jg tk;sxkA ns”k esa vkfFkZd fodkl ds fy, turk esa lkglh Hkkouk dk gksuk Hkh vko”;d gS] fcuk lkglh
Hkkouk ds uohu tksf[ke dks lgu djus dh {kerk iSnk ugha gks ldrh gS vkSj u dk;Z djus ds fy, izksRlkgu
gh fey ldrk gSA Hkkjr esa lkglh Hkkoukvksa dh deh gS] blhfy, ;gka vkfFkZd fodkl eUn xfr ls gks jgk
gSA
bl izdkj vkfFkZd fodkl ds fy, vko”;d lkekftd ifjorZu t:jh gSA fcuk bu ifjorZuksa ds
vkfFkZd fodkl mfpr izdkj ls ugha fd;k tk ldrk gSA Hkkjrh; ;kstuk vk;ksx ds vuqlkj *vkfFkZd fodkl
dh xfr fofHkUu rRoksa ij vk/kkfjr gS] tks fdlh vFkZ&O;oLFkk ds euksoSKkfud ,oa lkekftd i`’BHkwfe ds vax
gSA* blesa izeq[k rRo lekt dh mUufr djus dh bPNk rFkk u;s ,oa dq”ky i)fr;ksa ds iz;ksx djus dh
rRijrk gSA ekuo dk lEiw.kZ fodkl dk;Z /kjkry ij gh lEiUu gksrk gS rFkk mlds xq.kkRed ,oa _.kkRed
nksuksa gh ifj.kke /kjkry ij gh n`f’Vxkspj gksrs gSaA blfy, fodkl esa lekfgr {ks=h; vk;ke dh vo/kkj.kk
izknsf”kd fu;kstu vkSj {ks=h; vkfFkZd fodkl esa e/;LFk dh Hkwfedk vnk djrh izrhr gksrh gSA vrSo Li’V gS
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fd ^{ks= dk vfHkizk; fdlh Hkh vkdkj]izdkj] foLrkj rFkk Lrj ds Hkw&oSU;kfld laxBu ls gSA blesa ekuo
dk;Zdyki ds lEiw.kZ Lo:Ik ,oa vkfFkZd fodkl ds forj.k izfr:Ik dh vo/kkj.kk lekfgr jgrh gSA
bl lacU/k esa flaxj egksn; dk vfHker gS fd] ^?kksj vkfFkZd foiUurk] csjkstxkjh ,oa vk; fo’kerk essa
Øfed gzkl gh fodkl gS*A fodkl ifjorZu dh leLr izfØ;k esa tks fdlh lkekftd O;oLFkk dh ,d
vlarks’ktud voLFkk ls ekuoh; n`f’V ls csgrj thou dk ekxZ iz”kLr djrh gSAblh lacU/k esa diwj dk
vfHker gS fd *fodkl ekuo dk LokHkkfod xq.k gS] bldk lacU/k ekuo dY;k.k dh jpukRed ladYiuk ls gSA
;g lnSo laj{kk] mUufr ,oa fof”k’Vrk dk Hkko iznf”kZr djrk gSA
orZeku lanHkZ esa {ks=h; fodkl dk rkRi;Z xzkeh.k {ks=ksa ds lokZaxh.k ,oa larqfyr fodkl ls gSA fodkl
izfØ;k dk eq[; /;s; lEiw.kZ tula[;k dh lkekftd&vkfFkZd n”kkvksa esa lq/kkj ,oa dqy mRiknu esa o`f) ds
lkFk gh lkFk mlds iqufoZrj.k ij Hkh /;ku nsuk gSA blfy, xzkeh.k {ks=ksas esa jg jgs yksxksa dks csgrj
thou&Lrj iznku djus ,oa mRiknd fØ;kdykiksa esa lao`f) djds xzkeh.kksa esa mudk loZ laxr ,oa leku
forj.k lqfuf”pr fd;k tkuk ijeko”;d gSA D;ksafd fodkl ekuoh; vko”;drkvksa ,oa ekuo thou dh
xq.koRrk ds fy, izkd`frd ,oa ekuoh; lalk/kuksa dk ,d ,slk mi;ksx ,oa ifj’dkj gS] tks oSdfYid dk;ksZ ds
vYidkfyd ,oa nh?kZdkfyd ykHk&gkfu dk lE;d~ /;ku j[ksA ,rnFkZ lkekftd] vkfFkZd] lkaLd`frd rFkk
jktuSfrd dkjdksa ij ltx len`f’V vko”;d gS] ftlls lkekftd n`f’V ls okafNr rFkk vkfFkZd n`f’V ls
laiq’V fodkl laHko gks lds] ijUrq cgqr le; rd fodkl “kCn vkfFkZd fodkl dk Ik;kZ; cuk jgk] tcfd
fodkl ds vUrxZr ek= vkfFkZd fodkl gh ugha izR;qr jk’Vª ds leLr ukxfjdksa dks leqfpr vkgkj ,oa lsok
dk lqvolj lqyHk dj muds chp vkfFkZd vUrj de djus ds mi;qDr n”kkvksa vkSj ifjfLFkfr;ksa ds foospu
dh vko”;drk gSA blizdkj vkfFkZd fodkl cgqeq[kh izo`fRr dk |ksrd gS] ftlesa ekSfnzd vk; esa o`f) ds
lkFk&lkFk lkekftd vknrksa] f”k{kk] tuLokLF; rFkk mu leLr voLFkkiukRed rRoksa esa o`f) lfEefyr gksrh
gS] tks ,d iw.kZ ,oa lq[kh thou dk fuekZ.k djrh gSA fo”o ds lHkh ns”kksa esa vkfFkZd o`f) gqbZ gS] ijUrq mudh
fodkl dh njksa esa vUrj jgk gSA o`f) dh njksa esa vlekurk,a mudh fofHkUu vkfFkZd] lkekftd] ,sfrgkfld]
rduhfd ,oa lkaLd`frd fLFkfr;ksa ds dkj.k ik;h tkrh gSaA vkfFkZd fodkl ns”k ,oa izns”k dh tula[;k }kjk
dh tkus okyh cpr dh ek=k lEifr] mRiknu ds u;s lk/kuksa ds vuqla/kku] izkfof/kd fodkl] fodkl ds izfr
turk dh /kkj.kk rFkk ns”k esa izpfyr laLFkkvksa ij fuHkZj gksrh gSA lexz vkfFkZd fodkl izkFkfed] f}rh;d o
r`rh;d {ks=ksa ds lokZaxh.k fodkl }kjk gh laHko gSA
fodkl dh ladYiuk esa ekuo vkSj ikfjLFkSfrdh; nksuksa rRoksa ds vUrfØZ;kRed laca/kksa dks bl rjg
O;ofLFkr :i ls fu;ksftr djus ij cy fn;k tkrk gS] fd ekuo vius vkfFkZd fodkl gsrq orZeku dh
vko”;drk dks iwjk djrs gq, Hkkoh ihf<+;ksa dh vko”;drk dks iw.kZ dj ldsA vkt fodkl izfØ;k esa dqN ,sls
{ks=ks esa ekuoh; {kerk ds lokZf/kd fuos”k ,oaa fodkl i;kZoj.k ds rF;ksa dk lokZf/kd “kks’k.k djds vYikof/k esa
fodkl dh pje lhek dks izkIr dj lewps tSfod leqnk; dks e`R;q ds dxkj ij igqapk fn;k gSA tSls fofHkUu
i;kZoj.kh; rRoksa ds lokZf/kd gzkl ls ikfjLFkSfrdh; larqyu Hkh u’V gksus yxk gS] ftlls euq’; ds vfLrRo ds
fy, [krjk mRiUu gks x;k gSA blh rjg dqN ,sls {ks=ksa esa HkkSxksfyd lalk/kuksa ds vfodflr rduhdh “kks’k.k
ls Hkh ikfjLFkSfrdh; larqyu izHkkfor gksus yxk]vr%,slh fo’ke ifjfLFkfr ls jkgr ikus ds fy, nh?kkZof/kd
fodkl ;k “kk”or fodkl dh ladYiuk dk tUe gqvk gS] ftles ikfjLFkSfrdh; larqyu dks cuk;s j[kuk vkSj
tSfod lqj{kk ij fo”ks’k :i ls cy fn;k tk jgk gSA lkrosa n”kd ds vUr esa vkSj 1992 esa gq, i`Foh lEEksyu
ls bl ladYiuk dks O;kid vk/kkj feyk gSA
vkfFkZd fu;kstuesa fodkl dk lkekU; vFkZ] ikfjLFkSfrdh; n`f’Vdks.k ls mi;qDr] nh?Zkdky rd
v{kq..k jgus okyk fodkl gSA vFkkZr blesa fodkl fuokZg ;ksX; ekuk x;k gS] tks orZeku ihf<+;ksa dh
vko”;drk iw.kZ djrs gq, Hkfo’; ds fy, Hkh cuk jgsA blds vUrZxr lfEefyr ikfjLFkSfrdh;] tSo euq’;]
leqnk; vkSj ai;kZoj.k ds chp ,slk larqyu fodflr gks] ftlls nksuksa vuojr] dky rd cuk jgsA ;g
ladYiuk vFkZ”kkL= vkSj Hkwxksy foKku ds vfHkUu vax ds :i esa ijEijkxr :i ls jgh gSA D;ksfd vFkZ”kkL=
vkSj Hkwxksy igys ls gh ekuo vkSj izd`fr ds ifjorZu”khy vUrj laca/kksa dk v/;;u djrk jgk gSA jk; ,oa
ikfVy ds vuqlkj] {ks=h; fodkl dks cgqLrjh;] cgqvk;keh] cgqiz[k.Mh; ,oa cgqoxhZ; ladYiuk ekuk gSA
cgqoxhZ; ladYiuk ds :i esa {ks=h; vkfFkZd fodkl fodsUnzhdj.k ls lacaf/kr gSA blds vUrxZr xzkeh.k fodkl
ds fofHkUUk Hkw&oSU;kfld inkuqØe&lsok dsUnz] fodkl[k.M] rglhy] tuin vkfn gSA blh izdkj cgqiz[k.Mh;
ladYiuk ds vUrxZr xzkeh.k vkfFkZdh ds fofHkUu iz[k.M&d`f’k] m|ksx] f”k{kk] LokLF;] ;krk;kr] fo|qrhdj.k]
vkfn dk fodkl lfEefyr gSA cgqoxhZ; ladYiuk ds :i esa blds vUrxZr xzkeh.k tula[;k ds fuEu vk; ds
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fofHkUu oxksZ ,oa mioxksZ tSls Hkwfeghu] d`f’ketnwj] nLrdkj] y?kq ,oa lhekUr d`’kd] vuqlwfpr tkfr ,oa
tutkfr vkfn dk lkekftd ,oa vkfFkZd fodkl lfEefyr gSA
;|fi lkekftd&vkfFkZd fo’kerk dh vo/kkj.kk ij lHkh lkekftd oSKkfudksa us v/;;u izLrqr
fd;k gS] ijUrq eSd10 ds }kjk blds Åij ,d lcy v/;;u izLrqr fd;k x;k gS] tks fo’kerk ds v/;;u esa
egRoiw.kZ miknku gSA ckn esa gkosZ11] fLeFk12]dhV~l13 rFkk vU; Hkwxksy osRrkvksa }kjk Hkh blh rF; dk v/;;u
fd;k x;k A blls fodkl dh fo”ks’k xfr dk irk yxrk gSA blesa vkfFkZd] jktuSfrd rFkk lkekftd fodkl
fufgr gSA tSo “kkfL=;ksa us Hkh fodkl izfØ;k essa okrkoj.k laj{k.k dh mikns;rk ij cy fn;k gSA fodflr
ns”kkas esa iznw’k.k fu;a=.k ,oa lalk/ku laj{k.k dks cgqr gh egRoiw.kZ LFkku fn;k gS] D;ksafd fodkl”khy {ks=kas ds
fy, e`nk laj{k.k] tylaj{k.k ,oa fodkl dh xq.koRrk ij eq[; /;ku fn;k x;k gSA ,slk ekuk tkrk gS fd
fdlh {ks= dk fodkl Lrj blh ls ekik tk ldrk gS fd ogka ds tSfod larqyu ds fy, fdl Lrj rd /;ku
fn;k tk jgk gSA oqM egksn; us14 fodkl dks vkfFkZd Hkwxksy dk ,d vax ekurs gq, blds egRo ,oa vfHkizk;
dks Li’V fd;k gS xksly ,oa d`’.ku15us crk;k fd vkfFkZd {ks= esa fodkl dk vFkZ gS& jk’Vªh; /kkjk esa vkfFkZd]
jktuhfrd lqn`<+rk rFkk lkekftd mUufr vkSj okrkoj.kh; lq/kkjA vkfFkZd mUufr esa yksxks ds thou Lrj rFkk
ekuo “kfDr dk iz;ksx vkfn vfHkghr gSA lkekftd U;k;] vkcknh rFkk lkekftdrk vkfn lkekftd fodkl ds
izeq[k dkjdksa esa vkrs gSaA iz”kklfud {kerk] “kfDr fo?kVu rFkk tkx:drk vkfn tudY;k.k dk;Z jktuSfrd
{ks= esa vkrs gSaA Hkwfe fu;a=.k] ty “kq)hdj.k rFkk iznw’k.k fuokj.k vkfn okrkoj.kh; {ks= esa vkrs gaSA
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Abstract:
This paper offers a view that how cloth designs has furnished a boon in the
textile craft sector in India with relevance to Chikankari and hand embroidery
from Lucknow. The paper talks about various improvements been done in the
remaining few years to uplift this handicraft which has been a huge success.
The article concludes with the overview on the significance of sketch to add
value to any Chikankari and hand embroidery product.
Key words: Chikankari, Sustainable, Recessions, Globalization, Textile
Crafts
Introduction:
21st Century is marked with economic recessions in developed
countries and threats to our planet EARTH with world warming on one
hand and globalisation and developments on the different hand. ideas like
property and eco-friendly emerged from these platforms. A recent
recession in United States economy not solely doomed several massive
corporations, however additionally provided a replacement dimension and
perspective to craft sector and innovations in style. This paper presents a
read that however textile styles has provided a boon within the textile craft
sector in India with relevancy to Chikankari, hand embroidery from Lucknow.
The paper talks regarding numerous innovations been worn out the last few
years to uplift this handicraft that has been a large success. The article
concludes with the summary on the importance of style to feature worth to any
product.
Present decade square measure the years of changes, happening all told the
fields science, technology, fashion or the other. nowadays with the threat to our
planet the agenda of all the countries is to safeguard the environment. There are
ups and downs for the economies of assorted countries that can be because of
wars, internal social fights, nature disasters and lots of additional. The low in
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economy or what we have a tendency to decision recession in any country
affects the entire market of the globe. this can be all due to globalisation.
Recently there was a recession in North American country economy that not
solely shattered businesses in North American country however additionally
trades in countries associated with it as an example India. over five hundredth of
export from India is for North American country market, once going into
recession it lead the Indian market suffer an enormous reverse in exports.
Indian Craft a Survival
India could be a wealthy country in terms of Textile crafts. Indian craft forms
the bottom of the look traditions in India. Craft sector here encompasses a large
vary of ancient skills styles|and styles} that could lead on India during this
modern industrial and communication designs situation through the trail of
adjusting innovations.
Indian mind could be a entrepot of inventive ideas and represents the heritage of
the millennia. 'The ancient craft traditions of India manifest nice diversity and
creativeness as they evolved through vicissitudes of your time and varied
external influences. Oral traditions, fascinating and distinctive to the country,
have conjointly contend a serious role in capturing the essence of India's
traditions overtime old and passed on seamlessly from one generation to a
different. As is clear with the gradual transition of Indian economy from being
strictly rural to service driven information economy, India encompasses a
distinctive probability of turning into the look -led inventive powerhouse within
the 21st century". As we tend to all square measure cognizant regarding todays
gift situation of style, wherever a product sells additional within the market if
it's a horny aesthetics attractiveness, smart color combination, some innovative
plan in total which means an honest and innovative style. Globally we tend to
square measure talking and dealing on words like property style, Innovations
and Eco Friendly. everybody within the world is attempting to figure more
durable and gift himself or herself the most effective be it fashion, science,
technology. This paper concentrates on the style forum of Indian Chikankari
craft.
As Darwin's theory justly aforesaid "Survival of The Fittest". Whoever is that
the best and distinctive can survive through this. With the recession within the
international economy all the product of regardless brands suffered a good loss.
However what still survived through these economic downfalls was the Craft
Sector. Thumb rule coming up with product for international market of
nowadays is "Innovative" and "Exclusive". In today’s fashion situation if any
country needs to hit the highest list of world Charts then that country should be
sturdy in their craft sector and should improvise it as per the world wants.
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Countries like China that have a large men square measure ruling the style trade
as they'll turn out product at a really cheaper rate and duplicate any
technological feature of the merchandise. India stands removed from such
countries solely on the behalf of their ancient styles and skills that is its
exclusivity. Ancient Crafts in India square measure done by folks living in tiny
cities or villages victimization the normal technique of creating that craft that is
passed on from one generation to a different. Those who square measure active
the crafts square measure persistently illiterate and unaware regarding what is
happening globally.
Chikankari Craft: History and Technique
Indian subcontinent is a Brobdingnagian reservoir for ancient textiles and
embroideries. The Indian textiles as well because the embroideries have evolved
over a period of your time and are witness to the old aura of hand craftiness that
is deep frozen among the Indian culture. Chikankari could be also among one
among them which is a witness to the limitless resources imbibed among the
Indian culture. Chikankari, or Chikan work, is one of the foremost popular
styles of embroidery in Asian nation. Literally translated, the word means
embroidery that originated in Lucknow and is one of the foremost famed textile
decoration forms of Asian nation. It is essentially hand embroidery, with
patterns of different styles that ar seamed exploitation straight white cotton or
silk (or rayon) threads on the surface of the semi-transparent textile artifact. The
main and famous centre of Chikan work is Lucknow, where the art earned glory
and perfection. The history of Chikan work is not definite and completely
different folks have different assumptions and beliefs relating to a similar. One
of the strongest and most assertive claims regarding Chikankari is that
Noorjahan, the beautiful queen of Emperor jahangir, introduced this form of
embroidery in Asian nation. It is said that she was terribly skillful at embroidery
patterns and was quite fascinated from Turkish embroidery. According to
Megasthenes, the Greek traveller, the art of Chikankari started in East Bengal in
third century. He also mentions Chikan, which refers to floral prints on fine
textile garments. On the other hand, the craftsmen are of the read that its origin
dates back to the amount of the Prophet. According to the folklore, while
Prophet was passing through a village, he felt thirsty. He requested a denizen for
water, who without delay offered him some. Being pleased with the courtesy
and humility of the denizen, he granted him the art of Chikankari, to ensure that
he had a talent to form a living and ne'er ever went hungry in his life.
A number of patterns ar practiced on the fabric with the assistance of Chikan
work, making the apparel AN irreproducible piece of art. There ar primarily 3
varieties of style that are normally seen:
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o
o
o

Flat Stitch (It involves refined stitches that stay shut to the fabric)
Embossed Stitch (It provides a sandy look)
Jali Work (Created by thread tension, to give a fragile web effect)

There are varied varieties of Chikan stitches like Taipchi, Bakhia, Phunda,
Murri, jaali, Hathkati, Pechni, Ghas Patti, Chaana Patti. Chikankari is a
very delicate and time intense craft, which needs regarding ten - fifteen days
in creating AN outfit. The delicacy and intricacy of the style and patterns
makes it high-priced embroidery as compared to machine embroidery. To
prepare apparel, the basic processes concerned ar cutting, stitching,
printing, embroidery, washing, and finishing. The printing is carried out with
the help of wood blocks unfit in dyes like physicist and safeda. These are
washed out once the embroidery is done. Chikan work takes an artificer
minimum four to five days to embroider a modern ensemble. The
employees ar additionally terribly specific regarding finishing their work on
their own, as the handiwork of every artificer differs, failing which the
uniformity of the pattern differs. The process of embroidery ends with
laundry and finishing treatment, which includes bleaching, acid cure,
stiffening, and ironing.
Design a key to New Perspective:
Design is associate integral half of our lives. Today, we square measure
encircled by objects, artefacts and information devices that have an entire
history of style to support their existence. Designers over the years have
fundamentally influenced society. The need for this has been served by new
perceptions of technology, economic realities, human comfort, and the
perception of an improved world. Design happens in response to a want, with
the objective of enhancing the standard of function and aesthetics with social
and economic concerns in mind. It thus becomes a aware effort to higher and to
be higher.
Innovation in the craft occurred at various levels that not solely revived its look
charm however conjointly gave it robust market uplift each in exports and retail.
There is an imperative want of style intervention within the craft sector which
might enhance its longevity and secure its role within the modern-day context.
Strategic design innovation would bridge the gap between ancient artisans and
thought markets, and impact business growth.
Design Interventions in Chikankari Craft:
Product Innovation: Chikankari embroidery was earlier applied on the
apparels, but with the increase in demand and products innovations, the same
embroidery was then launched on Home furnishing products like curtains and
cushions. Now even table cloths, napkins and runners are being worth else in
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surfaces by these. Being already in apparel and home market, it also entered the
accessories market like hand baggage and purses.
Silhouettes' re-styling: Earlier Chikankari on kurtas and shirts were common in
the market. But with the increase in pressure over the designs, and to cater to a
larger market new silhouettes were introduced. New western styles of girls
shirts and jackets were conventionalized and adorned exploitation identical
embroidery. This opened a huge marketplace for showcasing Western dresses
with Indian Craft and bit within the world market.
Design Intervention:
The amendment was not solely seen within the export market however identical
were recorded within the retail market additionally. Over a period of time,
Chikan embroidery has returned to fashion has resulted in the production of
exquisite items. However, with the advent of newer fabric sorts, and changing
demands and fashions, Chikankari is now additionally being done on a selection
of materials as well as artificial ones in numerous colours. Sequin work is
additionally done on the materials along side Chikankari to convey it AN
exquisite and glistering look.
Many Indian designers like Khosla and Abu Jani worked solely with
Chikankari as their medium to produce their collections. These designers gave a
new look to the entire story and presented it on the ramp in an exceedingly new
vogue. They launched traditional as well as fashionable wedding dresses like
Lehengas, Kurta Pyjamas, Jackets; Sherwan is all embroidered with Chikankari
in a new type and placements. Chikankari is said to be a fragile wanting and
shear embroidery. As stated, it was earlier done on voiles but the 2 designers
applied identical embroidery on silks, voiles, velvets and many different
wealthy wanting materials. They used Chikankari as the base on their garment
so embellished it with other hand embroideries like Zardozi, hand appliqué and
Muqash'. The whole gamut of colour palette of whites, off whites and pastels
shifted to new and bright and dark colors that were welcome in the market with
a good zeal. This was a step different from ancient Chikankari that was solely
done on either whites and off whites, and some pastel colors.
Chikankari is a time consuming and tedious embroidery, therefore a ancient
Chikankari with recent patterns and stitches is dear. To make it accessible for
mass market, innovations were done with its thread and fabrics. In present time
most are therefore busy that they require everything instantly with none effort.
Therefore maintenance of garments is additionally one among several massive
reasons that junction rectifier to the utilization of artificial materials that area
unit shear like polyester internet, polyester georgettes, polyester crepe and plain
weave shear polyester. This not only reduced the price of the merchandise
however additionally created it mechanically cleanable that saved customers
time and energy. Similarly another style intervention that was done to create it a
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mass market product was a amendment in thread/ yarn used for embroidery.
Now in place of fine cotton thread a thicker cotton thread / yarn is employed
and thus few of the fragile stitches like jails (net) are not any additional visible
in several merchandise as they're not feasibly attainable exploitation the thicker
yarn. Mill dyed polyester yarn and viscose yarns area unit most popular
additional as compared to White Cotton Yarn. Also treat white cotton yarn is
additional pricey than the on top of 2 mentioned yarns, so mechanically the
consumption of these new yarns area unit additional as compared to the cotton
yarn.
To make patterns additional colourful, the yarns also got coloured, i.e. the white
embroidered yarns area unit currently replaced with additional colourful yarns
of completely different colours. Earlier embroideries were done on the whole
garment but currently with the designers' intervention the patterns are restylized and that they area unit given completely different appearance.
Engineered placements and combination with different hand embroideries of
Lucknow area unit currently being applied.
NGO's Intervention:
All along with the assistance of designer, government had also compete a
Brobdingnagian role in ascension the craft. Many NGOs and self facilitate
teams area unit being funded by the Indian government to establish themselves.
One of such NGO is SEWA, based in Lucknow. The main aim of this
organization is "to found out an egalitarian and gender simply society". While
achieving this, it was important for the organization to place the artisans on a
daily earning track through that a girl would be ready to contribute forwards her
family's financial gain and thereby bit by bit be accepted in higher cognitive
process for the family and additionally get revered by men and different ladies
within the society. Over the years, SEWA- Lucknow has been spending quality
time in conveyance concerning varied motifs, designs, shapes, cuts and styles.
This continuous contribution made by the organization has been one of the
foremost causes on why the market can give such a lot of completely different
selection and decisions of Chikankari merchandise to the purchasers nowadays."
Sustainable Design:
Globally we have a tendency to area unit talking concerning property styles and
property. Well Chikankari is one of the most effective samples of sustainability
as there's less usage of energy resources and house to develop the craft.
Therefore as justifiedly same by Darlie Koshy "For a developing country like
India, the grass roots or the rural sector is predominant, comprising more than
sixty p.c of our population and with agriculture because the primary occupation,
the grass root innovations, therefore, have a potentially massive market and
development of these innovations, through the means of building an applicable
worth chain, makes sound business sense".
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Conclusion
Facing the changes in life styles and shopper habits, crafts has the potential to
provide the new shopper one thing exclusive. In a time where Japan has been hit
by a calamitous moving ridge and has shattered to its core, only craft has the
potential to produce product that square measure ecological, ethical, original,
personal, customized, beautiful, different and exclusive. The designer does not
impose however rather 'unlocks' the potential of the present talent by tweaking it
to create it a lot of sellable to customers and in thus doing might remodel a craft
that's troubled to seek out a market. Here, the designer operates at the
intersection between the commercial economy and craftsman, serving as the
bridge between maker and market. Craft and design currently have managed to
be a solid and stable couple with every one resulting in new which means and
attaining A level wherever the customers square measure well ready to soak up
the conglomeration of the 2 realizing the essence of each within the modern-day
context.
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Abstract
In this paper the number of power electronics switches for a large
number of output levels is reduced by using an alternate DC source that is
linked in opposite polarities via power switches, which result in the fewest
requirements of power switches as compare to the classical topologies. The
working principle will be tested with the help of a three phase, multilevel
inverter, and it could be analyzed easily. The overall Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD) of the multilevel inverter is reduced by using motor load along with the
PI controller. A MATLAB / Simulink based model was developed and
simulation results are presented.
Keyword: Classical Topologies, Multilevel Inverter, Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD), PI-Controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, energy saving is the major aspect of the industrialized
countries, and nearly 70% of electric energy is consumed by electric motor and
about 60% of mechanical energy is obtained throughthe pump and induction
motor with conversion of electrical energy.Thus, it is important for considering
energy savings in these types of drives. Need of medium-voltage (MV) drives
fans and high power pumps, keeps on increasing.MV machine designs offers to
the improvements of electric power components in thermal performance and
cost saving.
Multilevel converters and inverters are the adequate power conversion
technology for high voltage and high power applications such as Motor Drives,
transportation systems and industrial motordrivesandeven forpower grids, High
Voltage Direct Current transmissions (HVDC), especially in Distributed
Generation systems (DG), Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices
and electrical drives.
There are many switching strategies used nowadays,which are applied
mainly to the multilevel inverter topologies, they are Diode – clamped
multilevelinverter, Flying – capacitor multilevel inverter, Cascade Multilevel
inverter.
Multilevel inverter has the output voltage in step of smaller increments
in a large number of switching states. By this we can reduce the switching loss
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results in low switching frequencies duringless harmonics. Further, the leakage
current is reduced due to the lower dv/dt (voltage stress).
II. CASCADED H-BRIDGEMULTILEVEL INVERTER STRUCTURE
The conventional cascaded multilevel inverter is one of the most
important topology in the family of multilevel and multi-pulse inverters. To
achieve a desired AC voltage several numbers of DC sources are connected
back to back fashion.
The DC voltage levels are considered to be identical, the DC voltage
means either fuel cells or photovoltaic’s, natural choice, batteries, etc., which
requires the least number of components when compared to diode-clamped and
flying capacitors type multilevel inverters and no specially designed transformer
are needed as compared to multi pulse inverter.
A cascaded multi-level inverter has cascaded connection of an H bridge
inverter with separate DC sources as shown in the figure. By connecting the DC
source to Ac output side the different combinations of the four switches S1, S2,
S3, and S4 are obtained.
The output voltage of overall multilevel inverter can be given by the
following equation
V0=V01+V02+V03+V0n

Fig 1: Cascaded H-bridge inverter
Consider the five level inverter with 8 IGBT switches and two
DCsources. Each H-bridge has three carrier output voltage such as +Vdc,-Vdc
and zero volts
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Fig 2: output waveform
The cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter introduces the idea of using
Separate DC sources (SDCSs)to produce an AC voltage waveform. Each Hbridge inverter is connected to its own DC sources Vdc.By cascading the AC
output of each H-bridge inverter, an AC voltage waveform is developed.
Byclosing the required switches, each H-bridge inverter can produce five
different voltages +Vdc, +Vdc/2, 0, -Vdc/2, -Vdc.
There is no extra clamping diode or voltage balancing capacitors, only
the number of switches is reduced using the new topology.
III. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY
The structure of the proposed topology is introduced and its working
principle is explained with the help of a single phase five level inverter.

Fig 3: Single phase inverter based on the proposed topology
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IV. MODULATION TECHNIQUES
A DEFINITION OF MODULATION
Mainly the power electronic converters are operated in the “mode of
switching”. The working of switches in the converterhas been always in either
one of the two states - turned on (saturated with only a small voltage drop across
the switch) or turned off (no current flows), which is termed
asswitchedmode.To control the power flow in the converter, the switches are
alternated between the on and off stage. The switched component is attenuated
and the desired DC or low frequency AC component is obtained. This process is
called Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), since the average value is controlled by
modulating the width of the pulses.

Fig 4: Modulation strategies for multilevel inverter
Phase shifted modulation
1. Classification of control strategies:
The main aim of the modulation strategy of the multilevel inverter is to
synthesize the output voltage as close as possible to the sinusoidal waveform.
Various modulation techniques have been developed for harmonic reduction
and switching loss minimization. The modulation techniques used in multilevel
inverters can be classified according to switching frequency, as shown in Figure
5. Methods that work with high switching frequencies have many commutations
for the power semiconductors in one period of the fundamental output voltage.
A very popular method of industrial application is the classic carrier-based
sinusoidal PWM (SPWM) that uses the phase shifting technique to reduce the
harmonics in the load voltage.
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Fig 5:VariousMultilevelModulation techniques
This work is the intersection of a sine wave with a triangular wave to
generate firing pulses.
2. Phase Shift PWM (PSPWM) Strategy The phase shift multicarrier PWM
technique (Fig.6) uses four carrier signals of the same amplitude and frequency
which are shifted by 90 degrees to one another to generate the five level inverter
output voltages. The gate signals for the chosen inverter can be derived directly
from the PWM signals (comparison of the carrier with the sinusoidal reference).

Fig 6:Carrierarranges for PSPWM strategy (ma=0. 8 and mf=40)
Induction motor
It is robust, more reliable andalso this type of motors can operate in
both dirt and explosive environments. This type of motors requires less
investment cost, and requires little maintenances with high efficiency compared
to other types of motors.Theabove mentioned features make themattractive for
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its applications such as industrial drives. The induction motor considered for the
simulation studies has the following parameters:
Table 1: Parameters of typical induction motor
Parameters of typical induction machine
Stator resistance (Rs)
6.03
Rotor resistance (Rr)
6.085
Stator inductance (Ls)
489.3e-3
Rotor inductance (Lr)
489.3e-3
Mutual inductance (M)
450.3e-3
Poles (P)
4
Inertia (J)
0.00488
Tuning of the PI speed controller by using the conventional approach
The simplified dynamic model of the speed induction motor drive can
be reasonably represented by the block diagram shown in Fig.7

Fig 7: PI Control
After installation of the PI Controller block, the performance of the
system will be

U ( s)
 PI * G(s )
E ( s)
PI  Kp 

Ki
s

U ( s)
Ki
 ( Kp  )* G( s)
E ( s)
s
Now PI element gains, Kp (proportional gain) and Ki (integral gain) should be
tuned to obtain a better system response.PI gain values are given below in Table
2.
Table 2: Gain values
Gain Coeff
Values
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V.SIMULATION RESULTS
The three phase cascaded H-bridge five level inverter is modelled in
SIMULINK using power system block set. The performance of the proposed
modified cascaded multilevel inverter for induction motor drive is verified
through the simulation results. It can be seen from Fig.10 output voltages for
three phase MLI. Fig.11 shows the simulation diagram of three phase cascaded
multilevel inverter for induction motor drive. From that multilevel inverter five
level can be easily achieved by making the switching pulse sequences as shown
in Fig.7.The Fig.12 andFig.13, shows the MATLAB simulation output
waveform of speed and torque curve of induction motor. From the speed and
torque characteristics curves, it is concreted that rated speed is achieved within
0.01msec and the torque is quickly settled at 0.1 msec.
Fig.14 shows the stator current waveform of induction motor. The
proposed multilevel inverter can be used for variable speed drives, which can be
obtained by varying the frequency of multilevel inverter. From FFT analysis, it
can be derived that when the number of levels is increased, the harmonic
content and total harmonics distortion is reduced. Fig.15 shows THD value of
proposed five level inverter.

Fig 7: Simulation diagram of three phase multilevel Inverter
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Fig 8: Single phase output voltage wave form for Cascaded H-bridge multilevel
inverter

Fig 9:Output voltage wave form ofcascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter for
Single phase carrier

Fig 10: Three phase voltage wave form for cascaded H-bridge multilevel
inverter

Fig 11: Three phase output current wave form for cascaded H-bridge multilevel
inverter

Fig 12: Speed curve of a cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter fed induction
motor drive
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Fig 13: Torque curve of a cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter fed induction
motor drive

Fig 14: Stator current waveform of cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter fed
induction motor drive

Fig 15: FFT analysis for five level cascaded multilevel inverter
CONCLUSION
A novel topology for MLI has been proposed in this paper to reduce the
device count. In this work the simulation results of three phase five level
cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter fed Induction Motor load with various
modulating strategies are obtained through MATLAB/SIMULINK. The outputs
like a phase voltage, THD spectrum for phase voltage, and torque-speed
characteristics of induction motor are obtained.
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Abstract:
The present study has shown that reservoir supported 2 fish species. Fish
diversity was assessed by calculating the various diversity indices such as
Shannon - Weiner index (H), Simpson s Dominance Index (D), Simpson s index
of diversity (1-D), Pielous Evenness and Margalef index of species richness. As
far as biodiversity status (IUCN-1994) is concerned, out of 25 species, 11 fish
species are categorized into Lower risk Near threatened (LR-nt), 08 Not
assessed, 03 Vulnerable, 01 each in respect of Endangered, Data Deficient, and
Lower risk least concern (LR-lc) respectively. Seasonal water quality
parameters such as water temperature, pH, electrical conductivity, free CO2,
DO, BOD, hardness, chloride, nitrate and phosphate has been recorded and were
found suitable for fish population. It can be concluded that ponds supported rich
fish population. It needs proper management and utilization of this fish wealth
and sustainable steps to monitor and conserve this fish health.
Keyword: Reservoir, Diversity, Water Quality, Management and Fish.
Introduction:
The fresh water resources are very precious for the life on our planet. The
number of reservoirs, tanks, etc. has significantly increased in last few years.
The aquatic ecosystem is important and it has large number of economically
important fish which is an important source of food. The development of
fisheries in these fresh water resources needs to be increased through the
scientific development. Anthropogenic activities have drastically damaged the
natural habitat of all the living beings. Fresh water resources are used for
various purposes, like agricultural, industrial, household and environmental
activities etc.
Though reservoir water is used for agriculture, fisheries, residential and
industrial developments. Identification of those natural breeding grounds and to
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bring them under proper conservation is the most effective way of natural breed
conservation. Several authors showed North Bihar of India as a rich freshwater
fish fauna with a high level of endemism. The reservoirs form one of the most
important sources of large number of living aquatic animals, which are
economically important for nature as well as for human beings as food. Fish is
one of the most important for man and influencing his life.
Madhubani district is rich in freshwater reservoirs and its fish diversity.
Therefore, Madhubani district is one of the important district for fish production
and natural water resources and there is great scope for developing fisheries in
this state. Fish diversity is declining rapidly each day due to unending
anthropogenic stress. This diversity is not only the wealth of our world but it
also has some serious implications on fishery. Due to irrational fishing
practices, environmental aberrations like reduction in water volume, increased
sedimentation, water abstraction, and pollution over the years this diversity is on
a decline and few species have been lost from the freshwater ecosystem of India
and some are belonging under endemic, endangered and threatened category.
The freshwaters of India have been viewed from a single perspective: that of
economic production. Freshwater fishes are a poorly studied group since
information regarding distribution, population dynamics and threats is
incomplete, and most of the information available is from a few well-studied
locations only. India’s inland water resources are diversified, as they are
plentiful. Reservoirs contribute the single largest inland fishery resources both
in terms of size and production potential. Fish fauna of a reservoir basically
represents the fish diversity and their abundance.
Indian reservoirs preserve a rich variety of fish species, which supports to the
commercial fisheries. India is one of the mega diversity countries with respect
to freshwater fish species (650+species). In freshwater fish diversity India is
eighth in the world and third in Asia. Thus there is an urgent need for proper
investigation and documentation of this fish diversity in order to develop a fresh
water fish diversity information system having both bioinformatics and georeferenced databases of fish and fish habitat.
Review of Literature :
Review of selected literature is an essential part of every research process. It
helps us to examine and evaluate what has been said earlier on the research
subject.
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Shahnawaz et al., (2010) Variation in abiotic factors such as flow, depth,
substrate and water quality along with various physicochemical
parameters may have significant impact on both, assemblage structure and
resource availability of freshwater fishes. In India, some studies have been
undertaken for documentation of fish diversity and assemblage structure.
Most of these studies are reported from Central and Southern Western
Ghats. From Northern Western Ghats, only one assemblage structure study
is reported.
P. J. Puri , M. K. N. Yenkie, et al (2011) have studied water quality index
(WQI) has been calculated for different surface water resources especially lakes,
in Nagpur city, Maharashtra (India), for the session January to December 2008;
comprising of three seasons, summer, winter and rainy season. Sampling points
were selected on the basis of their importance. Water quality index was
calculated using water quality index calculator given by National Sanitation
Foundation (NSF) information system. The calculated (WQI) for various
studied lakes showed fair water quality in monsoon season which then changed
to medium in winter and poor for summer season. Gorewada lake showed
medium water quality rating in all season except monsoon season. Futala,
Ambazari and Gandhisagar lake has also declined in aesthetic quality over past
decade following invasion of aquatic weeds such as hydrilla and water
primrose, so the reasons to import water quality change and measures to be
taken up in terms of surface water (lakes) quality management are required.
S. Chandra, A. Singh and P. K. Tomar (2012) have described, lake water is a
source of drinking and domestic use water for rural and urban population of
India. The main goal of the present study was to assess drinking water quality of
various lakes i.e. Porur lake Chennai, Hussain Sager Hydrabad Vihar lake
Mumbai in India. For this, lakes water samples were collected from six different
sites and composite sample prepared were analyzed for pH, turbidity, electrical
conductivity (EC), total dissolved solids (TDS), total alkalinity (TA), total
hardness (TH)and calcium hardness (Ca-H), chemical oxygen demand(COD),
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), dissolved oxygen (D.O.), sulphate (as SO4
2- ), nitrate (as NO3) and chloride (Cl- ) levels .Some heavy metals like Iron,
Zinc, Cadmium, Mercury, Nickel and Chromium were also analyzed in these
samples. There were variations for EC (141-1041 "#$%& ), turbidity (2-9
NTU), TDS (107.1–935.8 mg/L), SO4 2- (4–8 mg/L), TA (42–410 mg/L), TH
(41-280 mg/L), Ca–H (14- 10 mg/L), BOD (5-9mg/L), COD (4–32 mg/L)
NO3(1.1-3.6 mg/L) and Cl- (49-167 mg/L) levels at different sites. Water
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pollution indicates that these parameters were manifold higher than the
prescribed limit by the WHO & BIS standard.
V. Pradhan, M. Mohsin, B. H. Gaikwad (2012) have studied, water quality of
Chilika Lake was determined during the month of January 2012. It was
observed that all the parameters are above permissible limit except at the sample
site S2. The results are discussed in the light of findings of other workers.
R. W. Gaikwad, V. V. Sasane (2013) has explained, the present work is aimed
at assessing the water quality of the groundwater in and around Lonar Lake.
Water quality has been determined by collecting groundwater samples and
subjecting the samples to a comprehensive physiochemical analysis. For
assessing water quality, pH, total hardness, calcium, magnesium, bicarbonate,
chloride, nitrate, sulphate, total dissolved solids, iron, manganese and fluorides
have been considered. The higher values has been found to be mainly for Iron,
Total hardness, chloride, fluoride, calcium and magnesium, many literature
shown that groundwater quality in Lonar Taluka has been badly affected by
nitrate contamination. The analysis reveals that the groundwater of the area
needs some degree of treatment before consumption, and it also needs to be
protected from the perils of contamination. Many different options are now in
progress for treatment of water locally. Various community based programs
have been tried in the past, but only few of these purely community run plants
are successful. The future lies in providing safe drinking water in rural areas
with a mixture of these options so that the objectives of providing safe water at
low cost for sustaining over a long time and reaching to maximum number of
people is achieved.
Paingankar and Dahanukar, (2013) From the conservation point of
view, various threats and conservation strategies were reported by earlier
researchers from Western Ghats. Important threats recorded by earlier
researchers includes introduction of alien fish species, industrial and
urban pollution, habitat loss, big dam constructions and unmanaged
aquarium trade.
Objectives of the study :
The objective of present investigation was to give recent data regarding fish
diversity in relation to abundance, richness, relative abundance and diversity
status of the reservoir system, aiming to contribute a better knowledge of the
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fish diversity profile of two reservoirs namely Madhepur chaur at Madhepur and
Bhutahi Pokhar at Patpara (Rajnagar) of Madhubani District.
Materials and Methods :
Study area
The study area of Madhepur Chaur and Bhutani Pokhar lies in Rural area of
Madhubani district. The average annual temperature is around 26oC. The area
receives good rainfall from monsoon. The sampling sites selected for study are
site 1 : Madhepur Chaur, at Madhepur (26.17560 N Latitude and 86.38010 E
Longitude) and Site 2 Bhutani Pokhar, (Rajnagar, 26.39500 N Latitude and
86.16070 E Longitude).
Fish samples collection :
Fish samples were collected from different selected localities during the study
period from June 2017- July 2018 with the help of local fishermen using
different types of nets namely gill nets, cast nets and dragnets. Immediately
photographs were taken prior to preservation since formalin decolorizes the fish
colour on long preservation. 10% formalin solution was prepared for
preservation of fish samples. Fishes brought to the laboratory were fixed in this
solution in separate jars according to the size of species. Smaller fishes were
directly placed in the formalin solution while, larger fishes were given an
incision on the abdomen before they were fixed.
Water Sample Collection for physicochemical analysis :
Surface water samples were collected in polythene cans from three sampling
sites of different reservoirs of Madhubani district. Air and water temperature,
pH, DO and free CO2 were determined on the spot itself and for BOD
determination water samples were collected in BOD bottles. For further
analysis, samples were transported to laboratory and analyzed other parameters
using standard procedures (APHA 2005).
Results and Discussion :
The present investigation of fish fauna in reservoirs of Madhubani district
showed that most of the fish species recorded were widely distributed in the
lentic and lotic water bodies Different diversity indices were calculated as per
standard methods. The Simpson s dominance index values ranges between 0.08
and 0.2. Simpson s index of Diversity (1-D) also ranges between 0 and 1, but
now, the greater the value, the greater the sample diversity. This makes more
sense. In the present study, the Simpson s index of Diversity (1-D) values
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fluctuated between 0.89 and 0.95. However, Pielou s evenness values were
ranges from 0.6 to 0.9. The Margalef index of species richness values revealed
1.48 to 2.4.
Water quality parameters :
The physico-chemical characteristics of water have an important role in
supporting fish diversity freshwater ecosystems. The seasonal average values of
physicochemical parameters of the ponds are depicted in the Table. In the
present study, air temperature was recorded in the range of 28.00±2.16 during
winter season to 33.50±0.58°C at Site 1. Water temperature was varied between
25.25±0.50°C at site 1 and 2 during winter season. pH was in the range of
7.47±0.15 at site 1 during rainy season and 7.43± 0.23 at site 2 during rainy
season. A minimum value of electrical conductivity was recorded at site
120.68±35.93 μmhos/cm during rainy season and a maximum of 169.50±9.75
μmhos/cm at site 3 during summer season. Free CO2 was observed in the range
of 1.41±0.52 at site 1 during summer season to 2.63±0.83 mg/L at site 2 during
rainy season. DO level was varied between 6.19±1.16 mg/L at site 1 during
summer season to 7.52±1.02 mg/L at site 2 during winter season. Biological
oxygen demand for 3 days at 27°C was fluctuated between 0.83±0.04 mg/L at
site 1 during rainy season and 2.48±1.41 mg/L at site 1 during summer season.
Total hardness was registered in the range of 44.00±10.71 mg/L at site 1 during
rainy season to 62.05±9 mg/L at site 2 during summer season. Nitrate
concentration was observed in the range of 0.108±0.06 mg/L at site 1 during
rainy season to 0.348±0.26 mg/L at site 2 during rainy season. Phosphate
content was fluctuated between 0.004±0.002 mg/L at site 2 during winter season
and 0.012±0.01 mg/L at site 2 during summer season.
The present study focuses on fish species richness and diversity of reservoirs of
Madhubani district. Similar observation has also made by Singh (2001). This
indicates good correlation with overall species richness across the sites and
could be utilized by the biodiversity conservation managers for prioritization of
sites of conservation and habitat restoration. The economically important and
cultivable fishes like Catla catla, and Labeo rohita, witnessed that ponds can
exploited for commercial production of fishes for better improvement of socio
economic condition of local people.
The diversity index indicates good correlation with overall species richness
across the sites and could be utilized by the biodiversity conservation managers
for prioritization of sites of conservation and habitat restoration. Lasne et al
(2007) used fish zonation and identified indicator species for the evaluation of
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the ecological status of the Loire basin (France). They also carried out a
discriminant analysis on environmental variables revealed that they could be
mainly determined by the slope, temperature, and depth.
During study it was found that abundance and diversity of fishes were found to
be very high in respect to extent of water body. According to Shaikh et al
(2011) in low and middle land areas fresh water fish diversity was found to be
very high. It is due to deep water bodies allow niche segregation in order to
enable the fishes to live without facing more intra and inter specific
competitions. During summer when maximum level of water decreased due to
hot air and high temperature most of fishes migrated toward low land for
survival. But during winter season diversity of fish fauna abundant due to clear
water, preference of maximum amount of phyto and zooplankton as complain to
rainy season. The presence of exotic species in the ponds may be due to carriage
from nearby water bodies by flood water.
The mean air and water temperature values were similar and slightly high
during summer season. pH is considered as an indicator of overall productivity
that causes habitat diversity (Raj and Jayasekhar, 2007). The pH of most the
natural water is varied between 6.0 and 8.5. In the present study, the seasonal
mean pH was close to neutral. According to Goldman and Horne (1983), low
pH < 5.0 can severely reduce aquatic species diversity. However, the range of
water pH was reasonably good for fish population. The conductivity values
were higher in the summer season due to decreases in the total volume of water,
whereas; low in rainy season because of dilution factor(Alam et al., 2007). CO2
has a great effect on photosynthesis which affect again on fish growth.
There is no much variation in the concentration of free CO2 throughout the
study period. Further, free CO2 more than 20 mg/L is toxic to fish (Battul et al.,
2007). The observed values were below 20 mg/L of free CO2 hence, water is
more suitable for fish diversity. Dissolved Oxygen is a primary and
comprehensive indicator of water quality in surface water. The decline of
dissolved oxygen level has a serious implication for the health of aquatic
system. The optimum value for good water quality is 4 to 6 mg/l of DO, which
ensures healthy aquatic life in a water body (Santosh and Shrihari, 2008). In the
present study, DO level was more than 4 mg/L at all sites. Further, DO level
was high in winter followed by summer and rainy season. The reason could be
low temperature, turbulence of surface water by high wind action etc. And its
level drops in summer due to high metabolic rate of organisms (Salve and
Hiware, 2006) and limited turbulence in the reservoir (Mwaura, 2006). BOD
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value can be used as a measure the degree of water pollution and is useful in
evaluating selfpurification capacity of a water body.
The seasonal BOD values were slightly high in summer low during winter and
rainy season. Higher values of BOD in summer season due to higher microbial
activity and elevated temperature (Patel, 1999). As per the hardness values,
water belonging to soft (0-60 mg/L) and moderate (60-120 mg/L) category.
Seasonal variation of total hardness shows that its concentration was high in
summer and more or less similar in other seasons. The high hardness during
summer season could be due to reduced water level and increased salts content
in water (Kemdirim, 2005). Nitrate (NO3) is an essential nutrient for aquatic
plants in natural waters. An excess concentration of nitrate tends to stimulate
algal growth and leads to eutrophic conditions. Seasonal nitrate concentration
was high during rainy season at all stations and remained similar in winter and
summer season. The higher concentration of nitrate during rainy season could
be due to leaching of nitrate from agricultural fields. Phosphorus concentrations
above 0.02 mg/L in reservoirs tend to produce algal blooms. However, in the
present study, phosphate was below 0.02 mg/L. Its concentration was high in
rainy season than summer and winter season. The over water quality parameters
indicated that water is suitable for fish life in the reservoir.
Table:1
Seasonal variation of physico-chemical parameters in the water samples of
Madhepur chaur at Madhepur and Bhutahi Pokhar at Patpara (Rajnagar) of
Madhubani District during June 2017- July 2018.
Parameters
Air Temp
Water
Temp.
Turbidity
pH
Alkalinity
EC
CO2
DO
COD
BOD
Hardness
Chloride
NO3
PO4

Site -1
28±2.16
25.25±0.5

33±0.81
2±2.16

28.0 ±2.51
26.75±1.70

site-2
28 ±2.16
25.25±0.5

33.5±0.57
29.75±1.89

28.25±3.30
26.5±1.91

30.82±22.35
7.43±0.15
51.11±6.67
133.75±8.38
2.47±0.74
7.31±1.53
8.8±6.35
1.01±0.68
50.0±5.0
21.98±0.81
0.108±0.059
0.011±0.008

21.75±10.37
7.62±0.09
59.25±2.27
165.5±13.72
1.4±0.52
6.18±1.15
16.1±9.46
2.47±1.40
62.0±11.54
26.59±4.68
0.165±0.03
0.012±0.007

52.62±29.23
7.47±0.15
42.78±14.45
121.35±37.42
2.55±0.92
5.79±1.10
4.50±1.73
0.83±0.04
44.00±10.70
20.27±3.00
0.328±0.221
0.009±0.005

15.35±3.92
7.52±0.06
56.13±8.33
136.75±6.89
2.54±0.91
7.52±1.02
12.5±2.88
1.17±0.47
47±5.29
21.45±2.19
0.13±0.09
0.004±0.002

28.7±10.83
7.63±0.08
61.45±1.47
167±7.39
1.45±0.58
5.75±0.62
12.25±6.94
1.31±0.67
62.5±9
26.57±5.12
0.162±0.04
0.012±0.006

49.82±30.57
7.52±0.14
42.58±13.41
120.67±35.93
2.63±0.83
5.72±0.71
11.5±5.51
1.21±0.44
48±11.77
21.62±4.81
0.34±0.25
0.007±0.004

All the parameters are expressed in mg/L except temperature (oC), turbidity
(NTU), pH, electrical conductivity (μmhos/cm)
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Conclusion :
Water body is rich in diversified fish fauna consists of native species,
economical, cultivable, ornamental and rare species fishes. Changes in fish
community, directly or indirectly affect other components of the reservoir
ecosystem including physical, chemical and biological characteristics. Habitat
loss and environmental degradation has seriously affected the fish fauna.
Conservation of fish diversity assumes top most priority under changing
circumstances of gradual habitat degradation. The need of the hour is to protect
the existing indigenous fish stock and steps for enhancing the quality of the
culturable species rather than go in for indiscriminate introduction of exotic
species. The indigenous fishes should also be incorporated into the value
systems of the society. India has to develop baseline data on the natural
population potential of the indigenous species. Extreme risk areas should be
identified for effective monitoring and conservation programs. The water bodies
harboring endangered fishes must be declared as fish sanctuaries or aquatic
diversity management areas. Checking the entry of exotic species coupled with
more awareness on the indigenous species would go a long way in preserving
our rich reservoir fish diversity. Therefore, a sustainable strategies needs to
explore more fish species, utilization and save fish community of this reservoir.
The study will provide future strategies for development and fish conservation.
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Abstract
This paper tries to detect the presence of obscene language in Facebook News Pages by
carrying out a comparative study between two major Facebook pages; Buzz Feed India
and Scoop Whoop. News contents from these two pages are taken into consideration in
this research paper. These are the pages of two major News websites which deals with
entertainment news and targets more on youth audience. This research uses quantitative
content analysis method to determine the number of obscene words shared through
social media by studying their Facebook posts for a period of 35 days. It has been found
out that both the websites use obscene language to an extent. However, Scoopwhoop
comparatively uses more obscene language than Buzz Feed India.
INTRODUCTION
Human interactions and Communication were not so easy , before the Emergence of
New Media. The Introduction of Telephone , followed by Computers created an
absolute breakthrough for easy transfer of messages worldwide. This shortened the time
and distance between people enabling them to effectively pass on information without a
break, marking history. New media , that way, challenged the Traditional Media in all
ways it could ,and hence achieved public attention in a very short period of time. This
was followed by the Emergence of Social Media in late 90’s which made the
Communication Process even more easy. Technology spread randomly all over the
world as the result of Globalization, where people started conversing through social
mediasites ,in which they considered it as a delightful experience to stay connected. The
access to ICT( Information Communication Technology) also enabled people to
neutralize the difficulties of being in long distances. The exposure to Social Media Sites
marked a new Era of Technical Advancement. People created their own Personalized
Space/World in Social Media sites and they increased their contacts in this so called ‘
Virtual Space’. However, this was not so easy at first as there were obstacles reducing
speed of information to reach the receiver, this was solved after the technology
flourished so well, the information passage began to be done in bullet speed.
It was then with the introduction of Facebook by Mark Zuckerberg in 2004, the social
media saw a new dawn. Founded in America, targeted on promoting the student
interactions in the Harvard University at first, it was then widespread all over the world
randomly. It grew widely as a Communication Platform for billions. It gave ‘Unique
Identity’ to everyone who uses it enabling them to create a ‘profile’ of their own. For
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instance, both the public and personal spaces remained secured inside it. People started
finding out their ‘lost contacts’ and effectively used Facebook as a tool to preserve their
Relationships.
Media digitalization gave rise to a new dawn for publishing news exclusives online
which is another key feature of social media sites especially that of Facebook. It enabled
the users to gather latest news online right from the feed. Many news channels and
online news sites started Facebook news pages in order for the easy reach of news to the
people around. Hence these news pages promotes interactions who visits these and
thereby providing a space for effective participatory space for people to discuss on
several issues happening around. This feature made a free-platform for individuals
around the globe to interpret, recall on what they have seen through these social media
pages. But soon as the freedom to express anything through these sites were overexposed , the extend of stating opinions crossed the limits and boundaries. People
started stating everything they think is fine, rather as a matter of accusing or abusing
other users. This happened in a slow pace that people slowly started using abusive
words through social media in arguments they come across. As a result, profanity began
to be heaped in all social media sites , sometimes very difficult to have a look.
As time went on, news in online media were categorized according to public interest
and the language was also molded in a way which people would like. This strategy often
lead to use of casual words at first , which doesn’t kept professional standards. This was
to entertain people with the usage of words which usually occur in normal
conversations. Apparently a number of news websites initiated this non-professional
strategy . But eventually, this lead to the usage of profane and abusive words through
these websites. People started reading it casually and they saw no offence in those.
These news websites are now categorized as most popular among people , which has
many followers. These websites mainly keeps their target on ‘Young Audience’ and
hence their aim is to provide them entertainment through the news contents they
publish. This is the main reason why youngsters depend upon this pages for gathering
information.
Buzz feed and Scoop Whoop are two famous news websites having their pages in
Facebook which is having followers in plenty . Buzz Feed has its origin in America ,
which was founded by Jonah Peretti and John S. Johnson and Scoop Whoop has India
origin, which is founded by Sattvik Mishra , SriparnaTikekar, Rishi PratimMukharjee ,
Debarshi Banerjee , Saranah Singh and SuparnPandey in New Delhi. These two news
pages provide entertainment at its peak to people who are using it. A very common
similarity between these two pages is the presentation of the news. Both of these pages
follow a very simple language in their news presentations that a wide range of people
can read and enjoy the same. Their uniqueness also lies in their mode of posting the
news with creative captions and taglines. But , when on a keen observation of the news
being posted in this pages till date, it is explicitly seen , the presence of obscene words
which breaks the standards of publishing news. Rather it can be founded out from
majority of the news being published and this is not even considered as something
awkward by any one of the readers who are going through these news contents
constantly. None of them had ever been reported on this obscenity that these news pages
continuously prefer for entertaining the youth.
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This is very casually interpreted by the followers of these pages and they too apparently
posts some comments like the same way as in these pages. And hence, this becomes
something of prior importance as it breaks all the conventional concepts of publishing
news online. The professional ethics of news publications is been challenged by these
news pages as they prioritize news according to age group of people and thus adopts
strategies for increasing their followers. They even target on celebrities and publish
news of obscene content about them. The research problem arises from the usage of
obscene language in the Facebook news pages and the intensity of the same when
carrying out a comparison between Buzz Feed and Scoop Whoop. It is clear from the
news contents that these pages possess profanity in their language usage.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
 To detect the usage of obscene language in Facebook News Pages.
Pages are features that are available for the users of Facebook. Anyone with a Facebook
account can create and/or manage a page . Facebook users are allowed like or follow a
page that they are interested in to get regular update from that page. The internet based
news media have been using this feature of Facebook to bring in their readers to their
websites. To make the users engage with these types of posts the news websites give
deceptive or shocking captions. In lieu of this to attract younger audience , the news
websites have taken akin to the use of obscene and vulgar words.
This research aims to prove the existence of vulgar or obscene words in the Facebook
posts that are posted by the new-age news websites.
SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH
The idea behind this research is to investigate the amount of obscenity that is prevalent
in the Facebook Pages of news media. This study will give better understanding on the
change in the usage of words in the public sphere. In addition, this research will also
give a glimpse on the words that are accepted by the modern news media.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Methodology is an approach to efficiently take care of the problem. Research
Methodology can be commonly comprehended as a study of getting things done and
explore in an appropriate, logical and acknowledged way. It is a technique to reach to
the determined objectives and result which are useful at a huge to society. While
creating research methodology, it is been announced to comprehend the ideas, rationale
and reason of utilizing specific research strategy. Additionally it is been fundamental to
determine all the potential impacts of utilizing indicated methodology. This research
uses Quantitative Research Methodology for the data analysis.
RESEARCH DESIGN
Research Design is a process of arranging the condition that are used in the research for
recording and examination of the data so that it can serve the purpose of the research .
This research is Descriptive study which tries to bring in close acquaintance with a
situation which is observed to exist. The main purpose of this research is to create
perspective on the research question so that it will create a better comprehension of the
problem. This will also be helpful in creating a formula for the problem so that it can
investigate it in a better manner.
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Descriptive research does not require hypothesis , so in this research no hypothesis have
been framed, not tested. This research will be carried out in a Quantitative Content
Analysis. This research will be carried out in a Quantitative Content Analysis.
Quantitative content analysis is a research method in which highlights of textual, visual,
or aural material are effectively sorted and preserved so that it can be examined. This is
one of the commonly used method in the discipline of mass communication.In this
method , the most important element is coding. Coding involves adhering to a lot of
directions about exactly what to search in a text and thereby making an assigned thought
when the components show up.
Progressing with a Content Analysis Method should be careful while categorizing the
text for observation and examination choosing the proper content, reliability and
validity.
3.2. RESEARCH PROBLEM
The problem of the research is stated as- ‘to find out the usage of Obscene Language in
Facebook News Pages’. In other words , this research can be defined as ‘ a study to
access the usage of obscene words in Facebook posts by news media which are catering
to the youth.’
Youth is someone in age group of 15-29 years. A word can be considered as obscene
when it is very offensive and sexually shocking .
DATA SOURCES
The data source that has been taken for this research is Primary data . Primary data are
original in character and collected for the first time (Kothari .C.R , 2010)
3.3.A. Primary Data
For this study , the Primary Data is collected from the Facebook Pages of news media
companies Buzz Feed India and Scoop Whoop. Proper care has been given at every
stage of data collection to ensure that the collected data is free of errors.
SAMPLING PLAN
Sampling plan is a systematic way of getting sample from the existing population. It
includes the procedure for selecting the samples and also in deciding the size of the
sample.
In this research, the sampling design used to collect data is Convenient
sampling.Convenient sampling is a non-probability sampling technique. In this
technique, the sample is pulled out of the population based on the convenience of the
researcher.
3.4. A. Sample Size
The Sample Size of the study is taken between the dates of 15.09.2019 – 19.10.2019.
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OVERALL ANALYSIS OF DATA
Date
15.09.2019
16.09.2019
17.09.2019
18.09.2019
19.09.2019
20.09.2019
21.09.2019
22.09.2019
23.09.2019
24.09.2019
25.05.2019
26.09.2019
27.09.2019
28.09.2019
29.09.2019
30.09.2019
01.10.2019
02.10.2019
03.10.2019
04.10.2019
05.10.2019
06.10.2019
07.10.2019
08.10.2019
09.10.2019
10.10.2019
11.10.2019
12.10.2019
13.10.2019
14.10.2019
15.10.2019
16.10.2019
17.10.2019
18.10.2019
19.10.2019

www.ijmer.in

Total number of obscene words used
Buzz feed
Scoop whoop
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3
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DATA INTERPRETATION
From analysis of the data of 35 days, from 15.09.2019 – 19.10.2019 , the presence of
obscene words have been detected out of the posts from both the Facebook news
pages. In the week from 15.09.2019 – 22.09.2019, Buzz feed has shown an obscene
word news content on 17.09.’19 , this was seen from the 1 out of 2 posts published on
that particular day. No posts of Buzz feed shows any obscene stuff from the total
number of news published in that week. There is a total of 14 news been published in
Buzz feed India in the week from 15.09.2019 – 22.09.2019.
Out of a total of 27 news published on 13.10.2019, there was observed with 1 news
content with obscene word in it. On 16.10.2019, out of 29 news being published , there
was 1 news content observed with the presence of obscene word in it. From the 38 news
contents posted on 18.10.2019, there were 2 news contents with obscene words in it.
And finally , on 19.10.2019, from the total of 45 news being published there was the
presence of 3 obscene words in 3 of its news contents which comes to a total of 6
obscene words used in the total of 247 news contents being published in 7 days.
It was also observed that Buzz feed India has published a total of 105 news contents
and Scoop Whoop with a grand total of 413 news being posted in the timeline of 35
days . So, total of 518 news contents from both these news pages were analyzed for the
purpose of this study.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
From the analysis of news contents posted by Buzz Feed India and Scoop whoop in a
timeline of 35 days , it is being founded out that , Scoop Whoop has the highest number
of obscene words in its news contents when compared to that of Buzz Feed India. This
comes to a total of 11 obscene words used by Scoop Whoop in its 35 day timeline and
when coming to Buzz Feed the number only accounts to 3 out of its news contents been
published in this days. Also , the total number of news contents published by these two
news pages in the timeline of 35 days varies in number. In that too, Scoop Whoop
stands higher with total of news posts of around 413 and Buzz Feed only posted 103
news in whole of these days. It is also observed as per the weekly analysis of data from
these two news pages that Scoop Whoop publishes an average of 30 news per weak that
when coming to Buzz Feed India, it is having a total average of 25.
From the Daily data analysis of these two websites , it is been founded that Scoop
whoop posts higher number of news per day, which comes to an average of 7 , while
that of Buzz Feed , after daily data analysis, it is been founded that it only posts news
contents on an average of 4. Furthermore, the news published by Scoop Whoop during
the month of September is thrice than that of the news published by Buzz Feed India in
September. Scoop Whoop makes a count of maximum of obscene words used as 3 and
Buzz Feed has a total of 1.
However, the Presence of Obscene words has been detected from both these news
pages.
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Abstract:
The Nature - the Ecosystem always furnishes a pleasant environment wherein
all kinds of creatures, living organism can live, and let others also live. The nature’s
administrating policies binds people spiritually with joint real connectivity and good
relationship of happy quality living. Today the information explosion and technological
development make, the fastest ever growing world as digital technological world with
full of cell phone towers with artificial intelligence, artificial water, artificial love
,artificial peace , full of electrical binding that connects people with disjoint
relationships of conflicts. The people survives with virtual reality. If the same process
and system continues in few years homosepieans, will become extinct [1] species. In
this paper the author took charge to apply education as a weapon to bring changes in the
thought process of next generation to preserve nature, humans and their quality living.
The KLMN SWASTIK STRUCTURE when followed, the contributing spirit will be
groomed among next generation kids. The paper aims at producing MAN OF VISION
the philanthropic weavers.
Keyword: Klmn Swastik, Quality Education, Philanthropic Weaving, Live And Let
Live
I.INTRODUCTION
The crucial dilemma today in the field of education arises from the
contemporary world scenario that is bereft with all kinds of conflict, not only between
and among human beings, but human beings with themselves, that is the conflict within
ourselves; another crucial conflict that has assumed uncontrollable dimensions is that
with nature. Our Mother Earth is on the brink of destruction due to Climate Change and
Global Warming and other similar problems, which is going to affect the very survival
of the human species on this earth. In the context of the contemporary world scenario,
‘knowledge mobilization' is not sufficient. The fact needs to be realized is that mere
knowledge without its application, without it leading to wisdom, has actually led people
nowhere, [2] .The responsibility and accountability of teachers may help and support the
next generation. Teachers can do wonders and bring glory to humans and nature through
education. Methodologies to Preserve nature, the purpose of preserving, and the quality
way of living life can be taught to the children.
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
 Habitat destruction
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Habitat destruction is the process by which a natural habitat becomes incapable of
supporting its native species. Habitat destruction by human activity is mainly for the
purpose of harvesting natural resources for industrial production and urbanization.
Clearing habitats for agriculture is the principal cause of habitat destruction. Habitat
destruction [3] is currently ranked as the primary cause of species extinction worldwide.
It is a process of natural environmental change that may be caused by habitat
fragmentation, geological processes, climate change or by human activities such as the
introduction of invasive species, ecosystem nutrient depletion, and other human
activities.


Human causes.
Habitat destruction caused by humans includes land conversion from forests, etc.
to arable land, urban sprawl, infrastructure development, and other anthropogenic
changes to the characteristics of land. Habitat degradation, fragmentation,
and pollution are aspects of habitat destruction caused by humans that do not necessarily
involve
over
destruction
of
habitat,
yet
result
in
habitat
collapse. Desertification, deforestation, and coral reef degradation are specific types of
habitat destruction for those areas (deserts, forests, coral reefs).

FIG2.1.Deforestation and roads in Amazonia, the Amazon Rainforest.
Geist and Lambin (2002) assessed 152 case studies of net losses of tropical
forest cover to determine any patterns in the proximate and underlying causes of tropical
deforestation. Their results, yielded as percentages of the case studies in which each
parameter was a significant factor, provide a quantitative prioritization of which
proximate and underlying causes were the most significant. The proximate causes were
clustered into broad categories of agricultural expansion (96%), infrastructure
expansion (72%), and wood extraction (67%). Therefore, according to this study, forest
conversion to agriculture is the main land use change responsible for tropical
deforestation. The specific categories reveal further insight into the specific causes of
tropical deforestation: transport extension (64%), commercial wood extraction
(52%), permanent cultivation (48%), cattle ranching (46%), shifting (slash and burn)
cultivation (41%), subsistence agriculture (40%), and fuel wood extraction for domestic
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use (28%). One result is that shifting cultivation is not the primary cause of
deforestation in all world regions, while transport extension (including the construction
of new roads) is the largest single proximate factor responsible for deforestation.[4]
 Technology Explosion.
Space junk is the e-waste produced by the non-working satellites travelling in
earth’s orbit. It can be hazardous to other working satellites and other spacecraft
travelling in or through earth’s orbit. In the earlier days of space explosion, not knowing
so much about what would happen to the stuff due to satellites launched into orbit, many
space satellites have been sent producing so much junk. The junks are beyond our
control and make people worried about even one tiny collision could trigger a big chain
reaction. This possibility is called “KESSLER Effect.” to prevent such disaster, anyone
launching something into orbit these days has to have a plan to either send it into a
graveyard orbit, or send it back down to burn up in earth’s atmosphere.[5]

Fig 3.1.Objects in earth orbit.


Solutions:

In a broader sense, governmental bodies at a local, national, and international
scale need to emphasize the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Considering the many irreplaceable ecosystem services provided by natural
habitats.
Protecting remaining intact sections of natural habitat.
Developing family planning programs in areas of rapid population growth.
Finding ecological ways to increase agricultural output without increasing the total
land in production.
Preserving habitat corridors to minimize prior damage from fragmented habitats.
Reducing human population and expansion. Apart from improving access to
contraception globally, furthering gender equality also has a great benefit. When
women have the same education (decision-making power), this generally leads to
smaller families.[6]
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7. Educating the public about the importance of natural habitat and
biodiversity.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
1.
With reference to this context, educating the public about the
importance of natural habitat and biodiversity, it is very evident that, the whole
world is marching towards competitive spirit and hence the extinction of human sapiens
is inevitable. This paper proposes the new education model that specifies the outcome of
education as man of vision. The term innovation means a new way of doing something
which refers to incremental, radical and revolutionary changes in thinking, products,
process and organizations. It includes knowledge and ideas. The goal of innovation is to
make someone or something better.[7]
 Outcome based education.
Outcome based education is an educational theory that bases each part of an
educational system around goals (outcomes).By the end of the educational experience
,each student should have achieved the goal.[8 ]

Spiritosphere.
The author realise the idea that the positive thoughts produce positive energy. These
positive energy protects and covers like shield around earth. The author named it as
spiritosphere. The spiritual oneness of the human spirits can bring a life to people
and protective cover to our universe. It may bring positive energy field and this
shields our earth from destruction.
Spiritosphere : *May be stated as the source of energy, produced
by the particle either by its shaking property or by its stable property during which
sound energy is generated which can be heard as OM . *.May be stated as container
of everything and or part of everything and as a whole. *may be stated as the being
energy or building energy transcended to every other particle by the particle, for the
particle, of the particle either through its shaking or stable property. *May be stated
as container for silent Om or vibrant Om. *may be stated as the potential energy for
the liveliness of every organism or cell. * A man with vision may be the better
contributor for this existence of spiritosphere. *education must help children to
identify and bring out this maximum potential *spiritosphere may be useful for a
child to be transformed into a man of vision.

Fig.4.1.Spiritosphere
www.ijmer.in
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Significance of spiritosphere
The Nature is the greatest paradigm. Human, the technological Paradigm are very
small amount comparing nature. The positive thoughts and the philanthropic
weaving creates a very big network. This is very much required for preventing
habitat destruction and love towards nature and care and concern towards nature,
responsibility of protecting our nature is to be taught. The very objective is if not
protected the ill effect of spoiling, polluting must also be taught.
This can be achieved though the new teaching learning process klmn swastik.
AIRGLOW IN SCIENCE
The orange hue enveloping earth is known as airglow [9].

Fig.4.2 airglow images.


Connecting Classroom with outside world
The student should be practiced to follow the KLMN TECHIQUE in the day to
day life for better Outcome realization. This automatically connects the child with
the outside world in all dimensions.

Fig. 4.2 Education Triangle Fig.4.3 PRPOSED KLMN SWASTIK EDUCATION
LOGO
www.ijmer.in
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Significance of KLMN SWASTIK EDUCATION MODEL:

1. Holistic man making education .Apart from improving competitive spirit, the
student should be improved in the contributing spirit producing good thoughts of energy
envelope called spiritosphere. The spiritosphere though now seems to be hypothetical,
soon the airglow images demonstrate the prevention of universal energy and our mother
nature.
2. Spiritosphere prevents our human species from becoming extinct species.
3. Vision of Education: To inculcate students with values and knowledge that
transforms students as active contributor of our nation;
4. Mission of Education: To instil in students, the value of individual changing and
taking charge of their own life, to live in gratitude with humane;
5. Motto of Education: My Transformation Transforms my Nation. [10]
6. Expected outcome of klmn swastik model.

Sl. no
1
2
3.
4.
5
6
7
8
9
10










Challenges-IMPACT OF
CONTEMPORARY WORLD
Habitat destruction
Technology Explosion
Competitive spirit
Disjoint connectivity
Artificial intelligence
Virtual reality
Wi-Fi networking
Extinct species
Stress becomes inevitable TODAY
Already well established conflicts

Opportunities-SIGNIFICANCE OF
QUALITY EDUCATION
Philanthropist construction
Spiritosphere
Contributive spirit
Joint connectivity
Natural potential
Reality
Philanthropic weaving
Rejuvenated species
Stress free happy life -TOMMOROW
The way forward. To be initiated by
klmn swastik model...

Tab.4.1.Proposed klmn swastik model’s significance.
The klmn swastik logo should be illustrated in the wall drawings of school.
The klmn swastik logo should be included in every book below national
pledge.
Having a Look at our education logo, the child is expected to develop the habit
of contributing to our nation; then Contribution becomes the outcome of quality
education. It brings a change in the behaviour of every student positively.
The psychological change in the thought process develops contributive spirit,
resulting contribution as habit of every student.
This contributive spirit is the basic building block of spiritosphere.
The habit then will change future scenario;
The motto of education can be included in daily assembly.
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This continual process improves the total quality of education constructing
philanthropist –the man of vision.

Fig.4.4 National Pledge and Proposed Education Logo
together in text book representing model picture.
V.CONCLUSION
Every student would be able to understand the Impact of habitat
destruction and significance of constructive changes in bringing out the full
potential so as to contribute for the nature building and people binding. Every
student is groomed or transformed to protect our mother nature. The
philanthropic weaving can be made possible and initiated by klmn swastik
model and outcome of education would be man of vision. It should be
illustrated in the school and printed in every book below the pledge which may
help them to get registered in memory with this KLMN MODEL. The all-round
development of the child is assured and the 21 st century competency can be
met with any school curriculum. [10]
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ABSTRACT
Schiff basednovel ligand derived from Benzil and O-phenylenediamineand its
Cu(II) metal complex has been synthesized. The synthesized ligand and its metal(II)
complex was characterized by UV-Vis, FT-IR and 1H-NMR spectral techniques. The
elemental analysis suggests the 1:1 (metal:ligand) as the stoichiometric ratio. FTInfrared and 1H-Nuclear Magnetic Spectroscopyconfirm the formation of ligand and its
metal complex. Metal complex shows significant fluorescentactivity and the ligand
shows the remarkable NLO activity.
Keywords: Benzil, O-Phenylenediamine.
INTRODUCTION
Coordination metal complexes with one-dimensional polymeric structures have unusual
properties. It is feasible to modify the electrical, bulk magnetic,and optical properties of
materials by constructing the constituent molecules. This review presents recent
examples of each of these applications and focuses on the correlation between the
molecular structure and the bulk properties of the materials.Schiff bases derived from an
amino compound and carbonyl compound are an significant class of ligands that
coordinate to metal ions via azomethinegroup and have been investigated broadly [1]. In
azomethine derivatives, the C=N linkage is necessary for biological activity, some
azomethines were reported to hold notable antibacterial, anticancer and antifungal
activities [2]. Schiff bases have wide applications in dye industry, food industry,
catalysis, analytical chemistry, agrochemical, fungicidal and antimicrobial
activities[3].Schiffbased complexes are considered to be the most important
stereochemical models in main group and transition metal coordination chemistry due to
their preparative convenience and structural variety[4]. A large number of Schiff based
complexes have important biological interest, being used in biological compounds [5].
Not only have they played a vital role in the development of modern coordination
chemistry, but also they can also be found at key points in the development of inorganic
biochemistry, catalysis and optical materials [6].
A new Schiff-base ligand based on the condensation of o-phenylenediamine and benzil
is reported with its copper(II) complex. Their second-order nonlinear optical properties
are investigated by electric field induced second harmonic method. Theoretical
calculations indicate that the two-level model is inadequate to describe the nonlinearity
in such systems.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and Method
All the needed materials were purchased from Merck, India as AR grade.
Ethanol was distilled and used. IR spectra were recorded from the range 4000 – 400 cm1
with KBr. The NMR spectrumis carried out using a Bruker 400 MHz using TMS as an
internal standard, DMSO is taken as the solvent. The UV-Vis absorption and the
Fluorescent emission spectra were recorded by using Shimadzu UV-(V-530)
spectrophotometer and FP-6200 spectrofluorophotometerrespectively.
The experimental procedure consists of three steps in which, Benzil (1mmol)
was made to react with O- Phenylenediamine (1 mmol) and the resultant precipitate was
washed and dried (Scheme 1). To the above obtained precipitate, POCl3 (12 ml) in
presence of DMF was added under ice cold condition and the reaction mixture was
allowed to stir for two hours to obtain the aldehydic product (Scheme 2). Yellow colour
precipitate was obtained which was filtered and dried, to the above precipitate 3,4
diaminothiophene (1 mmol) was added in 1:1 ratio and refluxed for 6 hours in presence
of acetic acid. The resultant brown coloured precipitate obtained was filtered, dried and
recrystallized from ethanol (Scheme 3).
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Scheme 3: Synthesis of DTMTD
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The
resultant
product
N3,N3'-((2,3-di-p-tolylquinoxaline-5,8diyl)bis(methanylylidene))bis(thiophene-3,4-diamine)DTMTD was characterized by
UV-Visible, FT-IR, 1 H- NMR spectral studies. Selectivity [7] of the synthesized
compound was analysed with various metals and fluorescence, NLO application was
carried.Table 1 debicted the analytical data and physical properties of the ligand
DTMTD and its complex.The molecular formula of [ML]Cl2 (stoichiometry 1:1) for
copper(II) complex is implied from Elemental analysis and Spectral data.
Table.1. Physical characterization, analytical data of the ligand (DTMTD) and
its copper (II) complex
Found Calculated (%)
Compou
F.W.
Color
nds
(g/mol)
C
H
N
O
M
DTMTD
68.79 4.69 15.04 11.48
C32H26N6 558.72
Brown
68.73 4.65 15.01 11.31
S2
[Cu55.61 3.50 9.19
12.16
9.28
DTMTD
]Cl2
691.16
Dark Green
55.55 3.42 8.92
12.04
9.31
C32H24Cl
2CuN6S2
UV-VISIBLE STUDIES
DTMTD was made to dissolve in ethanol and the excitation studies were carried out. It
has two absorbance peaks at 245 nm and 308 nm due to π-π* and n-π* transitions, which
confirms the formation of DTMTD.Selectivity and sensitivity of DTMTD (1 mmol) was
studied in presence of various metals like Co2+, Zn2+, Mn2+,Fe2+,Fe3+, Al3+,Cu2+ (0.1
mmol) and it selectively detected Cu2+. Ethanol was used as the solvent and optical
studies were carried out in UV- Visible spectrometer. A new peak was observed at 630
nm apart from the peaks of ligand at 245 and 308 nm. It is due to the selective detection
of Cu(II) by DTMTD. Different concentrations were prepared and the optical properties
were studied. It clearly confirms the selective ability of DTMTD to sense Cu2+. It was
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also confirmed by IR studies where the imine peak at 1615cm-1 is shifted to 1633cm1
and a new peak at 510cm-1 (Cu-N) confirms the complex formation. Presence of
chlorine is confirmed by a peak at 653cm-1. NH peak also has some spectral shifts
confirming the complex formation [8-10].

Fig.1. UV-Vis spectra of DTMTD (20μM) after addition of metal(II)cations and its
dilution graph
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Fig.2. UV-Visible spectrum of DTMTD Fig.3. UV-Visible spectrum of Cu(II)
complex of DTMTD
INFRARED SPECTRAL STUDIES
DTMTD has characteristic imine peak at 1615 cm-1 which confirms the compound
formation.A sharp peak at 3127 cm-1is due to the stretching vibrations of NH present in
DTMTD. The peak at 1267cm-1corresponds to the ʋ(N=C) bond formation between
benzyl and O-phenylenediamine. A sharp peak at 1658 cm-1 shows the presence of
stretching vibrations of SH [11-12].
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Fig.4. IR spectrum of DTMTD
Fig. 5. IR spectrum of Cu(II) complex of
DTMTD
1
H-NMR STUDIES
1
H-NMR spectrum of DTMTD was recorded in the presence of DMSO solvent
and the protons present in it are accounted accordingly. The imine peak is appearing at
7.9 ppm and 8.39 ppm. The aromatic protons of benzyl ring are accounted from 6.4-6.8
ppm and from 7.1 to 7.4 ppm. Protons of amine group is appearing at 6.3 ppm.
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Fig. 6.1H-NMR spectrum of Cu(II) complex of DTMTD
FLUORESCENCE STUDIES

Fig. 7.Fluorescence spectrum of Cu(II) complex of DTMTD
Fluorescence spectrum of Cu(II) complex of DTMTD was recorded with the excitation
wavelength fixed at 300 nm. Cu(II) complex of DTMTD has good fluorescent nature at
525 nm [13-14].
NON LINEAR OPTICAL STUDIES
In recent years there have been growing research interest in developing matereials
which can exhibit non linear optical property for potential application in Auto
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electronics and phototechnologies [15]. The Second order non linear optical property of
ligand (DTMTD) was investigated using modified version of powder technique
developed by Kurtz and Perry [16]. The efficiency of the ligand was compared with
microcrystalline powder of KDP and urea. The input energy used in particular setup is
2.1 mJ/pulse.
The second harmonic generation(SHG) efficiency of the ligand shows higher efficiency
than the standards. It may be due to the presence of thiophene and quinoxalinenucleus.
In general, molecule with delocalized pi electrons system can have large non
linearpolarizability[17] and it has been generally understood that the molecular non
linearity can be enhanced by systems with strong donor and acceptor groups[18]. The
second harmonic generation efficiency clearly reveals that the ligand possess 1.2 times
better activity than that of urea and 3.2 times more activity than KDP.
CONCLUSION
In our research work, a novel O-phenylenediamine based Schiff based ligandand its
Cu(II) complex was synthesized and analysed.Fluorescence and NLO activity of the
ligand was evaluated and the Cu(II)complex is found to have excellentfluorescent
activity. The ligand(DTMTD) possesses significant NLO activity.
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Abstract:
Participation allows students to build their own knowledge, critical thinking,
demonstrate the curriculum they have understood, develop confidence, and apply
theory. The aim of this study was improving classroom participation in the case of first
year physics students by identifying the level of students’ participation and reducing the
factors that affect their participation at Raya University, Ethiopia. In order to conduct
the action research objectives, data was collected through numerical (observation) and
non-numerical (interview). The total number of students is 24 and census sampling
method was used since the total number of students is less than 100. The analysis and
action implementation was carried out during mathematics session. The data collected
was analyzed by using table and percentage. The result of the study revealed that
students’ level of participation is highly affected by different factors such as lack of
preparation, time, confidence, adequate materials, language barrier and poor
implementation of active learning and etc. Hence, different action strategies were taken
to enhance classroom participation like: reinforcement, training, advice, giving
awareness and sufficient materials as action implementation. As a result, majority of the
students have a positive attitude towards active participation to improve their
participation in sharing their new ideas with friends. In general, the action research
indicates that there is a great change in the behavior of students to actively participate in
classroom.
Key words: Classroom Participation, Cooperative Learning, Improvement, Active
Learning
1. Introduction
Education is a means by which people develop and acquire knowledge, skills, values
and attitudes. It paves the way for development and serves as a catalyst in bringing
socio-cultural, economical, technological, political and environmental advancements.
To achieve quality education, the teaching learning process at all educational
institutions should be supported by strong two way communications (teacher-students or
students-students) [1]. Classroom participation has always been a critical factor in
yielding positive learning outcomes for students and further developing their abilities.
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Participation allows students to build their own knowledge, demonstrate the curriculum
they have understood, develop confidence, and apply theory. It teaches students to think
critically and engage in dialogue with their colleagues and professors by providing
informed arguments based on information retained [2].
Several studies showed that classroom participation in cooperative learning plays key
roles in developing confidence, skills, knowledge, social interactions and
communication of students. One of the advantages of student participation is that it
offers the possibility of the variety of viewpoints exploring the particular individual
view of students as well as the general organizing principles that help to make the topic
as a whole. It also provides an opportunity to share experience with other students and
teachers [3]. Recent literature on higher educational institution give considerable focus
on the limitations of the lecture method of teaching and the need for more active
student’s participation in the classroom. The need for more active students play too
passive role in lectures. It is recommended that university teachers make greater use of
instructional techniques that require active student participation like discussion,
cooperative learning, debate, role playing, problem- based learning, and case studies [4].
In formal education, most of teaching- learning activities take place in a classroom. It is
an important context where both students and instructor come into contact to share
information in their seek for knowledge. For the instructor, classroom time is a golden
opportunity to meet face to face with the students, delivering the teaching material
effectively with the aim to ensure that students are learning what is being taught. On the
other hand, the students are expected to be presence on time and participate actively to
absorb, seek and apply the skill and knowledge shared in the classroom or other learning
activities. These complementing engagements between lecturers and students do
generate conducive classroom environment [2]. Past studies have shown that there are
several factors influenced the student’s participation in the process of learning. The first
factor lies in the personality of the students. Students with high self-efficacy showed
better academic achievement and participating more in the classroom. Self-efficacy trait
with displaying more of that curiosity and exploring encouragement would motivate
students to become more active and positive reciprocity. Thus, if students’ self-efficacy
is high, it will enhance their confident level to become more active and speak more in
the classroom. They will show higher interest to learn more and know more with asking
questions, giving opinions and discussing the topics in the classroom. Students can
become passive in classroom discussion due to the self-limitations, such as cannot focus
during lecture or learning time, fear of offense, low levels of self-confidence, do not
make preparations before class, fear of failing to show their intelligence, fear that their
answers will be criticized by the lecturers and the feelings of confusion, thus becoming
less engaged in classroom discussions [5]. The second important factor that affects the
students to participate actively in the classroom is the traits and skills of the instructor.
Traits that have been shown by instructor, such as supportive, understanding,
approachable, friendliness through positive nonverbal behavior, giving smiles and
nodded for admitting the answers that are given by students, affirmative and openmindedness also contributed to the student’s active participation in the classroom. These
positive traits give a motivational effect on students to actively participate in classroom.
A study conducted in Malaysia aims to examine the influence of factors that make the
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participation of undergraduate students in Malaysia found that the traits shown by
instructors play an important role in providing incentives for students to participate in
class discussions [6].
Even though the government of Ethiopia takes different measures to achieve a better
goal by the education system; there are different challenges that affect the
performance of students in universities. Our students are not active participant in the
classroom. To create active and responsible citizens that could participate in achieving
core objectives, we need to improve the participation of students in the classroom by
applying different mechanisms. This study was undertaken to assess active participation
of first year physics Students of Raya University and thereby to improve their
participation in classroom.
Statement of the Problem
In Ethiopia, after the “down fall of the Derg regime,” educational and training policy
was shifted from teacher center to student centered method. In order to implement this
student centered method, teachers are expected to use different active learning methods;
so without students` participation it is impossible to achieve the desired goal of the
subject matter [3]. Classroom participation has always been a critical factor in yielding
positive learning outcomes for students and further developing their abilities.
Participation allows students to build on their knowledge, demonstrate they have
understood the curriculum, develop confidence, and apply theory. It teaches students to
think critically and engage in dialogue with their colleagues. These skills are important
for their progression throughout their education and in preparing them for their careers
[7].
When we come to Raya University, the student’s participation of first year physics
department students has been observed by the mathematics instructor for five days and
the instructor has identified that only 5 out of 25 students participate in classroom
discussion and of that 5 control the discussion that does occur. About 80% of the total
students in class continue to remain passive members of the classroom environment and
as a result of this they do not capitalize on the benefits of participation. 20 students out
of 25 are not responding to the methods being implemented showing that an overall
solution has yet to be found. This indicates that critical factors associated with
classroom participation are not being addressed appropriately in order to increase
students’ participation. Hence, this study will address some critical factors so as to
improve students’ participation.
Research Objectives
The general objective of the study is improving classroom participation of
students of first year physics department at Raya University. In line with the general
objective, the specific objectives of the study are:
1. To identify factors that hinder students’ participation.
2. To enhance the involvement of students in cooperative learning.
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3. To implement possible solutions for the challenges that obstructs students
Participation.
Research Questions
The following research questions are set as a research question:
1. What are the challenges that hinder students’ participation in the classroom?
2. What are the activities that have to be done so as to enhance the involvement of
students in
cooperative learning?
3. How can we implement possible solutions for challenges which hinder students not to
engage
in active learning?
Significance of the study
The issue of students’ participation is important to their academic performance because
of the theory that social construction of knowledge is essential for learning. Social
constructivism suggests that learning experiences are social in nature, and proposes
learning cannot be separated from the social context where learners develop their sense
of identity from first a social perspective and then an individual perspective.
The study will have the following contribution to the concerned target groups:
 It will provide further information to the teachers and students in order to deal with
the factors that hinder students’ participation.
 It will create ways of upgrading the teaching and learning strategy of both teachers
and students.
 It helps the students to improve both their communication skill and academic
performance.
2. Research Methodology
Study Area
The study was conducted in Raya University which is located at distance of 662 km
away from Addis Ababa, capital city of Ethiopia. Raya University is one of Ethiopian
higher education institutions and the university took the name Raya to dedicate the
historical, cultural and political center for Raya people.
Target Group
The target groups of this research were first year physics students which are 24 in
number (8 males and 16 females). Since the total students are 24, census sampling was
used because most scholars recommended that if the total number of study population is
less than 100, it is advisable to use all study population as a whole. The students were
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divided into two to work in the cooperative learning group, both having 12 students.
The overall data and practice was carried out in Mathematics subject sessions.
Research Design
Mixed research approach i.e. both qualitative and quantitative type of research was
conducted due to the fact that mixed research method provides more comprehensive
answers to research questions, going beyond overcoming the limitations of a single
approach [8]. Hence, both numerical (observation) and non-numerical data (interview)
was collected during the study from the students in the classroom. The study used
primary data. The primary data was collected through observation and interview from
first year physics students. The source of data for this study was basically first year
physics students of Raya University.
Method of Data Collection
Qualitative and quantitative data was collected using interview and observation from the
class selected for this research. As a quantitative approach, observation was carried out
for five days in class for their participation relative to many different factors;
particularly a check list was used for five days for which how many students were
participating. The researcher themselves were instructors of physics students so that
they were observe in their normal teaching learning sessions. Interview was conducted
with those students who are inactive in class participation to know what makes them
passive in the class. In addition to this, interview was conducted with students who
usually seat at the backside because it is suspected that some students often sit at
backside in order to hide themselves from participation while the teacher asks questions.
Data Analysis
The data collected through classroom observation, and interview for specific research
questions was tallied, tabulated and analyzed and the descriptive quantitative and
qualitative data analysis method was used.
3. Analysis, Interpretation and Discussion
Factors affecting students’ participation
Identifying the factors that hinder students’ participation is one of the specific objectives
of the study. Therefore, the researchers conducted the interview with students in order to
know the factors and the result of the interview can be described as follow.
Student problem
A. Self-confidence
Self-confidence was indicated by the students as a factor that affects their willingness to
participate. Three students said that they would not participate if they felt inadequate in
front of the other students. One student said that “sometimes I feel frightened if I don’t
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know the right answer, I don’t want people to laugh at my ideas”. Students would not
want to participate if they felt that their peers or instructors would consider their answer
as inadequate and therefore would not want to be perceived as having inferior
knowledge. Fear of being perceived as unintelligent directly affected students’
willingness to engage in classroom discussions even when asking for opinion based
answers and not technical responses related to subject matter. During her interview, one
student expressed that “she felt shy to speak in class because there are many students
those who came from different corners of the country”.
B. Advanced class preparation
Students who prepared for class by completing readings and reviewing material being
discussed were more likely to participate in class. Students noted that they felt more
comfortable providing answers and opinions if they had the opportunity to familiarize
themselves with course content as they were more confident in what they were talking
about. One student said that “for him, when he reads something then he tries to write his
own summary and that’s how he prepares himself for class. That makes him
comfortable and he is not afraid if he is going to say something right or wrong. Another
student specified that “when instructors give us homework with questions or readings it
makes easier to participate in class because we know what we are talking about and it
helps us study better”.
C. Language Barriers
Four out of the nineteen students indicated that with English being not their mother
tongue language they did not always feel comfortable expressing their thoughts. One
student said that some instructors use English in teaching- learning process and
sometimes he is being worried about his level of English and how his thoughts will
come out”.
D. Depression
Depression and boring are one of the factors that affect the students’ participation. Four
students out of nineteen students said that they stayed much time in library doing
assignments, home works, work sheets and etc. As a result of this, those students tried to
explain their feeling that they attend the class session without having enough sleep the
next day and felt depression and boring so as to participate in class.
Classroom Climate: Respect
Students noted that respect from their peers directly influenced their willingness to
participate in class. Communication skill increased if students felt as though their peers
would criticize them for their opinions. In her interview, one student said that
“sometimes people act like we are in elementary school, one time I said my opinion on a
topic and they just startedlaughing”. Students felt uncomfortable when their peers would
make fun of them or make negative comments on their opinions which made them not
want to participate in class. Students indicated that they would participate more when
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their peers were respectful and did not criticize them but rather added to the
conversation or said nothing at all.
Impact of the Instructor: Using lecture Method
We realized that the teaching learning method followed by almost all instructors is
lecture method. This indicates that the teaching method is almost teacher centered rather
than being student center. Teacher center method of teaching prevents the engagement
of students in teaching learning process and hence hinder students’ classroom
participation. Some students stated that almost all instructors use lecture method in
order to cover the course content within the time schedule.
Using Instruction Media
Some students rose that some instructors used Amharic language instead of English in
delivering the lesson that inhibit them to participate in the class. Three students said that
some teachers usually use Amharic language which is not instructional media and as a
result of this it is difficult for them to understand the course matter. Those students also
stated that if the instructors deliver the lesson in English, we can understand the subject
matter and participate in active learning.
The approach of the Instructor
The approach of the instructor to students in classroom plays a crucial role in inspiring
the students to take part in the classroom participation. Two students said that some
teachers are not with smile face when they come to the class. For this reason, they feel
afraid to participate in his subject.
Resources and Materials
Sufficient materials like enough reference books, teaching aids and internet access play
a great role in equipping students with knowledge so that they can participate during
class session. Few students said that there are no sufficient reference books inside the
library to refer before attending the class. These students stated that due to the absence
of sufficient reference books in Raya University, being a newly born university, they
couldn’t participate in classroom.
Time
Some students rose that they have no enough time to read deeply in order to participate
in class because they stay much of the time daily in the classroom that limits the
students’ individual reading. As a result of this, two students said that they lack the
opportunity of reading and preparing themselves before attending the classroom.
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4. Discussion
The purpose of this action research was to improve the students’ participation in the
classroom learning environment among undergraduate first year physics department
students at Raya University. The researchers conducted six interviews with first year
physics department students and recorded each one, transcribed the results for analysis,
as well as reviewed the literature related to factors that hinder classroom participation.
Using lecture method in teaching learning process can clearly affects the learners’
participation. Students remain silence and depend on the teacher where the teacher has
to talk most of the time. This is because of their belief that teacher is the source of
knowledge and students must listen to them in order to be comprehensive (complete). If
the teacher monopolizes classroom talk, students’ voices become barely heard and the
students’ classroom participation affected [9]. Student traits, time, resources, classroom
climate, and the impact of the instructor had the most meaningful impact on the level of
participation in the classroom. Consistent with the literature and findings of Susak[10].
Based on the interview findings, classroom climate impacted the level of participation in
the classroom. Students noted that classroom climate affected their willingness to
participate. When students felt supported, respected, and were not criticized by their
peers they were more motivated to participate in the classroom. Confidence is a key trait
that students struggle with and has a direct effect on participation. Students deal with
fears of not being smart enough to address their class and therefore holdback on
providing insight on subject matter due to intimidation. Anxiety and nervousness,
independent of classroom logistics, inhibit students from communicating instead of
building their confidence through participation [11].
On the other hand, lack of preparation, resources and time are also the factors that hider
students’ participation. The learners stated that due to insufficient reference books and
time they could not prepare themselves before attending the class to participate. Susak
showed that some students reported to not be participating in classes if they did not
prepare on the subject matter prior to coming to class, therefore did not feel comfortable
engaging in discussion [11].
Finally, the instructor is also a critical factor that affects the level of participation within
the classroom. Some students indicated that they are more interested to participate in the
classroom when they know their instructor is supportive, smile, open to ideas. The
language used affected their willingness to participate as they would be more engaged in
classes, which would give them an opportunity to understand the subject matter and
apply their knowledge. Rocca indicated that when professors make negative comments
towards students this can lower participation levels and Fassinger indicated that students
were more inclined to participate if the professor was approachable. Instructors need to
ensure that dialogue is managed in a way that facilitates; respect by all participants,
open discussion among peers and supports the importance of differing perspectives [12].
Generally, as per the response of the majority of the students from the interview, the
following factors have been stated as challenges that hinder learners not to participate
actively in classroom:
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poor implementation of active learning methods
Lack of confidence
shyness
Lack of preparation
Poor English communication skill (both students and instructors)
Depression
Lack of respect
Insufficient reference books
Shortage of time
Improper approach of instructors

Possible solutions for factors hindering students’ participation











Applying various active learning methods
Encouraging while they are trying to explain their thought
Positive enforcements to avoid shyness
Giving reading assignments, homework and sudden quiz
Inspiring students when the speak English whether right or wrong
Advising students to have enough sleep
Giving awareness for students to respect each other
Giving adequate notes, available reference books in the library
Giving time management training
Having friendly relationship with students

5. Plan of Action
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6. depression
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6. Action Implementation
We began our action at the end of April. We encouraged the learners in different ways
so that they would be able to participate in classroom. The researchers understood that
the students have adopted lecture method which can obstruct their classroom
participation. To enhance the students’ classroom participation one of the researchers
has been applying a variety of active learning methods during mathematics lesson in
order to help students understand the lesson through interactive learning during their
normal class. The activities which the learners did was discussing on a certain topics,
questions which were jotted down on the white board. This was very successful activity
because most students were able to participate and contributed in the active learning
methods. This action worked for twelve of the eighteen learners who participated
during our lesson. On this action six learners did not take part in the activity. Some
learners gave different reasons- that they were not free to speak because they were not
confident. Reading assignments, homework and sudden quizzes have also been
regularly given for students in order to make them ready for participation. This activity
worked for the learners because most of them did the activity given to them within the
specified time.
Similarly we realized that some of our learners liked to be admired, especially if they
have participated. Because after we praised them there was a change on their faces.
They got changed by showing smiles and happiness on their faces. Once a learner was
quiet in the class, after praising him/her by saying “Thank you very much, keep it up do
it tomorrow, wonderful, you are excellent” they would start talking. Or raising their
hands and asking questions. This means that the learner’s participation improved. And
this indicated to us that the action really worked. However this was not happening to all
learners. It worked for fourteen of them. This action was also taken for improving the
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students’ confidence, shyness and communication skill.Again we have been trying to
tell some mathematical jokes in the first period before the beginning of the lesson.
Regarding to the subject we taught we did this to try to encourage the learners to be
attentive, free of depression (affluent) during our lesson. As we did we realized that the
learners enjoyed mathematical jokes. This action worked for fourteen students out of
eighteen learners and only four students failed to participate.Furthermore, time
management training was given for the learners to help them how to use their time
wisely in studying, preparing themselves for participation and to improve their
academic performance. This action was performed by calling the students in terms of
makeup class. The training incorporates:
 Giving the awareness of having a time schedule when to go class, sleep, library to
study, which course to study and how much hours should be allocated for each
activity.
 Reducing using social Medias (Facebook, watching Tv, movies, watts up, video
call, Imo and etc.)
 Ignoring distractors (peer pressure, spending long time with friends, studying in
dorm )
 Having relaxation time (doing exercises, walking, reading short fictions, and
playing with colleagues but not much time).
This action worked for all most all students. Many learners acknowledged us that
this training helped them to use their time properly in all their day to day activities
by having their own time schedule. About four students told us that they hadn’t
their own time schedule before. But after they got this training they arranged their
time for their daily activities and are following their time schedule without delay.
On the other hand, the learners have been frequently advised in order to respect
each other. Inspiring each other talk, having interpersonal relationship, tolerating
others, admiring different culture, language and etc. This action also worked for the
learners to feel respectful, free to talk with others, learn to appreciate the idea of
others.
7. Monitoring and Evaluation of the actions taken
The prepared observation sheet was used to know how many students were participating
out of the total students in the class. On the prepared observation sheet the two
instructors were able to tick that the learner was able to or unable to participate in the
class. The purpose of this evaluation was that we wanted to see the difference before
and after our actions. We ticked how many learners participated from the time the action
was started working with them, on every task that was performed. The observation sheet
helped us to know how successful the work was.
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8. Conclusion
In the present study, the researchers found different factors that are clearly associated to
the students’ low classroom participation. As it has been mentioned in the data analysis
and finding of this study, most of the students are passive in class. Only about 20% of
the total students were participating. Depending up on this problem and the objective of
the study, the researchers had been implementing different actions such as; using active
learning strategies, using active teaching methods, giving reading assignment,
homework, sudden quiz, granting advice for students so that they always prepare
themselves for learning, use their time properly, positive reinforcement (encouraging,
inspiring), and etc. Generally, the result of this study showed that the students are less
motivated to participate in classroom. Hence, the researchers are responsible to create a
conducive learning environment in cooperative learning for them to have a motivation
for participation in order to achieve their goal.
9. Interventions
In this part the researchers dealt with recommended measures to solve the problems
faced by first year physics Students that are forwarded by the researchers based on the
findings. So, the researchers proposed the following solutions for the factors hindering
first year physics Students from participating actively in classroom in active learning.
 Proper management of time by the students and adopting student centered teaching
methods by Instructors.
 To improve students’ participation by reducing their shyness, instructors’
approaches with students and making friendly relationship in class and using
encouraging words when they participate.
 Encouraging and advising the students to speak whatever comes to their mind
without consideration of Grammar to enhance their communication skill.
 Academic institutions shall give more attention on quality of Education, especially
at lower class level (at primary and high school).
 Moreover, it is better if instructors give chance to all students to participate turn by
turn.
 It is also worth doing, if the University fulfills all necessary requirements such as
sufficient reference books for the students to refer before attending the class
session.
 To make the students ready, the instructors are also expected to use different
methods such as giving reading assignments, homework, and also giving sudden
Quiz etc.
 Instructors should be responsible in using instructional media (English) in the
classroom so as to equalize the benefits of all students.
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Abstract
Recently, it is found that there is a growing demand arising within business institutions
on the importance of going green and coming up with the latest environment friendly
strategies. As the international business is going global, the business is experimenting a
change from a traditional financial framework to a latest performance oriented setup
which is ready to understand green economic strategies of business. As of now Green
Human Resource Management (GHRM) has come up as a prominent business principle
for the important institutions where the department of Human Resources is playing a
dominant role in going green at the work place. The paper to a large extent emphases
the importance of the various Green Human Resource Practices such as conservation,
recycling, paperless office followed by the institutions all over the world and, explains
the simple meaning as well as significance of GHRM. The work also is adding to the
existing literature review by explaining future focus of some GHRM functions. In the
end the study also comes up with the latest relevant HR startups for Green
organizations.
Keywords: Green House Management, Environment Management, Paperless Office,
Conservation, Recycling
1. Introduction
Twenty-first century is the era which shows increased interest in the environmental
issues all over the world in all domains like commerce, management or politics. The
emerging area of interest in environment problems has resulted in different treaties to
overcome climatic problems , e.g. Bali 2008, Kyoto 1999, and Copenhagen 2009. Due
to the harmful impact of industrial pollution and waste management, which includes
harmful chemicals, NGOs and governments all over the world is going for promoting
regulations and policies with the aim of reducing as well as to a certain extent lessen the
destruction of natural resources and its negative impact on the mankind and the
community together (Christmann & Taylor,2003; Shrivastava & Berger, 2011).
Green initiatives within HRM are forming a wider part of corporate social
responsibility. Green HR mainly consists of two major elements which include
environment-friendly HR practices and the preservation of knowledge capital
(Mandip, 2013). Human resources and the supporting elements are the basic foundation
of any business, be it corporate business or any sustainable business. They are primarily
responsible for making plans and implementing those eco-friendly policies in creating a
green environment. Without providing the needed human capital and executing
sustainable plan of action , creating a green world would be a difficult task.
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This paper goes in deep on how corporates are coming up with programmes to
implement environment friendly schemes by coming up with new human resource
schemes and analyse different strategies associated with green HRM.
1.1. Objectives
The main aim of this research is to:





Facilitate a basic knowledge of green HRM to the community,
Point out the prominent research done on this domain by other researchers
Explain in detail green practices that can be implemented for building a Green
workplace.
Attempting to forward some green plan of action for HR.

1.2. Methodology
The study is primarily based upon the primary data and secondary data. The primary
data has been collected by framing a structured questionnaire and distributing among
the employees of five reputed firms. For the secondary data a comprehensive literature
review taken from different databases, and other available sources were collected. A
systematic and deep review of collected literature was done for the study.
1.3. What is Green HRM?
The term Green HRM is the common word used within the business field at present and
its importance is increasing rapidly with the passage of time. This term has also an
important position as a prominent topic in recent research works since the awareness on
environmental problems and sustainable development has been increasingly rising day
by day all round the globe. Today the topic Green HRM not only includes a knowledge
toward environmental well being , but also stands for the societal as well as economical
aspect of both the corporates and the workers within a broader perspective.
1.4. Need for GHRM
For the past few decades there has been an increasing need for a naturalistic
environmental management drive all over the world. This effort was undertaken since
the deteriorating effects of different pollutants among which the industrial wastes being
the major pollutant that has been reducing and depleting our sustainable resources
rapidly is proved beyond doubt .
1.5. Literature review
A deep review of literature in the HR field on the above subject suggests that more and
more HR employees are working very hard to modify their companies as such to
become prominent environmental friendly organisations. A large amount of analytical
research is highlighting the after effect of environment management practices on
performance of the organization with the help of various methods (Iraldo, Testa, &
Frey, 2010; Yang, Lin, Chan, & Sheu, 2011).
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Literature has given significance for adopting environmental procedures which are the
most important function of institutional functions making it mandatory to understand the
assistance of human resource strategies. (Cherian & Jacob, 2014). It is found that larger
is the intensity of green human resource policies, the greater is the extent of adopting
environment management systems (EMS) by the various institutions (Bohdanowicz,
Zientara, & Novotna, 2012).
Incorporating environmental strategies and methodologies into the overall
developmental goals of an institution assists in coming up with an efficient EMS (Haden
et al., 2010). There are numerous studies which are behind the HRM practices which are
found to be efficient for promoting human resources and are contributing to institutional
productivity and giving a cutting edge(Boselie, Paauwe, & Jansen, 2002). Many
employees feel that in order to put in place an efficient corporate green management
system, it is necessary to come up with a good amount of administrative as well as
technical skills among all workers of the institution (Daily et al., 2008; Unnikrishnan &
Hegde, 2006).It is very much clear that whatever be the methodology the researchers
apply, it is necessary for proper coordination of human resource management objectives
with principles of green management in an institution.
Mainly this research is concentrating on GHRM, which according to Dutta (2013)
includes two major horizons namely, environment oriented HR practices and the
conservation of the knowledge capital. Green human resources refer to giving
awareness to employees regarding encouraging sustainability and enhance worker
knowledge and a sense of responsibility on the environmental problems (Mandip, 2013).
It is the responsibility of the HR department of an institution to make environmental
concern a major part of their corporate strategy. The major responsibility of green HRM
is to create awareness among the workers about the importance of the environmental
management i.e. what strategy should be opted, how it works, and how it is helping the
nature. The programme inspires the workers and builds a spirit of pride in them for
being a part of the existing exercise.
In the above research paper an attempt has been made to explain some basic functional
HRM activities which are associated with the sustainability and the natural resources at
the workplace and also provide a chance for the future research .
1.6 Green recruitment
Choosing the right talent and retaining them in the job is the challenge for every
employer. (Renwick et al., 2014). Organizations are now starting to understand the
importance of getting reputation as a green employer is an efficient means of attracting
new employees (Phillips, 2008; Stringer, 2010). German firms such as Siemens, BASF,
Bayer and Mannesmann are making use of environment friendly campaigns and a green
image to retain high-caliber employees.
Green recruiting is a process where the objective is to give significance to the mother
earth and making it an important part of the institution. Recruiting candidates with an
environmental friendly outlook make it convenient for institutions to recruit employees
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who are familiar with the procedure of sustainability and are already familiar with
processes like conservation, recycling , and building a more logical world.
1.7 Green performance management
Performance management (PM) is the procedure by which workers are motivated to
boost up their professional knowledge that help to achieve the institutional goals and
objectives in an efficient way. With the environment having an impact on the
international business scenario , PM is also making an impact on the green wave in the
most positive sense. Green performance management relates to concerns having an
impact on environmental problems as well as schemes of the institutions. It also focuses
on use of environmental friendly techniques.
1.8 Green training and development
Training and development is a process that concentrates on developing
workers’capabilities, knowledge, and perceptions, avoid decrement of environmental
values, skills, and perceptions (Zoogah, 2012). Green training and development makes
the workers understand about the significance of EM, train them in working
methodology that conserve energy, reduce waste, impart environmental concern within
the institution , and give an opportunity for the workers to involve themselves in
environmental issues (Zoogah, 2012). It makes them adopt different methods of
conservation including waste management within an organization. Moreover it
improves the skill of a worker to effectively understand the different environmental
problems. The need of the hour is to make the institutions train their workers on best
business methods coupled with green ventures.
1.9 Green compensation
Rewards and compensation are the major HRM processes through which workers are
motivated to perform their part well. These HR practices are the most powerful
techniques which connects an individual’s interest to that of the organization.
In the perspective of Green HRM, rewards and compensation can be believed as
important weapons for supporting environmental programmes in institutions. While
connecting the strategy for reward and administration, modern institutions are coming
up with reward systems to encourage eco-friendly motives developed by their workers.
They also concluded that long-term company results in connection with salary were
associated with greater pollution prevention success. By encouraging elements of green
management in the compensation policies, supervisors can enhance the green behaviors
among the workers.
2.0 Paperless office
Earlier days much of the work in the office is handled on paper but, with the invention
of information technology, the usage of paper has been lowered. Lately E-business and
learning have transformed the methodology and practices at workplaces changing them
into paperless offices. Paperless office is a work place where the use of paper is either
lessened or removed by changing main official paperwork and other documents into
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automatic workprocesses. The processes is greatly reducing the consumption of
paper and also save the time.
2.1 Conservation of energy
Conservation of energy in the office has the power for a greater environmental change.
In an urge to provide more effective and eco-friendly services, offices around the world
have come up with various energy conservation innovations to curtail the environmental
concern. The HR departments of prominent companies have s started a campaign to turn
off PCs, TVs, and lights when leaving, to use 100% renewable energy, and introduced
solar lighting .
Table 1: Kendall Correlation Coefficients between Employee Retention Rate
and Green HRM practices
C-1
C -2
C-3
C-4
Employee Retention Rate 0.18
0.15
0.22
0.24
Green HRM Practices
0.34
0.31
0.38
0.40
(Source: Primary Data)
2.2 Conclusion
Human resources are the most important part of an institution that plays a prominent
part in taking care of the workers. Green HR efforts have produced better efficacy, cost
cutting, worker retention, and better turnover apart from other advantages.The need of
the hour is to make the HR managers create awareness in the youth about the Green
HRM, Green movement, and helping the corporates to maintain proper environment,
and aim for sustainability ( Mathapati ,2014).
It is very clear that HR has a prominent role to play in contributing to the institution’s
green movement and plays a prominent part in creating enthusiasm, and motivation for
workers to take up green procedures for greener business.
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SIKH IMPERSONATIONS
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Abstract:
This paper explores and discusses the modes of representation of Guru HarRai
conventionalized by Mughal style artists of Punjab plains during seventeenth century,
which was followed, experimented and altered by Pahari artists from eighteenth century
onwards, not only merging iconographies of their Pahari master rulersinnovatively, but
also further replaced during Maharaja Ranjit Singh through royal Sikh styles of dress as
well persona. In doing so, this study will seek to rethink how the iconography of Guru
HarRai, continuously altered with changing centers of Sikh power in Punjab hills,
spread and reshaped by the Pahari artists through merging conventional and regional
idioms. For writing this paper, analytical method is applied.
Key Words: Likenesses, Real, Mughal, Punjab, Experimentation, Rajput rulers,
iconography, Pahari, Sikh.
A number of likenesses or darshan of GuruHarRai are now exist. Born in 1630 at
Kiratpur, Guru HarRaisucceeded Guru Hargobind at the age of fifteen and died at the
age of thirty- one. Residing at Kiratpur, Guru HarRai was associated with hill rulers and
helped in releasing Raja Tara Chand of Kahlur from the captivity of Emperor Shah
Jahan during 1645 (Singh 1967). Guru HarRai also had friendly association with liberal
viewed Mughal Prince DaraShikoh, who was closely associated with Punjab and had an
interesting spiritual discourse with Guru. Prince DaraShikoh, the eldest son of Shah
Jahan, was in the habit of visiting saints both Hindu and Muslim. He met Guru HarRai,
though he was fifteen years younger than the Prince. There are various portraits of Dara
meeting with saints and Dervishes. Group portraits depicting DaraShikoh’s meeting
with Muslim saint Mia Meer and his disciple Mulla Shah of Lahore are about 1640s in
Mughal Lahore style. Mia Mir laid the foundation stone of Sri Harmandir Sahib (Golden
Temple). But meeting scene of young Guru with Prince Dara is not yet accounted.
1. Early Portrayals of Guru HarRai
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Figure 1. Guru HarRai, Sursinghwala coll., (Publ.: Singh and Singh, 2012)
An equestrian portrait of Guru HarRai in Sursinghwala collection (fig. 1), holding an
herb in right hand on the green coloured circle; symbol of fertile orb connotes affection
of the Guru with nature. Two cherub are sheeting down flowers at the Guru. Black
pompom, patka of skirts, translucent (odhni) wrap and bun of hair; all represent the
fusion of Akbari atelier with Jahangir- Shah Jahan period European influences
combined a popular Mughal style in Punjab plains. Guru seems young aged and his
turban with kalghi of three florets also has semblance with his father Baba Gurditta’s
style of kalghi in Dun likeness (Randhawa 1970). The jama of Guru HarRai always tied
in the left, while Muslim tied their jama to the right. Guru HarRai always depicted
wearing earrings of white gems, which was not fashioned among Sikhs.

Figure 2. Guru Har Rai,Sursinghwala coll., (Publ.: Singh and Singh, 2012)
Guru HarRai was an excellent physician having good knowledge of herbs. Once Mughal
prince DaraShikoh fell ill and Guru HarRai offered him blue coloured herbs of clove at
Kiratpur to cure him.
Guru HarRai often portrayed as mature person with bearded face, wearing
plan- plated as well richly flower patterned robes of Shah Jahan period, stripped
payjama and angavastra like patka unmistakably northern dateable to the third quarter
of the seventeenth century, which goes across the chest and over the shoulder before
falling at the back and broad band turban of Shah Jahan style, holding a flower or blue
coloured herb in right hand devising perceptible facial features from his young aged
portrait till matured aged (fig. 2). This delicate likeness came from Sursinghwala
collection with brownish red border with black rule, has resemblance with early style
popular in Bilaspur during Raja Dip Chand, while its blue coloured background with
light coloured strip to depict sky is in Mandi style with enlarged likenesses sometimes
crosses the border. The likeness of Guru HarRai is as much alike and authentic as in the
collection of his son Guru Ram Rai in Dehradun collection. Against the renderings of
Mughal Emperors, the contemporary likenesses of Guru HarRai are without nimbus.
Although, the fashion of piercing ears was not followed by Sikh Gurus and was
prevalent among Mughal and Rajput rulers but Guru HarRai often depicted wearing
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earrings.

Shri

Guru

Granth

Sahib

does

ਮਖਟੂਹੋਇਕੈਕੰਨਪੜਾਏ॥(ਮ◌ਃ੧) (makhtoo hoy kea

not

support

piercing

of

ears.

kannpadhaye)(SGGS, 1245). Guru

Gobind Singh also supports the fact. ਜਟਾਨਸੀਸਧਾਿਰਹੌ॥ਨਮੁੰ ਦਕਾਸੁਧਾਿਰਹੌ॥ (jatana sees
dhariho. namundrikasudhariho) (BachittarNatak, canto 6, chaupai/verse 36).
The likeness of Guru HarRai in Rup Chand collection had copied after original
and delicate likeness of Sursinghwala collection under the patronage of Bhai Rup
Chandby other Mughal artists. Theses likenesses havemuch resemblances, but are not
much delicate as the real likeness.Some fine artists were really active at Sursinghwala
and Rup Nagar. In later likenesses, Guru HarRai has depicted in floral patterned robes.
Figure appears little disproportionate similar to Mandi style enlarged figures, but blue
coloured herb remains always identical. Possibly, more than one painters were surviving
for the portrayals of Guru in the mid- seventeenth century. Artists continued
experimentations for the backgrounds. The style of portraits of Guru HarRai also have
resemblance with Bilaspur style, in which dark green flat backgrounds are common
during second quarter of seventeenth century. Later portraits of Ajmer Chand and Bhim
Chand of Kahlur indicates the circulation of Mughal painters and their style in the areas
of Sursinghwala and Rup Nagar during second quarter of seventeenth century inherited
from Jahangir period portraiture.
After the death of Shah Jahan and arrival of DaraShikoh& his son
SulemanShikoh in Punjab, artists started to voyage in the hilly regions of Punjab via
plains of Punjab.A rival Sikh center emerged in the area of hills of Dun Valley founded
by Guru Ram Rai, eldest son of Guru HarRai, an opponent of Sikh Gurus and a fellow
&hostage of Emperor Aurangzeb, resided here to keep an eye on the activities of
Garhwalruler Prithi Shah (1635- 1665), who gave asylum to SulemanShikoh; son of
DaraShikoh in 1658 but yielded him to Aurangzeb in 1660. During this period, Mughal
painters started to migrate in hilly areas of Garhwal, in which Mughal painters Sham
Das and his son Har Das in SulemanShikoh's suite, reserved by Prithi Shah after
SulemanShikoh'sevacuation (Lal 1952). At the same time, artistic activities also started
under the patronage of Guru Ram Rai. A collection of portraits of Sikh Gurus came into
light in 1961, with the Mahant of Gurdwara Ram Rai, Dehradun.
The collection of portraits from Dehradun indicates some interesting facts. The
name of Gurus inscribed on the portraits, with the term ‘darshan’ for earlier Gurus and
Baba Gurditta, which means ‘vision’. The term has equal meaning the word ‘dhyana’,
used for Hindu divinities. The darshan of Gurus are in Mughal style, which proves the
existence of Mughal artists’remunerated under Sikh patronage. The collection of
portraits from Dehradun have its own significance, as the portraits of Guru Nanak to
Guru HarRai including Baba Gurditta and Guru Ram Rai exist in the collection. Except
Guru Hargobind and Guru HarRai; other Gurus are portrayed in common settings
applied for the earlier Rajput rulers, seated on low wooden beds on white terraces, in
traditional kneeling postures with one hand raised in conversation or instruction and
another rested on thigh, accompanied by an attendant of Mughal-Rajput style, while
Guru Nanak is portrayed wearing band turban of seventeenth century attended by his
lifetime companions Bala and Mardana intwo rare portraits. Other Gurus also portrayed
wearing band turban of seventeenth century. Original likenesses of Guru HarRai in his
www.ijmer.in
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known attires and postures, popular at Sursinghwala- Rup Nagar without attendants also
influenced Dun portrait, as Bhai Rup Chand also visited Dun hills at the dera of Guru
Ram Rai. The likenesses of Guru Hargobind and Guru HarRai were secured among Sikh
devotees of Sursinghwala and Rup Nagar.
2. Alterations and Adaptations
Guru HarRai’s portrait in transparent robe and bairagan (arm- rest) also exists (fig. 3),
which appears the copy from real likenesses by Punjabi or Pahari painter, as transparent
thin robes of fine muslin was of late Akbar period and Jahangir period not in fashion
during eighteenth century, which evidenced the circulation of darshan. The iconography
of Guru HarRai emerged through Mughal painters during seventeenth century, was
continuously copied by Punjabi artists and altered by Pahari painters during last of
eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Guru HarRai is seen in transparent robe with
strip patterned payjama and holding an arm- rest in hand, walking outside, while he is
often depicted in plan and floral patterned robe in seventeenth century likenesses, but in
actual Guru HarRai was also habitual of arm- rest. It is conclusive that Guru’s portraits
with arm- rest also goes back to seventeenth century.

Figure 3.Guru HarRai,(Source: Museum Rietberg,acc. no. Inv.-Nr. RVI
1399)

Figure 4. Guru HarRai, (Source: Asian Art Museum, object no. 1998.59)
www.ijmer.in
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A portrait of Guru HarRai is at Asian Art Museum (fig. 4) with the inscription
‘guru hargobindji’ in Gurmukhi and Persian on verso. The inscription appears wrong,
which does not match with the iconography of Guru Hargobind. Guru Hargobind has
always depicted holding hawk on his wrist, seated on chair or carpet. The likeness
echoes Guru HarRai’s known stances, in transparent, floral patterned robe, holding
armrest and black rosary on his chest, while flower in his hand is missing. Attendant
holding yak- tail waver in hand is of Punjabi style, different from Mughal and Rajput
attendants. The work is of early eighteenth century.

Figure 5. Guru HarRai, Kangra, (Courtesy: Chandigarh Museum, acc. no.
2666)
The approach of Sikh misaldarsJassa Singh Ramgarhia and Jai Singh Kanheya
during last quarter of eighteenth century, influenced the growth of Sikh paintings.
Kangra and Guler painters working for these two Sikh misaldars absorbed popular
iconography of Sikh Gurus and transformed in their naturalistic style. A portrait of Guru
HarRai at Chandigarh Museum of 1790s series, originally came from the collection of
Raja DhruvDev Chand of Lambagraon, Kangra (fig. 5). Drawing, colours and technique
suggest the work of a court painter. The likeness is set on light green, flat background,
under a sky, with some smoky, tangled clouds of pink- purple and grey hues on dark
green- blue stripped horizon. Kangra painter inherited conventional setting popular in
Punjab plains with the portrait of Guru HarRai, in transparent robe- strip patterned
payjama and holding an arm- rest in hand, walking outside. The series is done by a
family workshop active in Kangra during last decade of eighteenth century.
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Figure 6. Guru HarRai, Guler- Basohli, (Courtesy: Chandigarh Museum,
acc. no. 3430)
A series of portraits is in the collection of Sardar Mohan Singh published by
Archer (1966), clearly emerged with Guler idioms. Although Archer ascribed the
pictures in Guler style of about the years 1815 to 1820, invest each Guru with calm,
serene grace. Though the themes are Sikh, the treatment employs Guler settings such as
terraces and landscapes as well as standard Guler idioms for all entourages and
accessories (Archer 1966). But the settings are commonly used for the hill rulers of last
quarter of eighteenth century. In the likeness of Guru HarRai; holding a bairagan in left
hand and an herb in his right hand (fig. 6), artist is inspired by early conventions, but
figure, postures and gestures of Guru, wearing long robe, band turban, walking in a
garden has much resemblance with the portraits of ‘Amrit Pal of Basohli walking in a
garden’ (fig. 7). Attendants also appear in turban style of Raja Prakash Chand’s period.
Undoubtedly, original portrayals of Guru HarRai was in circulation, and copied many
times by Punjabi and Kangra painters but Guler painters portrayed Guru HarRai on the
model of Amrit Pal of Basohli during last quarter of eighteenth century. Nainsukh,
celebrated artist of Guler, was employed in the service of Raja Amrit Pal of Basohli
after the death of Raja Balwant Singh of Jasrota at least from the year 1763 onwards and
his son Ranjha continued to work in Basohli till 1827. Goswamy ascribed the painter
Ranjha, son of Nainsukh, responsible for the NalaDamayanti series of Karan Singh
collection between 1790 and 1800 on grounds of style (Goswamy 2015). Before the
employment in Basohli, Ranjha, also worked for Raja Raj Singh of Chamba for a
considerable period of time (Ohri 1998) and Raja Raj Singh had good relations with
misaldars.
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Figure 7.Raja Amrit Pal (1757-1776) of Basohli, by Ranjha, (Source: Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, no. M.80.223.1)
A different series is at Lahore Museum and some of the portraits of the series
were published by Aijazuddin (1977) and rest are at Chandigarh Museum, inscribed in
Gurmukhi, Devanagari and Persian, which are ascribed by some scholars to the 1800
A.D. Some portraits are based on popular iconographies in this series, while others are
based on painter’s imaginations or dhyanas, as various stories were popular among hilly
areas about the painters, portraying their deities with own imaginations. The painter,
though, had too his choice in painting pictures from his own imagination and to his own
taste. These were created for presentation to the Raja on special instances as nazars and
customarily earned rewards. From the same series, a portrait of Guru HarRai comes (fig.
8) along with attendant wearing Sikh style turban of second decade of nineteenth
century. Thus, portrait series from the collection of Sardar Mohan Singh was painted
earlier. Later, with some alterations in the style of attendants from Rajput to Sikh
appearance, series of Lahore and Chandigarh Museums was emerged in same atelier of
family painters. After the annexation of hill states by Sikh Maharaja, some grants of
land also offered to the painters by Sikh patrons.
Nainsukh’sson, Nikka along with his sons was based in Rajol in the territory of
Raja Raj Singh of Chamba and were working for him. Nikka’s son Chhajju was famous
for the portraits of Sikh saints in Amritsar. Although, from the last quarter of eighteenth
century, Guler painters started to experiment with Sikh themes, inspired by the lifestyle
of Sikh misaldars. But, with the first decade of nineteenth century, adjustments started
again for royal Sikh lifestyle. Rajput type of attendants serving behind the Sikh Gurus
(fig. 6) represented till the first decade of nineteenth century, who used to portray in
Sikh style turban of small size (fig. 8) from second decade of nineteenth century,
replacing Mughal- Rajput style band turbans. The appearance of Sikh Gurus also started
to change from Mughal style band turban to Sikh style turbans of nineteenth century. An
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umbrella also started to appear in the portraits of Sikh Gurus, based on earlier models of
Basohli - Chambastyles, after the influence of royal Sikh lifestyle. The face of Guru
HarRai (fig. 8) reminds the face of Raja Jit Singh of Chamba (fig. 9).Chhajju was
employed in the service of Chamba ruler, who applied the facial features of Raja Jit
Singh of Chamba for Guru HarRai.

Figure 8.Guru Har Rai, Chamba, (Courtesy: Chandigarh Museum, acc.
no. F- 45)

Figure 9.Raja Jit Singh of Chamba with his Rani, 1810,
(Source: Bhuri Singh Museum, Chamba, acc. no. 00.685.17), by Chhajju
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Table. 1
3. Conclusion
Guru HarRai portrayed in plain plated, transparent and floral patterned robes with
angavastra like patka fashioned during the third quarter of the seventeenth century with
pierced ears wearing earrings, while the fashion of pierced ears was not followed by
Sikh Gurus. The character of Guru HarRai was also captured by the artists. Guru HarRai
always represented as a Nature lover, holding an herb in his hand, while he was also a
worthy warrior and had participated in many battles. Changing styles of backgrounds
andcolours are evidenced of commissioning the varied artists during different times
under the patronage of Guru and devotees. Contemporary portrayals of Guru HarRai
also have mutual resemblances from the beginning till adult age (table 1). Thus painters
were continuously working for Guru HarRai and his son Guru Ram Rai at Kiratpur and
Dehradun.
Art of portrayals grew among Sikhs not for worship, but for darshan and
memoirs of Gurus. Tradition of copying darshan initiated by Bhai Rup Chand and
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BidhiChand, was endured by other admirers of Gurus. But with the changing centers of
Sikh power, style of likeness also reformed. Guler painters merged the features and
gestures of their Rajput rulers with conventional darshan of Guru HarRai from the
second half of eighteenth century. Howeverwith the emergence of Maharaja Ranjit
Singh, imperial lifestyle also impressed Pahari artists, still being habitual, they further
experimented with Rajput iconographies and Sikh idioms.
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EVALUATION OF STRESS AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS BASED ON
THEIR LIVELIHOOD AND GENDER
Dr C Manju
Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science
Kanchi Mamunivar Center for Post Graduate Studies
Puducherry
Abstract
In the current scenario of our world, stress is a significant issue that affects us
mentally and physically. The stress is mostly affected among students of adolescent age
.The main aim of this study is to find out factors effecting stress among college students
and to find which category of students are stressed. The data is collected and process is
analyzed using APRIORI algorithm to identify the factors effecting stress. The data is
collected and process is analyzed using APRIORI algorithm to identify the factors
effecting stress. The ANOVA algorithm is used to find which category of students in
terms of gender and their living circumstances are under stress in the area of students
taken under study.
Keywords: Stress, Adolescent age, ANOVA, APRIORI, Factors affecting, Category
1. Introduction
Stress in simple terms is the excessive force or efforts excreted on our body or mind
beyond the normal capacity of a human being. Stress is the resultant of work pressure,
over exertion, sleeplessness and/or anxiety. Stress is a major cause for many physical
and mental illness.
In young age students will be facing problems with learning abilities along with their
socio-economic and family situations. In study of stress it is found that main type of
stress affecting the students in young age are in academics as well as health issues. In
this paper, a study is focused on health and academic stress in college students studying
in and around Puducherry.
College life can be stressful, it even alter life experience of students. The academic
stress factors in students include factors such as friendships in college, Academic
workload, exams, relations, performance in academics etc. The health factors include
the stress associated with nutrients deficiency[1].
2 Data Description
Data collection is prominent and plays a vital role in this area of study. It is a process
of preparation, collection and pre- processing of data. Here in this study , data is
prepared from the students pursuing different courses in and around Puducherry. The
data collection focused on incorporating students from rural as well as urban areas so
that we can understand the difference of stress levels in students living under different
circumstances. It is done by constructing questionnaire based on theoretical and
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empirical grounds about factors affecting stress. The questionnaire consists of two parts
comprising the basic details of students and stress factors experienced by students in
both academic and health. The study was conducted on basis of around 1500 data
collected through questionnaire from colleges located in urban and rural areas of
Puducherry.
Students as respondents were asked to the stress attributes as never , mostly normally
and always. Various factors were analyzed as part of stress factors. The factors in
academic and health includes, the various things associated with student life ,their
Interest in studies ,Punctuality in lifestyle , Learning difficulty, Achieving good grades,
Self assessment ,Exam result, Financial Support From Family , Death of Family
Member , Demands with Healthy Lifestyle , Mediation, Involvement in sports, Feeling
Loneliness , Getting sound sleep, Lower Confidence , Trouble with parents , Change in
Social Activities etc.[5]
3 Methodology
The dataset is prepared using the data collected. Around 1500 data samples were
collected from rural and urban students in Puducherry, after collecting data, next step is
analyzing the data. The analysis is done using association rule mining. In association
rule mining, the APRIORI algorithm is used in the process of analysis The algorithm is
a classical technique used in association analysis to discover the rules with minimum
support and confidence level which is greater than minimum threshold, This help to find
the stress factors affecting the students under study.
After finding the stress factors the ANOVA test is performed on data to find which
category of students and their place of residence(rural and urban) are under stress. The
ANOVA refers to Analysis of Variance and is statistical procedures used to test the
degree to which 2 or more group vary of differ.[6]
4. Results and Discussion
The data collected is passed through a filtering process. In this study the filtration is
done using Friedmann test .It is a statistical technique and done using SPSS tool. It is
used to find whether there is a significant difference between mean rank between
various attributes. The test is performed separately on academic and health factors. This
process is used to find and filter out the attributes that are relevant for study from the
collected data.[2]
After preprocessing the APRIORI algorithm is implemented on preprocessed data,
the test is conducted in R using APRIORI algorithm, The rules were generated
according the specified support and confidence level of 0.5 and 0.2 respectively, A
separate rule generation was done on health and academic factors.
Around 27 rules were generated and scatter plots of rules generated is as follows
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Fig;1: Scattered plot for the rules generated
4.1 Rule Generation using APRIORI algorithm
4.1.1
Academic Factors
From the rule generated from Apriori algorithm it can be concluded that students
approach to get good grades always and self rating in comparison with others are mostly
dependent on cause of stress among students.

Fig 2:Rules Generated from APIORI Algorithm
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Lack of concentration and the punctuality to classes and their concern to get
good grades plays a factor for stress among students.
Job prospects of their current area of study is also a major concern for stress
among students.

4.1.2 Health Factors
From the rule ,as part of data collected generated ,from Apriori algorithm it can be
concluded that students approach to try loses their weight always and arguments with
friends are mostly dependent on their cause of stress among students.
➢ Frequent visit to the doctor as a result of trying to lose their weight is also a
reason for health.
➢
Frequent quarrel with their friend which is distributing their sleep is also a
cause of stress.
It can be concluded that trying to lose weight result in consulting doctors with health
issues, quarrelling with friends and disturbing their sleep is a major cause of health
stress among the student surveyed as the part this work.
4.2 ANOVA for Academic Factors Based on Locality and their Gender
The main objectives of the study were to understand the level of academic stress
faced by students and the different sources that contributed to the same. Gender
differences and Locality of residence differences were considered for study. Data was
collected from students having learning difficulties, interest towards subject, frequent
late, lack of concentration, their self rating, and confidence level. The students who
responded to the questionnaire were currently doing their final year undergraduate,
postgraduate courses in rural and urban colleges in Pondicherry. The obtained data was
subjected to appropriate statistical analysis and the results are discussed in this session.

Variable
Learning
difficulty
Interest
towards
subject
Punctuality
Lack
of
Concentration
Self rating

www.ijmer.in

Gender

Sigma

Residence

Sigma

Male
Female
Male

0.00168**
0.116
0.00468**

Rural
Urban
Rural

0.0193**
0.161
0.165

Female

0.116

Urban

0.0009***

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

0.171
0.000622 ***
0.0352
0.00324 **
0.234
0.00654 **

Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban

0.141
0.001**
0.238
0.0011**
0.09
0.005**
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Male
0.178
Rural
0.178
Confid
ence
Female
0.0182**
Urban
0.0182**
Level
Table 1: ANOVA test on Academic stress for Residence based and Gender
In the academic stress analysis a study is done using ANOVA test for various filtered
attributes. The study shows that urban student’s shows higher levels compared to rural
students.
 The rural students differed significantly on the variable
Learning
difficulty(Mean=7.7,F Value=5.5) with Urban and Interest towards
subject(Mean=6.1,Value=5.5)(p<=0.05****)
 The urban students differ significantly on the variable Punctuality (Mean= 3.0, F
Value=2.5)with Rural, Lack of concerted(Mean=3.5,F Value=1.5)with Self
Rating(Mean=10.5,F
Value=5.5)with
Confidence
Level(Mean=4.5,FValue=3.5)with Rural.(p<=0.005***)
From this we can conclude that academic stress is more than Urban students compared
to the Rural Student.
In the academic stress analysis a study is done using ANOVA test for various filtered
attributes. The study shows that urban student’s shows higher levels compared to male
and female students.
 The Male students differed significantly on the variable Learning
difficulty(Mean=6.7,F
value=5.5)with Female and Interest towards
subject(Mean=6.1,F value=5.5)(p<=0.05****).
4.3 ANOVA for Health Factors Based on Locality and their Gender
The test was conducted for health factors based on place of residence and gender and
the result is as shown in the table below.
Variable
Missing Breakfast
Sound sleep
Argument friend
Family
Sports Involvement
Lose Weight

and

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

Sigma
0.0168*
0.116
0.622
0.00116**
0.171
0.00468**
0.0352
0.00324 **
0.234
0.00554 **

Locality
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban

Sigma
0.0203**
0.556
0.070
0.0009***
0.1478
0.001**
0.442
0.00186**
0.761
0.005**

Male
0.178
Rural
0.611
Female
0.0182**
Urban
0.0026**
Table 2: ANOVA test on Academic stress for Residence based and Gender

Doctor Visit
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In the Health stress analysis a study is done using ANONA test for various filtered
attributes. The study shows that urban student’s shows higher levels compared to rural
students.
1. The rural students differed significantly on the variable Missing
Breakfast(Mean=7.7,FValue=5.5)with Urban and Eat Food While Other Activity
Mean=15.0,Value=13.5)(p<=0.05****)
2. The urban students differ significantly on the variable Argument friend and Family
(Mean=3.0, F Value=2.5)with Rural, Sports Insolvent (Mean=13.5,F
Value=1.5)with Rural, Lose Weight (Mean=10.5,F Value=5.5)with Rural, Doctor
Visit (Mean=14.5,FValue=3.5)with Rural.(p<=0.005***)
From this we can conclude that Health stress is more than Urban students compared
to the Rural Student.
The result for the ANOVA test conducted for the students based on gender for
Academic stress can be represented as follows
The Female students differ significantly on the variable Argument friend and Family
(Mean=3.0, F Value=2.5) with Male, Sports Involvent (Mean=13.5,F Value=1.5)with
Male, Lose Weight (Mean=10.5,F Value=5.5)with Male, Doctor Visit
(Mean=14.5,FValue=3.5)with Male.(p<=0.005***)
From this we can conclude that Health stress is more in Female students than male
students.
5. Summary
In this research, an Association rule mining model which is experimented based
on the various stress factors experienced by the students is presented. The attributes
are analyzed and ranked. With these stress factors association rules are generated. The
results show that this method not only improvises better decision making and also
optimizes best association rules.
After Association rule mining , the analysis of various stress factors was done
through Analysis of Variance ,which shows that students living in urban area and
female students is having more academic and health stress compared to the rural and
male students in the area of study.
It is important to avoid stress in our life at any cost. A systematic approach to
work and relationships can considerably reduce stress. Plan and execute the work in a
time bound manner. Always work only to our capacity. Wear a smile always whenever
confronted with problems. Remember, every problem has solution. So, there is no
point in losing one’s sleep over the problems. Being patient and confident of our
abilities is enough.
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SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION AND PHOTOLUMINESCENT
STUDIES OF Ce3+ DOPED BaS NANOPHOSPHOR
Dr. Alisha Goyal
Department of Physics
R K S D (PG) College, Kaithal, Haryana,India
Abstract:
The BaS:Ce nanophosphors were prepared by using solid state diffusion
method. Emission spectra was recorded by exciting the sample at 420 nm which
gives a emission band at 547 nm and a shoulder 632 nm.
Keywords: Cerium doped Barium Sulphide (BaS:Ce) , absorption
spectra,
Photoluminescence
(PL),
Transmission
electron
Microscopy(TEM).
1.0 Introduction
Luminescence of low dimensional systems i.e. nanophosphors, have
offered new avenues in research. Since in low dimensional systems, electrons
and holes are spatially confined causing quantum confinement effects, energy
levels and optical properties become considerable different from their bulk
counterparts. RE doped luminescent II-VI materials; BaS are promising
candidate for application in color thin film electroluminescent devices.
The present work aims to synthesize and investigate the optical
parameters of BaS:Ce nanophosphors. BaS:Ce nanophosphors were synthesized
using Solid State diffusion method. This paper presents the results of
investigations on the optical characterization of BaS:Ce nanophosphors.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
All chemicals used in present study were of analytical grade and were
used as received. Barium sulphate (BaSO4.2H2O) and Cerium nitrate
(Ce(NO3)3.5H2O) were obtained from Rankem. Sodiumthiosulfate (Na2S2O3)
were procured from Himedia. Double deionized water and ethanol were used for
the synthesis. All the observations were made at room temperature.
BaS:Ce nanophosphors were fabricated via solid state diffusion
method. Firstly carbon powder was soaked in excess of double de-ionized water
for about half an hour, then dried in an oven and finally collected in a clean
bottle. Appropriate proportion of BaSO4.2H2O, Ce(NO3)3.5H2O and carbon
powder were taken and mixed in a clean pestle and mortar. 2 ml of ethanol was
added for uniform dispersion of activator in the charge. The prepared charge
was packed in a crucible and a thin layer of carbon powder was spread over it. It
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was covered with another crucible and fired at 900˚C for two hours. The top
layer of carbon powder ensured a reducing atmosphere over the charge. After
the firing, the charge was transferred to a mortar and was rapidly pulverized
while red hot. The phosphor was then collected in a clean and dry sample bottle
[1].
The photoluminescence of BaS:Ce nanophosphors were analyzed using
Spectrometer (Flouro Max -3), which contains Czerny-turner design and uses all
reflective optica to maintain high resolution.
1.2 Results and discussions
1.2.1 Emission and Excitation spectra of BaS:Ce
Emission spectra were taken by exciting the nanophosphors at 420 nm at room
temperature. Ce+3 produced two emission bands in BaS at 547 nm and 632 nm
as shown in Fig 1. Emission spectra of BaS:Ce nanophosphors showed a bluegreen emission originating due to electronic transition from the lowest excited
state 2T2g (5d) to the ground state 4f of Ce+3 characterized by two bands as a
consequences of 4f ground state splitting into 2f7/2 and 2f5/2 as per RussellSander coupling [2] approximation . However, for the bulk phosphors the
emission peak has been obtained at 608nm which corresponds to red color [3].
This is due to the quantum confinement.
In the excitation spectra of this phosphors, there were two peaks at 336nm and
423nm corresponding to host (BaS) and the dopant (Ce) absorption respectively
as shown in Fig. 1. It is clearly observed that these phosphors are excited by
blue- violet light.
excitation spectrum
emission spectrum
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Fig. 1 EXCITATION AND EMISSION SPECTRA OF BaS:Ce (0.6 mol%)
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1.3 CONCLUSION
BaS :Ce nanophosphors have been synthesized and characterized using
photoluminescence studies.. The obtained result can be expected to have
applications in color thin films electroluminescence devices, fluorescent lamps
etc.
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E-COMMERCE IN INDIA: THE DEVELOPMENTS AND REAL
CHALLENGES
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Assistant Professor
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Periyar Govt. Arts College, Cuddalore
Abstract
E-commerce stands for electronic commerce. E-commerce is a type of business
model that focuses on doing commercial transactions through electronic
networks such as the Internet. The E-commerce has completely revolutionized
the conventional concept of business. E-commerce draws on technologies such
as mobile commerce, electronic fund transfer, supply chain management,
internet marketing, online transaction processing so on. It covers a range of
different types of businesses, from consumer based retail sites, through auction
or music sites, to business exchanges trading goods and services between
corporations. It is currently one of the most important aspects of the Internet to
emerge. This research paper briefly explains the concept of e-commerce, major
developments and challenges faced by the e-commerce industry in India.
INTRODUCTION
By definition e-commerce stands for electronic commerce. Dealing in goods
and services through the electronic media and internet is called as E-commerce.
E-Commerce or E-business involves carrying on a business with the help of the
internet and by using information technology like Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI). It relates to a website of a vendor selling or providing services directly
from its portal to the customers. They use a digital shopping cart system and
allow payment through credit card, debit card or electronic fund transfer
payments. The e-commerce industry helps in reducing costs in managing orders
while also interacting with a wide range of suppliers and trading partners. It also
involves any form of business transaction in which the parties interact
electronically rather than by physical exchanges or direct physical contact. With
the evolution of technology and increase in consumerism all over India, ecommerce is riding the high tide in online business. Today, the total number of
internet users in the world is close to 3 billion, out of this India has a total of
259.14 million internet and broadband subscribers. Easy access to internet via
mobile devices coupled with increasing confidence of the customers to purchase
online is leading the way. Because of this, increasing number of people are
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registering on e-commerce websites and purchasing products through the use of
cell phones.
Objectives
 To understand the concept of E. Commerce.
 To know the major developments in the Indian e-commerce sector.
 To perceive the challenges faced by the e.commerce industry in India.
Methodology
The study is a descriptive type in nature. The data collected from the
secondary source of information like internet, periodicals, and research reports,
survey reports conducted by various reputed and reliable organizations.
Concept of E–commerce in India
Multi product E-commerce – Some e-commerce portals provide almost all
categories of goods and services under one roof, targeting customers of every
possible products and services. Indian e-commerce portals provide products like
apparel and accessories for men and women, health and beauty products, books
and magazines, computers and peripherals, vehicles, collectibles, software,
consumer electronics, household appliances, jewellery, audio/video
entertainment goods, gift articles, real estate and services, business and
opportunities, employment, travel tickets, matrimony etc.
Single Product E-commerce – Automobiles sector portals providing selling
and buying of vehicles including two wheelers, comes under this. Stocks and
share market sites, also offers their services through these types of portals, with
options for comparisons and research. Other major industries offering their
products and services are real estate and travel and tourism. Besides these,
matrimony and employment websites are a big hit across India.
E-commerce in India
Major Developments in the Indian e-commerce sector




Flipkart, after getting acquired by Walmart for US$ 16 billion, is expected
to launch more offline retail stores in India to promote private labels in
segments such as fashion and electronics. In September 2018, Flipkart
acquired Israel based analytics start-up Upstream Commerce that will help
the firm to price and position its products in an efficient way.
Paytm has launched its bank - Paytm Payment Bank. Paytm bank is India's
first bank with zero charges on online transactions, no minimum balance
requirement and free virtual debit card
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As of June 2018, Google is also planning to enter into the E-commerce
space by November 2018. India is expected to be its first market.
Reliance retail is going to launch online retail this year. It has already
launched its food and grocery app for beta testing among its employees.
E-commerce industry in India witnessed 21 private equity and venture
capital deals worth US$ 2.1 billion in 2017 and 40 deals worth US$ 1,129
million in the first half of 2018.
Google and Tata Trust have collaborated for the project ‘Internet Saathi’ to
improve internet penetration among rural women in India.

Challenges Faced By E-Commerce Industry in India
1. Lack of Awareness
When it comes to the ratio of people having awareness of the internet and online
shopping, the scenario isn't quite flattering. The majority of the Indian
population is still not aware of the internet's existence and its uses. Even when
you talk about the internet savvy urban population that are having smartphones,
awareness of online shopping and its functionality is still a far cry. Most of them
aren't aware of the online fraud and corruption while making online transactions
and thus the darkness prevails. This is by far the biggest challenge faced by the
e-commerce industry in India.
2. Inadequate Plastic Money Holders
While all major e-commerce platforms require a debit card, credit card, net
banking, and mobile wallets to operate; there aren't enough plastic money
holders in India. This is one of the biggest challenges in the growth of the ecommerce industry in India. While on the upside, all major nationalized banks
have started giving out debit cards to all its account holders and encourage its
use. This is definitely a positive sign to overcome challenges faced by the ecommerce industry in India.
3. Cash on Delivery
In order to curb the dilemma of security of online transactions, all e-commerce
portals started this option of Cash-on-Delivery (COD) wherein an online
shopper can skip paying online while placing an order and choose to pay at the
time of delivery instead. Although this initially seemed to be exciting for the ecommerce platforms as well as users slowly it became a boon for them.
Many of the customers refused to pay money at the time of product delivery
which resulted in heavy losses incurred in product transit and eventually losing
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out on sales and revenue. It is one big challenge faced by the e-commerce
industry in India that has both its pros and cons.
4. Online Security
While big e-commerce players can afford to have security software that offers
enhanced security for its customers while transacting online, many small ecommerce setups and small business owners ignore the importance of authentic
security software.
Transacting at such platforms can be extremely risky and is prone to the Trojan
and malware attacks comprising a user's financial details' insecurity. To
overcome this challenge faced by the e-commerce industry in India, SSL
certification must be made mandatory for all e-commerce platforms.
5. Touch & Feel Constraint
India buyers demographics are such that they want to touch and feel the product
before buying it to be assured of its looks and quality. However, online booking
and ticketing business in India grew as it didn't suffer from these constraints but
e-commerce platforms selling apparels, jewelry, cosmetics, and accessories are
still struggling with these challenges faced by the e-commerce industry.
6. Fear Factor
Despite the awareness happening in the world of e-commerce and online
shopping, there are still many not able to overcome their fear of transacting
online. They are usually reluctant to disclose their credit card, debit card, and
net banking details online due to the fear of being duped. This largely remains
as one of the biggest challenges faced by the e-commerce industry in India.
Conclusion
The e-commerce market in India has grown by 34 percent in the last seven
years, was about USD 600 million in 2011-12 and is expected to touch USD 9
billion by 2016 and USD 70 billion by 2020. According to Forrester, the Indian
e-commerce market is expected to grow at a CAGR of over 57 percent between
2012 and 2016, which is the fastest within Asia-Pacific region. The key factors
that are driving this growth are the rise of Internet usage (growing at 20 percent)
& 3G penetration, and increasing Smartphone users with availability of Internet
on mobile phones. It is estimated that currently there are 27 million mobile
Internet users in India out of which 4 percent are buying products on mobile
despite the advantages of e business in India; there are certain challenges to be
faced by the e.commerce industry. Everyday e. Commerce is becoming more
www.ijmer.in
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intricate. It is easy to get lost in all the minute. But if you keep developing a
store with flexible technology for transactions, security, and analytics, it will
keep you competitive. With a competent workforce, marketing practice, and
delivery systems, you can scale your store easily. It will keep you prepared for
future challenges.
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A Glimpse of the Indian Insolvency law
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 was implemented on May 28, 2016. The Code
provides a consolidated single regulatory platform for insolvency of corporate, LLPs
individuals and partnership firms. With the advent of the code, there have been
unprecedented changes in the landscape of insolvency laws in India. It is considered to
be a well intentioned piece of economic legislation as it wasimplemented to address
NPA issues affecting the economy. Since the inception of this ground breaking law
there have been hits and missesbut the code has brought a sea change in the recovery
process.
It has been three years since its inception and with each passing year it has strengthened
resolution of insolvencies. Though one of the key features of this law is completion of
Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP) within the specified timeline but it has
not been smooth sailing. Although there has been hits and misses but still the newly
implemented law has performed remarkably well. The data presented below gives the
glimpse of number of CIRP cases ongoing, admitted, resolved etc. as on September,
2019.1
Status
No. of CIRPs
Admitted
2542
Closed on Review/Appeal/ Settled
186
Closed by Withdrawal under section 12A
116
Closed by Resolution
156
Closed by Liquidation
587
Ongoing
1497
The Code has been amended thrice to make it more vibrant and effective. The Code
with its inception has brought a regulated profession for individuals who are called
Insolvency Professionals (IP).
Insolvency Professionals
An Insolvency Professional plays the significant role of cementing together the interests
of Corporate Debtor and the creditors.
As per the report of Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee (BLRC), “The entire
insolvency and bankruptcy process is managed by a regulated and licensed professional
namely the Insolvency Professional or an IP, appointed by the adjudicator. In an
insolvency and bankruptcy resolution process driven by the law there are judicial
decisions being taken by the adjudicator. But there are also checks and accounting as
well as conduct of due process that are carried out by the IPs. Insolvency professionals
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form a crucial pillar upon which rests the effective, timely functioning as well as
credibility of the entire edifice of the insolvency and bankruptcy resolution process.”1
An IP may hold any of the following roles under the Code:
 Resolution professional (RP) to resolve insolvency for a firm or an individual;
 Bankruptcy Trustee in an individual bankruptcy process;
 Liquidator in a firm liquidation process;
Fees Charged by Insolvency Professionals
As per Section 5(13)(b) of the code “insolvency resolution process costs” means – the
fees payable to any person acting as a resolution professional. However, the code or
regulations does not define the quantum of fees to be paid to Insolvency Professionals.
Regulation 25 of the IBBI (Insolvency Professionals) Regulations, 2016 stipulates that
an RP must provide services for remuneration charged in a transparent manner and is a
reasonable reflection of the work which is necessarily and properly undertaken by the
RP.
Should there be constraints in the fees of Resolution Professionals? As per the
BLRC there should be no constraints on RP fees. In a competitive market for the
insolvency professionals, the fees for managing the insolvency resolution process will
converge to the fair market value for the size of the entity involved.
The Committee feels it is prudent to allow the market to develop and competition to
drive charges of the RP rather than setting these in the Code, or in regulations. In any
competitive market, we expect that there will be a range of services available for a
range of problems. However, there is one case that will require intervention. When the
insolvency is brought for resolution well within time, there is typically a sizeable
amount of assets that support the fees of insolvency resolution. On the other hand, this
is not the case for an insolvency that is discovered at a late stage. In a typical situation,
there will have been a build up of the leverage by the entity borrowing at higher rates
to make payments. Or assets may have been sold or pledged for cash to make
payments. Experience from other jurisdictions suggest that there will be cases of low
or no asset entities which come to the Adjudicator for resolution. In this case, the
Adjudicator can approach the Regulator to recommend an RP who will be appointed
with the condition that her services will be offered at a minimum charge, paid for by
the Regulator. The requirement to offer to serve in a minimum number of such cases
will be part of the requirements of continuing registration for the insolvency
professional.
-Report of the Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee, November 2015

An Insolvency Professional (IP) shall ensure that fee payable to him is reasonable, but
also other expenses incurred by him are reasonable. Though the code does not sets the
1

Data as per IBBI Newsletter Jul-Sep-2019
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quantum of fees to be charged by the Resolution Professionals but an IP is obliged
under section 208(2)(a) of the Code to take reasonable care and diligence while
performing his duties, including incurring expenses. Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board
of India (IBBI) has issued circular2directing Insolvency Professionals to disclose their
fee and other expenses of in relevant form for their concluded and ongoing resolution
process within a specified timeline.
The circular aims at laying down an indicative set of guidelines to regulate the fees and
other expenses incurred during the CIRP of a Corporate Debtor.
Key Highlights of the Circular on Fees and Expenses:

The fees charged by Insolvency Professionals monitored well and relevant action is
taken for charging exorbitant fees. The other side of the coin reflects Insolvency
Professionals struggling for the payment of the services rendered by them. The circular
clarifies about the kind of expenses which can be incurred by the Resolution
Professional towards the insolvency resolution process cost. The Regulator can take
necessary action whenever it comes in the notice that fees charged by the Resolution
Professional is not reasonable reflection of work done by the respective professional.
Necessary actions taken against Insolvency Professionals for charging exorbitant
fees:
In the matter of Bhavna Sanjay Ruia :In one of the matters it was observed by
the The fees charged was 5 Cr till first CoC + 1.75 Cr. for subsequent meetings.
However, the total outstanding debt was 4.16 Crore only.IBBI vide its order dated
03.05.2018 in the matter of Bhavana Sanjay Ruia held that IPs shall charge

2

As per IBBI Circular dated June 12, 2018 on Fee and other Expenses incurred for Corporate
Insolvency Resolution Process
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reasonable fees which should be the reasonable reflection of work done. They
suspended her for 1 year to strengthen her competency and ethical standards.
Additionally, IBBI on 21.02.2019 passed another order against (Bhavana Sanjay
Ruia, who consented to act as IRP of 15 CIRPs for which applications were filed
by a professional, who is her husband. In the process, she compromised her
independence, integrity and impartiality, even though she has absolutely no
experience whatsoever and no capacity. While the Code aims to rescue the ailing
CDs, such conduct of an IP ensures just the opposite. That is why the law prohibits
an IP from taking too many assignments, if he is unlikely to devote time to each of
his assignment. IBBI debarred her for 10 years.
In the matter of Punjab National Bank Vs. Divya Jyoti Sponge Iron Pvt.
Ltd:The AA took notice of fixation of exaggerated insolvency resolution cost,
inclusive of fixation of fee of RP in a lump sum manner by the CoC without
applying its mind as regards fate of CD, the volume, nature and complexity of
CIRP. It observed that it is time to have legitimate guidelines or regulation in
this regard so as to safeguard and to ensure the prospects of revival of a dying
CD not be at the highest cost which cannot be affordable by the CD
An International Perspective- Insight into US Bankruptcy Law3
Chapter 11 of the US Bankruptcy Code deals with reorganization which is considered to
be like insolvency resolution process in India. A bankruptcy trustee is a person who is
appointed by the United States Trustee, an officer of the Department of Justice, to
represent the debtor's estate in a bankruptcy proceeding. Bankruptcy trustees evaluate
and make recommendations about various debtor demands in accordance with the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code.
As per Section 330 of Chapter 11 of US Bankruptcy Code, the Court in determining the
amount of reasonable compensation for actual, necessary services rendered by the
trustee, examiner, ombudsman, professional person, or attorney and by any
paraprofessional person employed by any such person shall consider the nature, the
extent, and the value of such services, taking into account all relevant factors, including:
 the time spent on such services;
 the rates charged for such services;
 whether the services were necessary to the administration of, or beneficial at
the time at which the service was rendered toward the completion of a case
 whether the services were performed within a reasonable amount of time
commensurate with the complexity, importance and nature of the problem,
issue, or task addressed

3

U.S. CodeTitle 11—BANKRUPTCY
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 with respect to a professional person, whether the person is board certified or
otherwise has demonstrated skill and experience in the bankruptcy field;
 whether the compensation is reasonable based on the customary compensation
charged by comparably skilled practitioners.
Except for reimbursement of actual and necessary expenses, the court shall not allow
compensation for:
-unnecessary duplication of services; or
-services that were not: reasonably likely to benefit the debtors estate or necessary
to the administration of the case.
As per US Bankruptcy Law in every bankruptcy case, the retention of estate
professionals must be approved by the bankruptcy court. Their fees and expenses are
paid out of the debtor’s bankruptcy estate and are subject to review and approval by the
bankruptcy court pursuant to Section 330 of the Bankruptcy Code.
Conclusion
Insolvency professionals form a crucial pillar upon which rests the effective, timely
functioning as well as credibility of the entire edifice of the insolvency and bankruptcy
resolution process.Since an Insolvency Professional plays a such significant role in
reorganisation or resolution of an entity so it should be ensured that rescue plan includes
rescue of finances as well. As per the Code of Conduct for IPs in the Schedule to the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Insolvency Professionals) Regulations,
2016 provides that an IP must maintain written contemporaneous records for any
decision taken, the reasons for taking the decision, and the information and evidence in
support of such decision. As Code does not lays down any standard for payment of fees
or charging of fees, the act by the Insolvency Professional in this regard should be
reasonable. While Insolvency Professional are being punished for the charging of
exorbitant amount there should be measures to ensure that professionals who follow
ethical standards are paid for the services rendered by them.
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